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SUMMARY
The Internet consists of thousands of autonomous networks connected together to
provide end-to-end reachability. Networks of different sizes, and with different functions
and business objectives, interact and co-exist in the evolving “Internet Ecosystem.” The
Internet ecosystem is highly dynamic, experiencing growth (birth of new networks), rewiring
(changes in the connectivity of existing networks), as well as deaths (of existing networks).
The dynamics of the Internet ecosystem are determined both by external “environmental”
factors (such as the state of the global economy or the popularity of new Internet appli-
cations) and the complex incentives and objectives of each network. These dynamics have
major implications on how the future Internet will look like. How does the Internet evolve?
What is the Internet heading towards, in terms of topological, performance, and economic
organization? How do given optimization strategies affect the profitability of different net-
works? How do these strategies affect the Internet in terms of topology, economics, and
performance?
In this thesis, we take some steps towards answering the above questions using a com-
bination of measurement and modeling approaches. We first study the evolution of the
Autonomous System (AS) topology over the last decade. In particular, we classify ASes
and inter-AS links according to their business function, and study separately their evolu-
tion over the last 10 years. Next, we focus on enterprise customers and content providers
at the edge of the Internet, and propose algorithms for a stub network to choose its up-
stream providers to maximize its utility (either monetary cost, reliability or performance).
Third, we develop a model for interdomain network formation, incorporating the effects
of economics, geography, and the provider/peer selections strategies of different types of
networks. We use this model to examine the “outcome” of these strategies, in terms of the
topology, economics and performance of the resulting internetwork. We also investigate the
effect of external factors, such as the nature of the interdomain traffic matrix, customer
xiii
preferences in provider selection, and pricing/cost structures. Finally, we focus on a recent
trend due to the increasing amount of traffic flowing from content providers (who generate
content), to access providers (who serve end users). This has led to a tussle between content
providers and access providers, who have threatened to prioritize certain types of traffic,
or charge content providers directly – strategies that are viewed as violations of “network
neutrality”. In our work, we evaluate various pricing and connection strategies that access
providers can use to remain profitable without violating network neutrality.
xiv
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Internet, commonly described as a “network of networks”, consists of thousands of
autonomous networks connected together to provide global reachability. Each network is
independently operated and managed, and has its own (possibly different) incentives and
requirements in connecting to the Internet. Networks with different sizes, functions, and
business objectives interact and co-exist in the “Internet ecosystem”. Networks are selfish,
meaning that they are concerned only with maximizing their own utility from connecting
to the Internet. Further, the Internet is distributed, where no single entity has global
knowledge about the actions and objectives of other networks. As such, we can think of
the Internet as a distributed, multi-agent system with strictly local interactions between
agents.
An important characteristic of the Internet is that it constantly evolves. A plausible
cause for the evolution and dynamics in the Internet is that networks change their connec-
tivity to optimize a utility function, and also respond to external effects such as economic
conditions and regulation. The Internet, when viewed as a graph at the interdomain level,
is thus a dynamic graph that shows birth and death of networks and rewiring of the con-
nectivity of existing networks. A key feature is that this dynamic graph evolves through
local optimizations, as networks change their set of providers and peers. The dynamics of
the Internet ecosystem are also influenced by external “environmental” factors (such as the
state of the global economy or the popularity of new Internet applications). Much previous
work on interdomain topologies has studied the static properties of the Internet graph, such
as the degree distribution or clustering coefficient, without studying how this graph evolves
over time. Several important questions thus remain unanswered: How does the Internet
evolve? Which types of networks account for most of the growth of the Internet? Are most
of the dynamics (links created or destroyed) due to the growth of the Internet or changes
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in the connectivity of existing networks? What is the Internet headed towards, in terms of
topological and economic organization?
When we view the Internet as a graph, it is important to recognize that all nodes and
links are not the same. The networks that constitute the Internet have very different objec-
tives and incentives. For instance, the objective of a transit provider may be to maximize
its profit, and it may approach this goal through competitive pricing policies and selective
peering. The objective of a content provider, on the other hand, may be to have highly
reliable Internet access and to minimize transit expenses, and it may pursue these goals
through aggressive multihoming and an open peering policy. Further, interdomain links
also have certain semantics associated with them. In particular, networks engage in tran-
sit (or customer-provider) relations, and also peering relations. These relations transfer
not only traffic but also economic value between networks. Most previous work on inter-
domain topology modeling has viewed the Internet graph as “flat”, where all nodes and
links are alike. Further, these modeling efforts were “top-down”, meaning that they try
to explain certain structural properties of the Internet graph, e.g., the power law degree
distribution [10, 15, 90, 107, 113]. This body of work does not try to model the Internet as
the outcome of the optimization strategies used by individual networks, and hence cannot
provide any insight into which strategies different types of networks should use to maxi-
mize their utility. For example, one would like to know which provider and peer selection
strategy is most likely to maximize the profitability for different types of networks. Also of
interest is the global effect of the strategies used by these networks, e.g., the effect of these
strategies on user-perceived cost or performance.
In this thesis, we first measure the evolution of the Internet ecosystem over the last
decade. We then develop a first-principles model for interdomain network formation, based
on the interactions between different types of networks. We use this model to evaluate
the effects of the provider and peer selection strategies used by different types of networks.
Our approach differs in several ways from previous research. First, we are interested in
the dynamic properties of the topology, rather than static characteristics such as degree
distributions or clustering coefficients. Second, we follow a bottom-up approach, modeling
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the behavior of different network types as they try to optimize their utility functions, and
then observing the emerging global properties. Finally, we recognize the fact that the
Internet ecosystem is diverse in the types of networks and interdomain links, and we take
into account the different business functions of networks and the semantics associated with
interdomain links.
Understanding the evolution of the Internet ecosystem is important for several reasons.
First, we believe that there is a need to develop bottom-up models for Internet topology
evolution and dynamics that capture the complex interactions between different types of
networks. As such, it is necessary to study the differences between the types of networks
that form this ecosystem, in terms of business function and incentives. Creating such models
will give us the ability to better understand global phenomenon in the Internet, and also
to study the global effects of local actions. Second, understanding the evolution of the
Internet is critical for studying the performance of protocols and applications over time.
For instance, to answer questions like “How will BGP perform 10 years from now?”, we
need to know the properties that the Internet’s interdomain topology is likely to show in
the future. Studying the evolution of the Internet can help to predict what the Internet
may look like in the future. Third, there is much recent interest in generating synthetic
interdomain topologies for use in simulations and analysis, e.g, evaluating the scalability of
a new routing protocol. A study of the evolution of the Internet can provide valuable inputs
to such topology generators, such as how various types of networks connect to each other,
and their topological and behavioral properties over time. Further, in light of the recent
interest in re-designing the Internet with “clean-slate” approaches, it is crucial to understand
how the existing Internet has evolved. Doing so could help design new architectures and
mechanisms with the goal of “evolvability”, meaning that they have an intrinsic capability
to evolve towards states that are desirable in terms of economics, reliability or performance.
Finally, from a practical perspective, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) would benefit from a
better understanding of Internet evolution. Doing so would help them choose their provider
and peer selection strategies that are likely to maximize their utility in terms of monetary
profit, costs or performance.
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A summary of the main components of this thesis follows:
• First, we study the evolution of the Internet ecosystem over the last decade, using
snapshots of the Autonomous System (AS) topology over the last 10 years. We are
interested in the dynamic properties of the AS graph, rather than static measures.
Further, we account for the heterogeneity in the types of ASes and inter-AS links
in the Internet, and highlight the need to study these separately. We classify ASes
according to their business function (Enterprise Customers, Transit Providers and
Content/Access Providers), and study the behavior of these AS types separately. We
classify inter-AS links as customer-provider (where the customer pays the provider for
Internet connectivity) and settlement-free (where peers agree to exchange traffic for
free). We highlight several important trends in the global Internet graph over the last
decade, such as densification, constant path lengths, and growth that occurs mostly
at the edges. We also identify trends in the behavior of different AS types, in terms
of their activity (how often they change their connectivity), multihoming preferences,
and the geographical region in which they are present.
• Next, we focus on stub networks (Enterprise customers and Content Providers) at
the edges of the Internet. Enterprise Customers (EC) are mostly concerned with
minimizing their monetary costs, while Content Providers (CP) try to optimize the
performance of their egress traffic. The choice of upstream providers can signifi-
cantly impact the costs that these networks incur and the end-to-end performance
they achieve (to/from their major sources/destinations of traffic). Further, once a
stub network selects a set of upstream providers, it needs to determine how to route
its egress traffic using that set of providers. In this part of the thesis, we propose
algorithms for a stub network to optimize its set of upstream providers. The opti-
mization objective is to minimize the monetary cost incurred while achieving good
performance (short AS-level paths and high path diversity) to the major destinations
of egress traffic. We show that our proposed algorithms can choose the set of up-
stream providers that are close to optimal in terms of the resulting costs, AS-level
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path lengths and path diversity. In the second part of this work, we propose an algo-
rithm for egress path selection that finds a congestion-free allocation of egress flows
to upstream providers (if it exists) with minimum cost for the source network.
• Next, we focus on transit providers in the Internet ecosystem, which are mainly con-
cerned with maximizing their revenue. They may achieve this objective by competitive
pricing schemes, intelligent provider selection and selective peering with other transit
providers or content providers. In this part of the thesis, we develop a model for
interdomain network formation that captures the interdependence between topology,
traffic flow and revenue in the Internet. We also account for the interdependence
between provider and peer selection by a network. We model the effect of external
factors such as economics, geography, and the nature of the interdomain traffic ma-
trix. We then use agent-based simulations to computationally find the equilibrium
internetwork, as it is too complex to do using analytical or game-theoretic approaches.
We then study the global effects of various provider and peer selection strategies used
by transit providers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that there are commonly accepted
rules of thumb that ASes use to engage in peering relationships. For example, large
transit providers engage in “restrictive” peering, whereby they do not peer unless it
is necessary to maintain global reachability. Smaller transit providers typically peer
if the traffic they exchange with their peers is roughly balanced (commonly referred
to as the “traffic-ratio” requirement). We use our model to determine the conditions
under which these strategies are profitable for small and large transit providers. We
also study the effects of these strategies on the resulting network in terms of topology
(which networks tend to attract customers or peers?), economics (which providers are
profitable?), and performance (average interdomain path lengths).
• Finally, we take a technical look at the recent debate over “network neutrality”, which
concerns the tussle between content providers and access providers. The increasing
penetration of broadband access, faster last-mile links, and the rise of Internet video
and peer-to-peer file sharing mean that residential and SOHO (Small Office, Home
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Office) users download increasingly more traffic. This traffic is delivered to users
by Access Providers (APs). APs earn their revenues mostly from their users, and
they incur costs to operate their network and to purchase upstream connectivity
from transit providers. A much discussed trend in recent times is that APs are not
profitable, as the increasing volume of transit traffic leads to escalating costs, while
the intense competition in the access market and the commoditization of Internet
access leads to falling prices, typically in the form of a flat monthly fee [43, 50, 84].
On the other hand, content providers (CPs) are often seen as being profitable, which
has led to considerable tension between APs and CPs. In this work, we use a simple
model to study the possible reasons for the non-profitability of access providers. We
evaluate the effectiveness of different pricing and connection strategies that the AP
can use to remain profitable. Our results indicate that AP strategies that rely on
differential pricing mechanisms or non-neutral behavior (directly charging the largest
CPs for better performance) are unlikely to succeed in the face of competition in the
access market.
1.0.1 Thesis organization
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, we study the evolution of
the Internet ecosystem over the last decade, highlighting important trends for the entire
Internet and also for individual classes of ASes. In chapter 3, we focus on stub networks and
content providers at the edges of the Internet, and present algorithms for these networks
to optimize their upstream connectivity. In chapter 4, we propose a model for interdo-
main network formation, capturing the effects of topology, traffic, and the peer selection
strategies of transit providers at the core of the Internet. We validate the ability of this
model to reproduce some of the features observed in the real Internet, and study the effect
of various provider and peer selection strategies on the equilibrium internetwork. In chap-
ter 5, we approach the recent debate on “network neutrality” from a technical standpoint,
focusing on strategies for access providers to remain profitable. We conclude by outlining
the contributions of this thesis and proposing directions for future work in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER II
MEASURING THE EVOLUTION OF THE INTERNET ECOSYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
The Internet, as a network of Autonomous Systems (ASes), resembles in several ways a
natural ecosystem. ASes of different sizes, functions, and business objectives form a number
of AS species that interact to jointly form what we know as the global Internet. ASes
engage in competitive transit (or customer-provider) relations, and also in symbiotic peering
relations1. These relations, which are represented as inter-AS logical links, transfer not
only traffic but also economic value between ASes. The Internet AS ecosystem is highly
dynamic, experiencing growth (birth of new ASes), rewiring (changes in the connectivity
of existing ASes), as well as deaths (of existing ASes). The dynamics of the AS ecosystem
are determined both by external “environmental” factors (such as the state of the global
economy or the popularity of new Internet applications) and by complex incentives and
objectives of each AS. Specifically, ASes attempt to optimize their utility or financial gains
by dynamically changing, directly or indirectly, the ASes they interact with. For instance,
the objective of a transit provider may be to maximize its profit, and it may approach
this goal through competitive pricing and selective peering. The objective of a content
provider, on the other hand, may be to have highly reliable Internet access and minimal
transit expenses, and it may pursue these goals through aggressive multihoming and an
open peering policy.
Our study is motivated by the desire to better understand this complex ecosystem,
the behavior of entities that constitute it (ASes), and the nature of interactions between
those entities (AS links). How has the Internet ecosystem been growing? Is growth more
important than rewiring in terms of the formation of new links? Is the population of
1We refer to “settlement free interconnection” as a “peering relation” and “paid transit” as a “customer-
provider” relation.
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transit providers increasing (implying diversification of the transit market) or decreasing
(consolidation of the transit market)? Given that the Internet grows in size, does the average
AS-path length also increase? Which ASes engage in aggressive multihoming? What is the
preferred type of transit provider for AS customers? Which ASes tend to constantly adjust
their set of providers? Are there regional differences in how the Internet evolves? These are
some of the questions we ask in this part of the thesis.
Understanding the evolution of the Internet ecosystem is important for several reasons.
First, we believe that there is a need to develop bottom-up models of Internet topology
evolution that capture the complex interactions between the constituent entities. As such,
it is necessary to study the differences between the types of ASes that form this ecosystem
in terms of business function and incentives. Second, understanding the evolution of the
Internet is critical for studying the performance of protocols and applications over time. For
instance, to answer the question “How will BGP perform 10 years from now?” we first need
to answer the question “How will the Internet look 10 years from now?”. Third, there is
much recent interest in generating synthetic AS graphs for simulation and analysis. A study
of the evolution of the Internet can provide valuable inputs to such topology generators,
such as the types of ASes in the Internet and their topological and behavioral properties
over time. Finally, in light of the recent interest in re-designing the Internet with “clean-
slate” approaches, it is crucial to understand how the existing Internet has evolved. Doing
so could help us identify new architectures and mechanisms that have an intrinsic capability
to evolve towards desirable economic, reliability and performance conditions.
There is an extensive literature on AS-level topology measurement and modeling. A
large portion of that literature, however, takes a graph-theoretic perspective, viewing all
ASes as nodes in a graph and all inter-AS relations as edges, without considering the type of
relation (customer-provider versus peering) or the role of the participating ASes (customer
versus provider). Viewing all ASes as the same type of node ignores the major differences
in the function and objectives of different ASes. Further, even though most of the previous
work on AS-level topology modeling mentions the terms ‘evolution” or “dynamics”, the
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main focus has been on measurements and modeling of growth, ignoring rewiring. The lat-
ter is very important, however, as it represents the attempt of individual ASes to optimize
their connectivity. Finally, most of the earlier work on AS-level topologies has focused on
macroscopic properties and metrics, such as the degree distribution, the clustering coeffi-
cient or the graph diameter, without considering the local policy and semantics of inter-AS
relations. The latter are very important as they control the flow of traffic and value in the
AS ecosystem.
In this part of the thesis, we attempt to measure and understand the evolution of the
Internet ecosystem during the last decade (1998-2007). We propose a method to classify
ASes into a number of types depending on their function and business type, using observable
topological properties of those ASes. The AS types we consider are large transit providers,
small transit providers, content/access/hosting providers, and enterprise networks. We
are able to classify ASes into these AS types with an accuracy of 80-85%. We focus on
primary inter-AS links, meaning links that are used under “normal operating conditions”,
to distinguish with backup links that appear under failure conditions or routing convergence.
We also consider the semantics of inter-AS links, in terms of customer-provider (CP) versus
peering (PP) relations, and distinguish between the customer, provider and peering role of
an AS in each relation. Unfortunately, we find that the available historical datasets from
RouteViews and RIPE are not sufficient to infer the population and evolution of peering
links. So we restrict the focus of this study to the evolution of the population of AS types
and of customer-provider links.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, we describe the data
collection and filtering methodology. In Section 2.3, we focus on the evolution of the global
Internet. In Section 2.4, we present a classification scheme of ASes into four AS types based
on their expected business function. Then, we examine the evolution of each AS type at
a global scale as well as regionally. In Sections 2.5 and 2.6, we investigate the evolution
of customer-provider relations in the Internet, from the perspective of the customer and
provider, respectively. In Section 2.7, we present some results on the evolution of the
Internet peering ecosystem. These results should be viewed as “conjectures” because of the
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limitations in detecting the complete set of peering links. We conclude with a summary of
our main findings in Section 2.9.
2.2 Datasets and methodology
A study of the evolution of the Internet ecosystem needs frequent snapshots of the AS-level
Internet topology, annotated with policy information for each link. Given that such histor-
ical information is not available, we have to rely on measurement and inference, collecting
data from multiple sources and considering the limitations of each dataset. This section
describes the datasets we use and the subsequent filtering and validation processes.
We collected BGP AS-paths from BGP table dumps obtained from the two major pub-
licly available repositories at RouteViews [96] and RIPE [94]. The RouteViews collection
process started in November 1997, providing an invaluable resource in the past ten years.
The first RIPE collector became active in October 1999. We rely only on these two repos-
itories because no other source of topological/routing data (routing registries, traceroutes,
looking glass servers, etc.) provides historical information. Note that the use of AS-paths
has been shown to be inadequate to expose the complete Internet topology [29, 32, 59]. In
particular, even though most ASes are detected, a significant fraction of peering and backup
links at the edges of the Internet are missed [26, 59, 111]. In fact, it has been estimated
that there are at least 40% more peering links in the Internet than those obtained from
AS-paths [26, 32]. We are well informed of these limitations, which are further exposed
later in this section. There are, however, three important points to consider. First, we do
not aim to detect backup links; instead, we are only interested in primary Internet links,
used most of the time (as opposed to backup links that are only used upon failures or over-
load conditions). We describe later how to avoid backup links in the data filtering process.
Second, the main focus of this evolutionary study is customer-provider links. As we show
later in this section, the available monitors from RouteViews and RIPE are not enough to
detect all peering links or the births and deaths of those links. Third, even though missing
links can be detrimental for complex inference applications (such as AS path prediction or
BGP root-cause analysis), it has been shown recently that they are less critical in topology
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inference [112].
Filtering of backup and transient links: Next, we describe how to only detect primary
links, avoiding backup links and false AS-paths that often appear during BGP convergence.
First, note that short-term failures and routing transient events can “confuse” an evolution-
ary study, misinterpreting link disappearances and appearances due to transient failures as
link deaths and births respectively. For instance, suppose that the primary link lp between
AS-x and AS-y fails at time t1, causing the activation of a backup link lb between AS-x
and AS-z. lp is repaired at t2 and the connectivity returns to its original state. Since we
focus on primary links, our goal is to ignore the transient event during (t1, t2) and to not
detect lb. On the other hand, a change of routing policy that exchanges the role of links lp
and lb (so that lb becomes the primary link) should be detected as the death of lp and the
simultaneous birth of lb.
To achieve the previous objective we follow the “majority filtering” approach described
next. Note that a snapshot, in the following discussion, does not refer to a time instant
but to a period of 21 days. During a certain snapshot, we collect at N different times the
unique AS-paths that are exported from all active RouteViews and RIPE monitors. The
period between these successive samples is Ts, with N Ts=21 days. Then, we keep only
those AS-paths that appear in the majority of the samples and ignore the rest. This process
is designed to filter out links that appear due to routing transient events, as well as due
to “hard” failures of interdomain links (e.g. due to router crashes or fiber cuts). Routing
transients typically persist for less than a few hours, while it is reasonable to expect that
hard failures are repaired within 10 days. In each of these cases, the majority filtering
rule successfully filters out the transient links.2 Note that if a certain link X-Y is used as
primary in one AS path but as backup in another path, it will be included in our snapshot.
To select an appropriate value of N , we do the following. We collect all visible AS-
paths for each day of January 1998. Next, we divide the month into N blocks of the same
duration, and collect the set of visible AS-paths from a randomly selected instant in each of
2A similar process was used by Dimitropoulos et al. [40], but considering an AS-path only if it appears
in all N samples.
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the N blocks. Then, we perform majority filtering, considering only AS-paths that appear
in the majority of the N samples. Finally, we measure the number of visible AS links. We
vary N from 1 to 10, and repeat the previous process multiple times for each value of N . As
N increases, the average number of visible links decreases (from about 5850 to 5725 during
that month) because fewer backup links become visible. Additionally, the variability in the
number of visible links decreases. We observe that N=5 results in about the same average
as higher values of N , and reasonably low variance (standard deviation of 12 links). In the
rest of this study, N=5 samples.
The trade-off behind the selection of the snapshot duration (21 days in our study) is
explained next. If the snapshot duration is too long (say more than a month), then we may
miss several birth-death (or death-birth) transitions of the same link. On the other hand, if
the snapshot duration is too small (say a few days), then the majority filtering mechanism
may not be able to filter out backup links that appear during long-lasting failures such as
fiber cuts. Finally, a new snapshot is collected every three months, providing us with 40
snapshots (10 years) from January 1998 to October 2007.
Variations in the number of active monitors: Another issue we need to consider
is that the number of BGP monitors in both RouteViews and RIPE has been increasing
significantly over the last ten years, from about 10 in 1997 to almost 400 at the end of 2007.
The increase in the number of monitors has been less than 20% in 35 out of the 39 pairs of
successive snapshots. As the number of monitors increases, some previously existing links
may become visible for the first time at a certain snapshot. How do we distinguish those first
appearances of existing links from genuine link births? Similarly, sometimes monitors are
removed. How do we distinguish between the disappearance of existing links from genuine
link deaths? Also, can we bound the estimation error in the number of link births and
deaths between each pair of successive snapshots?
To answer the last question we perform the following analysis. Let the set of monitors
at snapshots T1 and T2 be M1 and M2 respectively. Let L1 and L2 be the set of links
observed at T1 and T2, respectively. L2 − L1 is the set of new link appearances between
T1 and T2. This is our estimate for the set of new link births. This set includes the links
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that were genuinely born between T1 and T2, but it may also include an error term that
is the set of links that were present at T1 but became visible at T2 due to the monitor set
increase. To derive an upper bound for the latter, we do the following.
First, determine the set of links L′2 that would be observed at T2 using the set of
monitors that were common between M1 and M2, i.e., M1 ∩M2. The set L
′
2 −L1 (where
L′2−L1 ⊆ L2−L1) includes links that were definitely born between T1 and T2, and hence it
gives a lower bound on the number of actual link births. On the other hand, the number of
links in the set (L2−L1)− (L
′
2−L1) is an upper bound for the error between the estimated
and actual number of link births. So, the worst case relative error (WCRE) in the number
of link births between T1 and T2 is:
WCRE =
|(L2 − L1)| − |(L
′
2 − L1)|
|(L′2 − L1)|
(1)
We measured the WCRE for every pair of snapshots. In 30 out of the 39 snapshots pairs,
the WCRE is less than 10%. For all but one pair, the WCRE is less than 20%. In the
remainder of this paper, we omit the pair of snapshots for which the WCRE was larger
than 20% (Jan-Apr 2000). We also measured the WCRE separately for customer-provider
(CP) links and peering (PP) links. Unfortunately, the WCRE is very high for peering links
and in 9 out of 39 snapshots it is greater than 100%. On the other hand, the WCRE for CP
links is quite low, and for all except one pair of snapshots (Jan-Apr 2000), it is less than
10%.3
The previous analysis considers the effect of an increased set of monitors on the mea-
surement of link births. A similar problem occurs while measuring link deaths, as some
monitors are occasionally disconnected temporarily or permanently from the RouteViews
and RIPE collectors. We performed a similar analysis to determine the effect of monitor
deaths on the estimated number of link deaths. We find that the WCRE in the estimated
number of link deaths is less than 10% for 37 out of the 39 snapshot pairs.
The previous WCRE analysis showed that, even though we can estimate well (within
10%) the link births/deaths of CP links, we do not get a reasonable accuracy for the
3Note that the WCRE is calculated for every pair of snapshots, and so it does not accumulate over time.
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link births/deaths of PP links. This is a negative but significant result, which should be
considered by future studies that rely on RouteViews and RIPE topological data. It also
implies that the conclusions of several previous topological studies should be re-examined.
Sensitivity of population counts to number of monitors: We next examine the
visibility of CP and PP links, as well as of ASes, when we vary the number of used monitors.
Consider first the population of ASes. Let nAS be the set of visible ASes if we use all
available monitors at a given snapshot. We then randomly select a fraction f of the available
monitors, and determine the population of ASes that is visible using that subset of monitors.
We repeat this experiment 100 times, and determine for each run the number of ASes visible
with a fraction f of the available monitors nAS(f). Figure 1 shows the median, 10th and
90th percentile values of the ratio nAS(f)/nAS for the snapshot Jan 2007, together with
the corresponding ratios for the populations of CP links and PP links. We repeated this
analysis for all snapshots, and the results are quantitatively similar across time, without
any noticeable trends.
Notice that the number of visible ASes is strongly insensitive to the number of available
monitors. Even with 10% of the monitors we practically see the same set of ASes that
is visible with all monitors. The fraction of CP links is also insensitive to the number of
available monitors, as long as we use more than 60-70% of the available monitors in the
given snapshot. So, we expect that a 10-20% increase in the number of available monitors
across successive snapshots will not cause a significant variation in the number of visible
CP links. The situation is very different with PP links however. The fraction of visible PP
links increases roughly linearly with the fraction of used monitors. This means that if we
had more monitors we would probably see significantly more PP links. So, the estimated
population size of PP links should be viewed as lower bound on the actual population size.
Similar observations were recently reported by Oliveira et al. [87].
The previous observations have two major implications. First, on the positive side, it
appears that the RouteViews and RIPE historical datasets contain enough monitors to detect
the ASes and CP links in a robust manner. Even though we cannot be certain that we see
all ASes or CP links, we at least have evidence that these populations would not differ by
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a large number if we had more monitors. Second, on the negative side, it is clear that the
RouteViews and RIPE datasets are not sufficient to detect the population or the birth/death
rates of PP links. Consequently, in the rest of the paper we focus on the evolution of CP
links. When we present some results for PP links, the reader should recall that those figures
are lower bounds on the actual number of PP links.
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Figure 1: Visibility of ASes, CP and PP links as a function of the number of monitors
used in a snapshot.
Policy inference: After collecting and filtering the data as described earlier, the final data
processing step is to use the AS-paths in each snapshot (those that passed the majority fil-
tering process) to infer the underlying AS topology and the relationships between adjacent
ASes. For this purpose we use the well-tested algorithm described by Gao in [51]. Despite
the significant follow-up work on AS relationship inference [40, 101], we prefer Gao’s algo-
rithm because of its ability to infer relationships using only observed AS paths, without any
additional information such as data from routing registries or active probes. Comparison
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studies for the accuracy of related algorithms in [101] and [51] have shown that Gao’s al-
gorithm is more accurate in identifying peering relationships. Further, a recent study [112]
showed that the AS relationship inferences made by this algorithm are quite stable with
respect to variations in the observed AS-paths. Gao’s algorithm results in four types of AS
relationships: Customer-Provider (CP), Peering (PP), Sibling, and Unknown. We ignore
the last two categories, as they account for less than 2% of the visible links in any snapshot.
Finally, the AS topology and relationship matrix provide an annotated graph for each
snapshot. The differences between successive snapshots show the evolutionary events of link
and node births and deaths, which form the core of the analysis in the following sections.
Note that if a certain link has changed role at some snapshot (say from CP to PP), we
view that event as the death of a CP link and the simultaneous birth of a PP link between
the corresponding ASes. The reader may be wondering about the frequency of link type
changes, from CP to PP or the opposite. Even though we cannot answer this question in a
definite manner (due to the visibility problem with PP links), we measured that 9% of the
PP links in a snapshot become CP links in the next snapshot (This number is the average
over all pairs of snapshots). The fraction of CP links that become PP links appears to be
much less (1%) but that is probably due to the poor visibility of PP links. Also, these
changes are not cumulative, as we run the relationship inference algorithm separately for
each snapshot.
2.3 Growth and rewiring trends
We first examine the evolution of some major characteristics of the global Internet.
Growth of ASes and inter-AS links: Figure 2 shows the number of ASes and inter-AS
links in each snapshot. Due to the previously discussed issues with measuring PP links, we
only count the number of CP links in each snapshot. A first observation is that, despite
the economic recession of 2001-03 and the well documented turmoil in the telecom market,
the Internet AS-level topology has been increasing in size over the last ten years. Second,
it appears that the Internet has gone through two distinct growth phases so far: an initial
phase, up to mid-2001, in which the Internet grew exponentially in terms of the number of
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ASes and links (of the form y = a∗ebx). Then, the growth process switched to linear for both
the number of ASes and links (of the form y = ax + b). We find that the number of ASes
from 1998 to mid-2001 can be modeled as y = 3150∗e0.094x, where x is the snapshot number
(x = 0, 1, . . . ). In the last six years, the number of ASes can be modeled as y = 2537+604x.
Regarding the number of CP links, the corresponding functions are y = 5462 ∗ e0.102x and
y = 1499x − 35. Each of the previous regression formulae gives a correlation coefficient
that is at least 99%. To eliminate the possibility that this trend shift is an artifact of the
measurement infrastructure (e.g. the changing set of monitors), we measured the number
of visible ASes and CP links with a set of monitors that remained the same in the last ten
years. The results, even though revealing a lower number of links, still show a trajectory
change from exponential to linear in mid-2001. Huston [61] observed a similar trend shift
in the number of ASes (but not CP links) around mid-2001.
To determine the boundary at which the trajectory shifted from exponential to linear,
we perform the following test. We assume that the number of CP links and ASes can be
modeled as y = a eb x when x ≤ z and y = a x + b when x > z. We then compute the
value zmin that minimizes the total sum-of-squares error (SSE) for the above regression
formula. zmin is our estimate for the snapshot where the growth trajectory changed from
exponential to linear. It appears that the exponential phase lasted for the first 15 snapshots
for ASes and 16 snapshots for CP links, ending in mid/late 2001. Figure 2 also shows the
exponential and linear regression curves for the number of ASes and CP links.
Evolution of CP link count (and lower bound estimates of PP link count): Next,
we distinguish between CP and PP links, and examine the growth trends separately for
these two link types. We emphasize again that the number of PP links we report here
should be viewed as a lower bound on the actual number of peering links. Figure 3 shows
the number of CP and PP links, as well as their fractions, over time. Both link types have
been increasing in absolute numbers. As shown earlier, the number of CP links shows an
initial exponential growth followed by a linear growth after 2001. Modeling the growth of
PP links is difficult with the given measurements. It appears, however, that that growth
process has followed a different trajectory than that of CP links.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the number of ASes and CP links. The regression curves are also
shown.
The bottom panel in Figure 3 shows the fraction of CP and PP links. The fraction of
PP links has been increasing steadily after 2001, even though the growth rate of CP links
is larger than that of PP links. The reason is that the relative increase rate of PP links
is larger than that of CP links. Given that we probably underestimate the number of PP
links, the fraction of PP links at the end of 2007 is at least 20%.
Evolution of AS-path length and multihoming trends: Next, we investigate the
evolution of the average AS-path length (after removing AS-path prepending). We do so
by calculating the average length of AS-paths observed at Routeviews and RIPE collectors
in each snapshot. The upper panel in Figure 4 shows that the average path length measured
in this manner has remained practically constant (at 4.2 AS hops) over the last 10 years.
Note that the AS-paths measured here are those that are seen by the Routeviews and RIPE
vantage points. The path advertisements seen by these monitors are mostly those exported
over customer-provider links. Peering links low in the hierarchy can make paths shorter, as
they provide shortcuts in end-to-end paths. Those AS-paths, however, would not be seen
from the set of vantage points at Routeviews and RIPE. Consequently, what we measure
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Figure 3: Evolution of CP and PP links in absolute numbers and as a fraction of the total
number of links.
may be an overestimation of the AS-path length; the average path length could actually
be decreasing over time. This is interesting, given the significant growth of the underlying
network. Earlier modeling work, such as the preferential attachment growth model of Albert
and Barabasi [10], predicted an average path length that grows slowly with the size of the
network (O(ln ln n)), when a newly attached node has at least two edges. Such a growth
model would result in an increase in the average path length from 4.2 to 4.7 over the last
10 years, contrary to the constant average path length of 4.2 that we observed.
There are two plausible effects that could lead to constant or decreasing AS-path lengths.
The first is the increasing presence of “shortcut” peering links, especially between providers
at lower tiers in the hierarchy. Due to the aforementioned visibility problem, however, AS-
paths that we measure at Routeviews and RIPE collectors would not show the effect of the
increasing number of peering links. Studying the effect of peering links on average path
lengths would need more accurate topology data with a good visibility of peering links.
The second effect that could lead to constant path lengths is a densification process that
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increases the average degree (considering only CP links) of ASes. As most CP links are
visible from Routeviews and RIPE monitors, it is possible to measure the densification of
the graph of CP links. Indeed, the upper panel of Figure 4 shows that the average AS
degree, counting only CP links, has increased consistently over time, from 3.2 links to 4.3
links per AS. The median degree (not shown) is dominated by small networks that have just
1 or 2 providers, and hence it does not show an increasing trend. This densification process
has also been studied by Leskovec et al. [72], who observed that the effective diameter 4 of
the AS graph slowly decreases with time.
A plausible explanation for the densification of the Internet is the increasing popularity
of multihoming for economic, reliability and performance reasons. The bottom panel of
Figure 4 shows the average multihoming degree,5 defined as the number of providers of a
given AS, for two broad classes of ASes: stubs (i.e., ASes that never had customers dur-
ing their observed lifetime), and non-stubs (the rest of ASes). We find that the average
multihoming degree has been increasing in both classes. Non-stubs, however, have been
increasing their average multihoming degree much faster than stubs (from 1.5 to about
3.5), in particular after 2003. This may be because non-stubs, which are typically con-
tent/access/hosting/transit providers, attempt to optimize their connectivity, and at the
same time improve their reliability, by multihoming to several upstream transit providers.
For many stubs, on the other hand, one or two (primary) transit providers is often enough.
Growth versus rewiring: Next, we seek to understand the relative significance of growth
versus rewiring. Growth refers to the addition of new ASes in the network (together with
their corresponding links), while rewiring refers to changes in the connectivity of existing
ASes. Specifically, we focus on the number of CP link births due to AS births (growth)
versus CP link births due to rewiring. We also look at the number of CP link deaths due
to AS deaths versus CP link deaths due to rewiring. The top panel of figure 5 shows,
for each pair of snapshots, the number of CP link births due to AS births and due to
rewiring. Initially, the CP link births due to AS births and rewiring were comparable in
4The effective diameter of a graph is the minimum value of d such that at least 90% of the connected
node-pairs are at distance at most d. A smoothed version of this metric is used in [72].
5Multiple physical links between two ASes are counted as a single inter-AS link.
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Figure 4: Evolution of average AS degree, AS-path length, and multihoming degree.
number. Since 2001, however, we find that the number of CP link births due to internal
rewiring has increased much faster than that due to AS birth. Currently, around 75% of
link births are associated with existing ASes (rewiring). A similar analysis, shown in the
bottom panel, shows that the number of CP link deaths due to rewiring is significantly
higher than that due to AS deaths. About 80% of the link deaths are due to rewiring and
this fraction is increasing. These observations are important for two reasons. First, most of
the literature on AS topology modeling has focused on growth, ignoring rewiring. Second,
rewiring represents the effort of individual ASes to optimize their performance, reliability,
profitability or other objectives. An intriguing possibility is that rewiring implies that the
Internet, as a multi-agent and self-organized system, attempts to optimize a certain, still
unknown, global objective in a distributed manner. This possibility has also been discussed
by Chang et al. [24].
Given the increasing significance of rewiring, we next focus on the births and deaths
of links between existing nodes in two successive snapshots. Let G1 and G2 be the graphs
representing the primary AS topology in two consecutive snapshots. We construct G′1 from
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Figure 5: Evolution of the number of CP link births (and deaths) due to node births (and
deaths) versus rewiring.
G1 by removing all nodes that are not present in G2; similarly construct G
′
2 from G2. Note
that G′1 and G
′
2 have the same set of nodes. Let E
′
1 and E
′
2 be the set of links in G
′
1 and G
′
2
respectively. We use the following graph-level metric, referred to as Jaccard Distance, to
quantify the rewiring between G′1 and G
′
2.
s(E′1, E
′
2) =
|(E′1 − E
′
2) ∪ (E
′
2 − E
′
1)|
|E′1 ∪ E
′
2|
(2)
Note that s(E′1, E
′
2) captures both link births and deaths between the two snapshots. The
Jaccard distance thus quantifies the difference between the sets of links in two consecutive
snapshots. For example, a Jaccard distance of 0.5 indicates that 50% of the links seen in
the two snapshots were either born before the second snapshot or died after the first.
We calculate the Jaccard distance separately, first, on the CP graph where the customer
is a stub, and second, on the CP graph where the customer is a non-stub. Figure 6 shows
these metrics for each pair of snapshots over the last 10 years. We find that the Jaccard
distance is much smaller for the CP graph where the customer is a stub, as compared
to the CP graph where the customer is a non-stub. This indicates that non-stubs have
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consistently been more aggressive than stubs in changing their upstream connectivity. We
further investigate this effect after proposing a finer classification of AS types in the Internet
in the next section.
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Figure 6: The Jaccard distance for CP links where the customer is stub versus non-stub.
2.4 Evolution of AS types
When we think of the Internet as a graph, it is important to recognize that not all nodes are
the same. ASes connect to the Internet with different requirements and business interests,
and hence optimize their connectivity in different ways [43]. The topology changes that
we observe represent the outcome of a complex multi-constraint optimization process that
individual ASes conduct.
AS classification scheme: We propose a simple classification scheme for ASes according
to their business type. The initial classification consists of the following five AS types.
Enterprise Customers (EC) represent various organizations, universities and com-
panies at the network edge that are mostly users, rather than providers of Internet access,
transit or content. Typically, ECs do not have AS customers.
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Small Transit Providers (STP) are often regional ISPs that provide Internet access
and transit services. STPs aim to maximize their customer base in their geographical area
and to reduce their upstream transit costs through selective peering with other regional
ISPs. STPs often peer selectively rather than openly to avoid peering with ASes already
in their customer tree, or ASes that are likely to become customers at a future time. We
count national and academic/research transit networks also as STPs.
Large Transit Providers (LTP) are international ISPs with a large footprint, both in
terms of number of AS customers and geographical presence. LTPs aim to maximize their
customer base, peering with other ASes only when it is necessary to maintain reachability
(restrictive peering).
Access/Hosting Providers (AHP) are ISPs that offer Internet access (e.g., DSL,
cable modem, dial-up, leased lines) and/or server hosting. Their access customers can be
residential users or enterprises that do not have AS numbers, while their server hosting
customers are content/service providers that also do not have AS numbers6. AHPs often
engage in selective peering to minimize the transit costs paid to their upstream providers.
Content Providers (CP) are not in the business of offering Internet transit or ac-
cess. Instead, their revenues result from providing content that users pay for. CPs aim to
minimize transit costs, and so often have open peering policies.
Similar classifications have been proposed in previous work. Chang et al. [28] classified
ASes (for the purposes of determining interdomain traffic matrices) into “web hosting”,
“residential access” and “business access”. Dimitropoulos et al. [41] classified ASes into
large and small ISPs, customer networks, universities, Internet exchange points and network
information centers. We chose the previous five AS types based on the terminology used in
discussions on the NANOG mailing list and in W. Norton’s white papers [84].
Note that the difference between LTPs and STPs is quantitative, as both AS types have
the same business function. LTPs are basically the major ISPs that are often referred to,
rather informally, as “‘tier-1” transit providers. The “tier-1” label is often associated with
6A limitation of AS topologies derived from BGP tables is that they include only the organizations that
have AS numbers.
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10-20 ASes. We choose to be more inclusive, defining as LTPs the top-30 ASes in terms of
the average number of customers during the time period in which an AS was seen in the
last decade. That average is larger than 140 AS customers for the LTPs in our datasets.
This leaves us with around 27,000 ASes (in the latest snapshot) that cannot be classified
manually. Instead, we first pick a training set of 50 ASes for each of the remaining four
AS types (EC, STP, AHP and CP) that are definitely of the corresponding type (based on
information obtained from their webpages). For ECs, we pick well-known universities and
corporations. For STPs, we choose transit providers that are mostly regional in terms of
their coverage and customer size. For CPs and AHPs, we pick well-known content providers,
hosting sites, and large broadband/dial-up residential/business access ISPs. Next, we ob-
serve the topological properties of the ASes in each training set, in terms of the average
number of customers C, providers P , and peers R for that AS in the last decade. We found
significant overlap in the number of providers among the four AS types, and so we do not
rely on that metric. On the other hand, the number of customers and peers (C,R) allows
us to distinguish between ECs, STPs and CPs. Unfortunately, we are unable to distinguish
CPs from AHPs. These two AS types, even though have different business roles, largely
overlap in terms of both C and R. So, in the rest of the paper we merge these two AS types
in what will be referred to as Content/Access/Hosting Providers (CAHPs). Figure 7
shows the average number of customers and peers for ASes in the four training sets. Most
ECs have zero customers and peers, and they are not shown in this graph.
The next step is to determine a set of boundaries in the two-dimensional (C,R) space
that separate the training sets of the four AS types with the minimum number of misclas-
sifications. We apply the well known machine learning technique of decision trees on the
training samples to obtain the following C and R coordinate boundaries for each AS type:
EC: C < 2.1, R <= 1
STP: 2.1 ≤ C < 140, R <3.5 and 33.1 ≤ C < 140, R ≥3.5
LTP: C ≥ 140
CAHP: C < 2.1, R > 1 and 2.1 ≤ C < 33.1, R ≥ 3.5
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Figure 7: Coordinate boundaries for the four AS types we consider.
Based on the previous boundaries, we next use the average C and R values of each AS
(measured over the snapshots in which that AS was present in the ten-year dataset) to
classify it into one of the four AS types. Note that the AS types we consider are quite
distinct from each other in terms of their function and business goals. It is thus reasonable
to expect that ASes do not change from one AS type to another during their lifetime.
To examine this hypothesis, we performed the following test. We rerun the decision tree
algorithm to classify each AS using a two-year dataset from 2006 and 2007. We then
compared this more recent classification with that based on the ten-year dataset. We found
that only 3% of the ASes that appear in both datasets were classified differently. In most of
these cases, it appears that the classification change was due to a large shift in the customer
and peer degrees of that AS. For example, AS-1 has a large average customer degree over
the ten-year dataset and is classified as an LTP. However, in the two-year dataset it has a
customer degree of 0, and is classified as an EC. AS1 was originally owned by Genuity Inc.,
a large global ISP. In 2004, Genuity sold AS-1 to Level3 Communications, also a global ISP.
Level3 does not use that AS number for its transit services, and this is why that AS has no
customers in the last couple of years.
To evaluate the accuracy of the previous classification scheme, we perform the following.
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We select a random sample of 150 ASes (50 ECs, 50 STPs and 50 CAHPs), and mix these
samples to remove any information about the classification of these ASes (to avoid any
subjective bias in the validation process). Then, we use information from WHOIS servers
and the webpages of those ASes to infer their main business function. If the actual business
function does not match the classification produced by our algorithm, we count that AS as
a misclassification. We find that the classification accuracy for ECs is 78%. The errors in
this category are due to some residential access providers that are classified as ECs because
they have no AS customers and no peers. The accuracy for STPs is 86%. The errors here
are due to ASes that mainly offer content hosting services. These providers have few AS
customers and a small number (or none) of peers and hence they get classified as STPs.
The classification accuracy for CAHPs is 86%. The errors in this case are mostly due to
some academic/research backbones that get classified as CAHPs due to their large number
of peers. Dimitropoulos et al. [41] reported a similar accuracy figure (78%) for their AS
classification scheme.
Population trends for each AS type: Figure 8 shows the population of each AS type
over the last ten years. These curves show two distinct phases, similar to the global growth
trends observed in Section 2.3, with a change of slope around 2001. The STP population
shows a small growth rate (increase by factor of 1.23 over the last six years). The LTP
population remains almost 30 by definition. The EC population shows a strong growth
trend (increase by factor of 2.33 in the last six years), contributing most of the growth
in the number of ASes. The CAHP population, even though much smaller in absolute
numbers than ECs, has also been growing significantly (increase by factor of 1.6 in the last
six years). ECs and CAHPs represent the periphery of the network, where the users and
content reside. If we judge by the population of this AS type, the Internet edge grows at
a significant and stable pace. On the other hand, LTPs and STPs represent the core of
the Internet. Even though the STP population was growing significantly before 2001, their
growth rate in the last few years has decreased. This may be an indication that the number
of transit providers is stabilizing.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the population of AS types.
Geographical trends for each AS type: To classify ASes into broad geographical
regions, we use the “registry” field of the corresponding WHOIS entries. Figure 9 shows
the fraction of ASes of each AS type that were registered to ARIN (North America) and
RIPE (mostly Europe). The other registries (APNIC, LACNIC and AFRINIC) account
for the remaining small fraction, and are not shown here. Interestingly, we see that the
population of ECs in the two continents (NA and Europe) converges. It is likely that in
the next few years there will be more ECs registered in Europe than in North America.
This has already happened in the case of STPs, and the number of STPs is now slightly
higher in Europe. LTPs, though, are mostly still based in North America. On the other
hand, the fraction of CAHPs in Europe has always been higher than in North America,
probably because of the many regional access providers (several per country) in Europe.
These trends imply that the Internet market, in terms of the number of access/hosting,
transit and content providers will soon be larger in Europe than in North America, if this is
not happening already.
Rewiring activity for each AS type: The differences in the business function and
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Figure 9: Regional distribution of AS types over time.
incentives of the four AS types could also appear in their rewiring activity. To measure this
quantity between a pair of snapshots, we calculate the Jaccard distance for the set of CP
links of each AS. We then compute the average Jaccard distance for all ASes of the same
AS type. The top panel of Figure 10 shows these averages over time. We see that, clearly,
ECs show the lowest rewiring activity throughout the last ten years. STPs and LTPs have
similar rewiring activity, while CAHPs exhibit the highest rewiring especially since 2001.
CAHPs rewire their CP links frequently, as they attempt to minimize their transit costs
and provide good performance/reliability to their customers.
A related metric is the fraction of nodes in each AS type that are inert, meaning that
they do not undergo any change in their set of CP links between two successive snapshots.
The bottom panel of Figure 10 shows the fraction of inert nodes for different AS types over
time. We find that the fraction of inert ECs increased slightly with time, from 74% in 2001 to
80% currently. This implies that ECs at the network edge are becoming increasingly stable
with respect to the connectivity to their providers. The fraction of inert STPs has stayed
almost constant since 2001 (between 25% and 30%). We examined the set of STPs that are
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Figure 10: Rewiring activity and fraction of inert ASes for each AS type.
inert in every pair of snapshots since 2001, and found that several of the inert STPs are
national monopoly providers or research and educational backbone networks. Such STPs
have a fairly stable customer base, and do not have the incentive to constantly optimize
their connectivity. As expected, the fraction of inert LTPs is very low and it approaches
zero, because large transit providers have a constant churn in their customers. The most
interesting trend is that the fraction of inert CAHPs has decreased significantly, from 46%
to 18%. This again suggests that such access/hosting/content providers have an incentive
to constantly optimize their connectivity.
2.5 Evolution of CP relations: customer-side properties
Number of providers per AS type: Figure 11 shows the average number of providers
per customer (or the average multihoming degree) for each AS type. The median number of
providers (not shown) shows similar trends. The multihoming degree for ECs has increased
very slowly over the last decade (from 1.5 to 1.9), and is almost constant since 2001. On
the other hand, the multihoming degree for STPs has increased significantly (from 1.9 to
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Figure 11: Evolution of average number of providers for each AS type.
3.9), LTPs7 (from 2 to 5.5), and CAHPs (from 2.1 to 8.2). The dramatic increase in the
multihoming degree of content/hosting/access providers and transit providers is probably
the main reason behind the densification of the Internet, discussed earlier.
We further study the distribution of the number of providers of different AS types. We
find that the distribution of the number of providers for ECs has not changed significantly
in the last 10 years. On the other hand, the largest change is for CAHPs. Figure 12 shows
the distribution of the number of providers for CAHPs in 5 snapshots over the last 10 years.
We see that the distribution has been shifting consistently towards the right, indicating an
increase in the number of providers for CAHPs. Further, we find that the median number
of providers for CAHPs has been quite close to the average, and 50% of CAHPs in the
latest snapshot (2007.10) have more than 7 providers. This means that the average number
of providers for CAHPs seen in Figure 11 is not biased by a small number of CAHPs that
have many providers.
7Tier-1 ASes are commonly attributed as not having any providers. Recall, however, that we define LTPs
as the top-30 providers in terms of average number of AS customers. This set includes ASes that have
providers.
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Figure 12: Evolution of the distribution of the number of providers of CAHPs.
STPs versus LTPs: We are also interested in differences in the type of provider that each
AS type connects to when acting as the customer in a customer-provider relation. Figure 13
shows the number of links in each transit category over time. Interestingly, we find that
both EC-LTP links (meaning, the customer is an EC and the provider is an LTP) and EC-
STP links show an exponential increase up to 2001, which matches the trend of the total
number of CP links. Thereafter the growth rate slowed down, following a linear increase.
We find that until 2004 the number of EC-STP links was almost the same as the number of
EC-LTP links. After 2004, the growth rate of EC-STP links has been higher than that of
EC-LTP links (240 links/month vs 106 links/month), meaning that ECs increasingly prefer
to connect to smaller, regional providers. There are several possible reasons why ECs may
prefer STPs over LTPs. One possibility is that STPs are cheaper than LTPs. Another
possibility is that ECs connect to STPs due to regional factors such as national monopolies
and regulations, or region-specific marketing by STPs.
The middle panel of Figure 13 shows the evolution of provider links for CAHP customers,
while the bottom panel shows the number of provider links for STP customers. The numbers
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Figure 13: Evolution of CP links between different pairs of AS types.
of CAHP-LTP and CAHP-STP (also STP-STP and STP-LTP) links have been increasing
at roughly the same rate. Unlike ECs, CAHP and STP customers do not prefer one type
of provider over the other.
Rewiring activity of AS customers: Next, we investigate the rewiring activity of AS
customers according to the broad geographical region in which they belong. Specifically,
we first find the set of active customers (customers that made some change to their set of
providers) between pairs of successive snapshots. Then, we calculate the fraction of those
active customers that belong to each geographical region. Figure 14 shows these trends.
The fractions for Asia-Pacific (APNIC), Latin America (LACNIC) and Africa (AFRINIC)
are practically constant and significantly lower than for Europe (RIPE) and North America
(ARIN). Interestingly, we find that after 2004-2005, there are more active customers based
in Europe than in North America. In Section 2.4, we showed that Europe is catching up with
North America in terms of the population of ECs, and the population of STPs is already
larger in Europe. We conjecture that this has created a more competitive market in Europe
than in North America, with European customer ASes being more active in adjusting their
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Figure 14: Fraction of active customer ASes in each geographical region.
upstream connectivity.
2.6 Evolution of CP relations: provider-side properties
Preferential attachment and preferential detachment: First, we measure the total
number of CP links that were born and died between two consecutive snapshots. We define
the attractiveness Ap of a provider p as the fraction of CP links born in the second snapshot
that connected to provider p. Similarly, the repulsiveness Rp of a provider p is the fraction of
CP links that died in the second snapshot and that belonged to provider p. These two metrics,
attractiveness and repulsiveness, associate a business property (the ability to attract and
retain customers) with a topological property (number of customer links of a provider AS).
Figure 15 shows the scatter plots of attractiveness and repulsiveness versus the number of
customers, for a recent pair of snapshots in 2007. The left plot shows that the likelihood with
which a provider gains a CP link shows positive correlation with the customer degree of that
provider, as one would probably expect from the “rich get richer” principle. However, there
are several outliers, and the correlation coefficient is only 64%. The low correlation indicates
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Figure 15: Attractiveness and repulsiveness versus customer degree.
that a simple model in which the attractiveness of a node is proportional to its customer
degree would not be very accurate. The graph at the right is also interesting because it
shows an equally strong positive correlation between the repulsiveness of a provider and its
customer degree. Thus, when we consider the rewiring of CP links, we observe not only
a “preferential attachment” behavior, but also, an equally strong preferential detachment
behavior. Preferential detachment has been largely ignored in the earlier literature, with
the exception of a brief mention in [99].
Attractors and repellers: Figure 15 also shows that there are a few providers that have
very large attractiveness and repulsiveness. We are interested in the properties of these
attractors and repellers of AS customers, and use the following approach to identify them.
For each pair of snapshots, we calculate Ap and Rp for each provider p. We find that in
all snapshot pairs, around 50-100 providers account for more than 60% of the total number
of CP link births in the Internet. Henceforth, we identify the attractors of a snapshot pair
as the set of providers with the highest attractiveness that account for at least 60% of the
total CP link births. Similarly, we identify the repellers, based on the set of maximum
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repulsiveness providers that account for at least 60% of the total CP link deaths.8
Next, we examine the number of attractors and repellers between each pair of snapshots
over time. Figure 16 shows the evolution of the total number of attractors and repellers,
distributed among AS types. A decreasing trend in the number of attractors would imply
that the customer gains are shared by a decreasing set of providers, indicating a shift towards
an oligopoly or even monopoly. What we see, however, is that the number of attractors and
repellers shows an increasing trend. This is significant because it implies that the gains
and losses of customers are increasingly shared by a larger set of providers. In other words,
the Internet is not heading towards an oligopoly or consolidation of providers; instead, the
market of competing providers is increasing in size. We find that since 2001, the number
of LTPs in the set of attractors and repellers has stayed almost constant. This is because
around 25 out of the 30 LTPs appear in these sets in any given snapshot pair. The increase
in the number of attractors and repellers is mainly due to an increasing number of STPs in
these sets.
Figure 17 shows the number of attractors and repellers in different geographical regions.
Initially, it was the case that most attractors and repellers were registered in North Amer-
ica. Since 2003-04, however, providers from Europe have outnumbered those from North
America in the attractor and repeller sets.
In addition to the number of attractors and repellers in each geographical region, we
examine the total attractiveness and repulsiveness in different regions. The total attractive-
ness (repulsiveness) of a set of providers is the fraction of CP link births (deaths) that are
contributed by providers in that set. The top (bottom) panel of Figure 18 shows the total
attractiveness (repulsiveness) of the attractors (repellers) in each geographical region. From
1998 until 2003-04, the attractors in North America had a greater total attractiveness than
those in Europe (coinciding with the period in which the number of attractors in North
America was larger than that in Europe). It is interesting, however, that after 2003-04 the
attractors in Europe and North America have similar total attractiveness. This means that
even though the number of attractors is larger in Europe, they account for a similar fraction
8Choosing different values for this threshold yields qualitatively similar results.
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Figure 16: Evolution of the number of attractors and repellers (total and among AS
types).
of the total CP link births than the attractors in North America. Similar trends are seen
for the total repulsiveness in Europe and North America.
Correlation of attractiveness and repulsiveness for the same AS: We have seen
that providers can act as attractors or repellers of AS customers. Here, we examine whether
a correlation exists between these two properties of the same provider. If so, how do
these correlations vary at different time lags? To answer these questions, we calculate the
crosscorrelation of the attractiveness Ap(t) and repulsiveness Rp(t) timeseries of the same
provider at different lags. Instead of examining all providers, we restrict this analysis only
to those providers that were classified as either attractors or repellers (according to the 60%
rule described earlier) at some point in their lifetime. We refer to this set of providers as AR,
where |AR|=638. For each provider in AR, we compute the crosscorrelation at different
lags, and also the confidence bounds at 99% significance level. The confidence bounds are
used to determine whether there is a significant correlation between the attractiveness and
repulsiveness time series at a particular lag. We find 317 providers for which a significant
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Figure 17: Evolution of number of attractors and repellers in each geographical region.
correlation exists at some lag. For each of those providers, we then determine the lag that
shows the maximum absolute correlation.
Figure 19 shows, for the previous 317 providers, the lag at which the maximum (in
absolute value) correlation occurred. Interestingly, we find that in almost all cases the
correlation is positive. Further, we find that in 85% of the cases, the maximum correlation
occurs at positive lags. In particular, most of the mass is at lags 1, 2 and 3 snapshots (44.7%,
13.5% and 9.1% of the providers, respectively). Note that a positive lag l means that we
correlate the attractiveness at time t with the repulsiveness at time t + l, and each lag
corresponds to 3 months. So, for a large number of providers, strong attractiveness precedes
strong repulsiveness by a period of 3-9 months. There are several possible reasons for this
effect. We conjecture that some providers attract many new customers due to advertising
and promotions. These providers are not always able to keep their new customers, leading
to significant repulsiveness a few months later. This may be due to customers that change
providers frequently (such as CAHPs), or due to follow-up advertising/promotions from
competitors.
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Figure 18: Evolution of total attractiveness of attractors and repellers in each geographical
region.
2.7 Conjectures on the evolution of peering
Given that a large fraction of peering links may not be visible through RouteViews and
RIPE routing tables, we do not study in detail the evolution of peering relations in this
paper. In this section, we only present some tentative results, which should be viewed as
unproven “conjectures” about the evolution of peering. The following observations need to
be re-examined in a future study, when the research community obtains sufficient visibility
of the peering links in the Internet.
Figure 20 shows the median peering degree for each of the four AS types. We prefer to
use the median degree in this case because the average peering degree is heavily influenced
by a single LTP provider (AS13237) that appears to have over 200 peers. ECs and STPs
have median peering degrees of zero. It is interesting that the median peering degree of
CAHPs has increased significantly since 2003, from 2 to 10. It is not surprising that LTPs
establish many peering links; those links are needed for global reachability when it is not
possible to directly reach some destinations through customers. CAHPs, on the other hand,
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Figure 19: Lag of maximum absolute correlation for each AS provider in AR.
have the incentive to create many peering links to reduce their transit costs paid to upstream
providers. Their revenues result from the content they offer or from access/hosting fees.
Figure 21 shows the number of peering links in each category over time. We see several
interesting trends. First, the number of peering links that involve CAHPs (CAHP-CAHP,
EC-CAHP, STP-CAHP) increased significantly between 2001-2005, and it shows a per-
sistent growth rate thereafter. The exception is for the links of type LTP-CAHP, which
are almost constant in number since 2003. The largest number, as well as the highest
growth rate, is for links of the type CAHP-CAHP and CAHP-STP. This could be because
content/hosting/access providers have the incentive to get as close as possible to the des-
tinations/sources of their traffic. These destinations/sources of traffic are other CAHPs
or they are networks that are reachable through STPs. Another interesting observation
is that the number of STP-LTP peering links has remained almost constant over the last
5-6 years. We conjecture that this is due to the “restrictive” peering policy of most large
transit networks. The previous observations confirm the anecdotal evidence, mentioned in
various white papers (see [84] and related references), that content/access providers are
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Figure 20: Median number of peers for each AS type over time.
rising in the peering ecosystem as the dominant players. The underlying reason is that such
ASes mostly have an open peering policy, while transit providers have selective or restrictive
policies, peering by necessity rather than by choice.
2.8 Related work
A major research effort during the last decade aimed to characterize the AS-level topology.
One of the most well cited papers, by Faloutsos et al. [47], argued that the Internet AS-level
topology is “scale-free”. This observation was questioned by Chen et al. [29], who showed
that the degree distribution in the Internet, though heavy-tailed, does not obey a strict
power-law distribution. Tangmunarunkit et al. [102] attempted to explain the heavy-tailed
degree distribution, and conjectured that this could simply be due to the heavy-tailed
AS size distribution. Most previous measurement studies focused on static topological
properties of the Internet, such as degree distribution or clustering, and did not examine
the evolution of the topology over time.
A recent study measured the average degree and effective diameter of the Internet AS
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Figure 21: Number of PP links of the most common types.
graph and concluded that the AS graph is densifying [72]. Two other measurement studies
[76, 99] studied the evolution of the Internet topology in the period 1997-2001 with respect to
several microscopic and macroscopic properties. Siganos et al. [99] observed the exponential
growth of the Internet during that time period, and showed that a rich-get-richer form of
preferential attachment leads to exponential growth in the number of edges. Magoni et
al. [76] examined the evolution of some global Internet characteristics and found exponential
growth in the number of ASes and links during that time period.
The observation that the degree distribution follows a power-law led to several topology
generation models that could produce such distributions. These models focused on “grow-
ing” a topology that could match the Internet topology with respect to certain measurable
graph metrics. The most well known work in this area is the preferential attachment model
of Barabasi et al. [15]. An extension of that model [10] incorporated the random rewiring
of a fixed number of existing links. Several variants of preferential attachment models were
later proposed [21, 110, 113]. Park et al. [90] compared different growth models for Internet
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topology with respect to several metrics such as the average diameter and clustering coeffi-
cient. The models in this research thread have been mostly descriptive. More recent work
has attempted to incorporate the effect of economic factors in the evolution of the Internet
topology, most notably [97, 107].
The previous descriptive models received considerable criticism (for instance, see [67,
70]) because they mostly focus on the degree distribution and clustering, ignoring important
features of the Internet topology such as hierarchy or the presence of links of different types
(transit versus peering). Further, the previous models do not explain how the Internet
topology is evolving. This led to new models that view the Internet topology as the outcome
of optimization-driven activity of individual ASes. These concepts were first introduced
by Carlson and Doyle [23], and later applied in the context of the Internet in [46] and
elsewhere. Chang et al. [24] used domain-specific information about the Internet to model
AS interconnection practices. A recent work by Chang et al. [25] models the behavior of an
AS in two distinct economic roles (customer and peer), and examines the topological effects
of actions of individual ASes when acting in different roles. A recent editorial [57] stresses
the need to further understand the dynamics of the AS topology. Norton [84] discusses,
mainly using anecdotal evidence, how economic and competitive interests influence peering
and transit connectivity in the Internet. Economides [43] discusses the economics of the
Internet backbone (without looking at topology dynamics).
Several measurement studies have highlighted the incompleteness of the topologies in-
ferred from publicly available routing data [26, 32, 59, 77, 111]. Given that the inferred
topologies are incomplete, much attention has been devoted to methods that capture as
much of the Internet topology as possible, most notably the work by Zhang et al. [111] and
He et al. [59]. Zhang et al. [112] investigated the effect of the selection of route monitors on
different applications such as topology inference and AS path prediction. Their main ob-
servation was that for applications such as topology and relationship inference, the publicly
available BGP data are reasonably accurate, and data from an increasing set of monitors
is only marginally useful. Oliviera et al. [88] tackle the problems of topology liveness and
completeness, i.e., how to distinguish between topology changes that are genuine link births
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and deaths, versus those that are caused due to link appearance and disappearance during
routing transients.
2.9 Conclusions
We measured the evolution of the AS-level topology over the last 10 years in terms of growth
as well as rewiring, four distinct economic/business classes of ASes, and customer-provider
links. Our findings highlight some important trends, trend shifts, and sketch what the
Internet may be heading towards. The main findings are summarized next.
The Internet has gone through two growth phases in terms of ASes and transit links:
an initial exponential phase up to mid/late-2001, followed by a linear phase. Even as the
network grows, the average path length remains practically constant, meaning that the
network densifies. We find that currently, around 75% of link births are associated with
existing ASes rather than new ASes (rewiring versus growth); similarly, about 80% of the
link deaths are due to rewiring.
We proposed a simple AS classification scheme according to economic considerations
and business types. In terms of the population of these AS types, we find that the ASes at
the network edge (ECs) contribute most of the overall growth. The average multihoming
degree has remained roughly constant for ECs, has increased significantly for STPs, LTPs
and CAHPs. The aforementioned densification process is thus driven by transit providers
and access/hosting/content providers. In terms of rewiring activity, CAHPs are the most
active, while ECs are the least active.
We introduced two provider metrics, attractiveness and repulsiveness, to measure the
ability of a provider to attract and retain customers. We see positive correlations between
the attractiveness and repulsiveness of a provider and its customer degree. Also, for many
providers, strong attractiveness precedes strong repulsiveness by a period of 3-9 months.
There are a few providers that have very large attractiveness and repulsiveness (attractors
and repellers). The total number of attractors and repellers between successive snapshots
shows an increasing trend.
In terms of regional growth, we find that the Internet market, in terms of the number
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of access/hosting/content and transit providers will soon be larger in Europe than in North
America. This is also reflected by the fact that since 2004-2005, a larger fraction of active
customers are based in Europe than in North America, and providers from Europe increas-
ingly feature in the set of attractors and repellers. This is important, because much of the
regulatory and policy debate about the Internet has been focused on North America. Our
measurements hint at an increasing European influence on the Internet ecosystem.
We have explained the previous measurement results with conjectures about the causes
of the observed densification, the high activity of CAHPs, and the incentives that lead
certain AS types to connect to other AS types. Unfortunately it is hard to validate these
conjectures, mainly due to the lack of pricing and other economic data about various AS
types. Obtaining such data and further explaining the previous observations in an economic
or optimization basis is a valuable direction for future work.
Our results are important for the following reasons. First, these insights are a step
towards creating better informed models of topology evolution. We show that such a model
must account for the rewiring of links between existing ASes, as this process accounts for
more link births (deaths) than node births (deaths). Further, such a model must take into
account the different incentives and business functions of the constituent ASes, as they
lead to significant differences in the evolutionary behavior of those ASes. Also, the model
should account for the semantic differences between different link types. Our measurements
reveal that the Internet graph grows mainly at the edges, while the core grows slowly.
The average path length, however, is almost constant, and this densification is driven by
aggressive multihoming of providers at the core. These observations are important inputs
for a study of, for example, the projected future performance of an Internet protocol or
application. We find in our measurements that content/access providers are becoming
major players in the peering ecosystem, and peer directly with the sources/destinations of
their content. Taken to the extreme, this could lead to a situation where transit providers
become redundant. This means that transit providers may need to rethink their strategies
to continue to be profitable.
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CHAPTER III
THE VIEW FROM THE EDGE: ISP SELECTION FOR
MULTIHOMED NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, we measured the evolution of the graph consisting of customer-provider links in
the Internet over the last 10 years. Our major results from that study point to the increasing
prevalence of multihoming, and the fact that certain networks tend to be very active in
changing the set of providers with which they are multihomed. Multihoming refers to the
connection of a stub/edge network to more than one Internet Service Providers (ISP) [16].
In the most common deployment scenario, one ISP is used as the primary provider while
another is used as backup when the primary fails. Switching from the primary to the
backup can be performed automatically by the border router of the multihomed network
when it detects loss of connectivity with the primary ISP. As seen in Chapter 2, the use
of multihoming has seen a dramatic increase in the last few years, and we estimated that
more than 70% of the stub networks in the are multihomed to at least two ISPs. In
particular, we observed that content providers have been the most aggressive in increasing
their multihoming degrees in recent times. The widespread proliferation of multihoming
is due to several reasons. First, as more and more enterprises rely heavily on the Internet
for their transactions, reliability and availability become of primary importance. Second,
multihoming can be used to drive down the costs of Internet access. This is the case when
the multihomed network can use a lower-cost ISP for their bulk traffic and a higher-cost
but better ISP for more performance-sensitive traffic.
Multihoming capabilities have expanded tremendously with the use of “Intelligent Route
Control” (IRC). Multihoming-IRC systems allow a stub network to automatically switch
parts of their ingress or egress traffic from one provider to another, driven by cost and/or
performance considerations. A number of vendors currently provide such systems [31, 45,
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48, 63, 81, 91, 92, 93, 95, 100]. IRC products typically assume that the set of upstream
ISPs has been already chosen and it is fixed. A stub network, however, has several choices
of upstream ISPs. The choice of the exact set of upstream ISPs is critical, as it can directly
influence the monetary cost incurred by the network and the performance that the network
can achieve to the rest of the Internet. In this part of the thesis, we put ourselves in the shoes
of the network operator of a stub network (which is assumed to generate a significant amount
of content), and devise algorithms to select the best possible set of upstream providers for
this network.
The problem of which ISPs to select has been largely ignored so far, or it has been
viewed as a non-technical decision (a notable exception is the recent work by Wang et
al. [106]). Intuitively, a good set of ISPs should provide low cost, good performance, and
significant path diversity (for robustness to network failures), at least for the major traffic
destinations. In the first part of this work, we propose a methodology to select a set of
upstream ISPs taking into account monetary cost, inter-domain level performance, and path
diversity considerations. We show, based on traffic and topology measurement data, that
the proposed algorithm can improve robustness to single inter-AS link failures by selecting
the best possible combination of ISPs. The algorithm also performs well in the presence of
double and triple inter-AS link failures.
Once the set of ISPs has been selected, the egress traffic can be routed so that we
minimize the cost incurred by the source network, subject to the important constraint that
the chosen outgoing paths do not experience persistent congestion. This is different from
the current IRC practice, which is to change dynamically the traffic allocation in a reactive
manner, to avoid transient periods of congestion. In the second part of this work, we
propose an algorithm for egress path selection that determines a congestion-free solution (if
it exists) with minimum cost for the source network. This is a challenging problem, because
the source network does not have a priori knowledge about the topology and capacity of
the upstream paths that reach each of its major destinations. We propose a stochastic
search algorithm based on simulated annealing to find a feasible egress path for each major
destination. Using simulations, we show that this algorithm performs well in meeting the
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objectives, when a feasible path selection exists.
This rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 states our objectives and
describes the network and traffic models. In Section 3.3, we describe the ISP selection prob-
lem and the proposed methodology, which is then evaluated in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5,
we describe the egress path selection problem and our stochastic search solution, which is
then evaluated in Section 3.6. We discuss the related literature in Section 3.7 and conclude
in Section 3.8.
3.2 Problem Description and Objectives
The aim of this work is to provision the multihoming configuration of a source network S.
We assume that S is a content provider, i.e., mostly a source rather than destination of
traffic. Hence, we are concerned with the egress traffic from S. We also assume that before
exploring multihoming options, the administrator of S has a good idea about the outgoing
traffic profile at S. In particular, the operator knows the set ofM “major destinations” that
account for a large fraction of the outgoing traffic from S. These major destinations can be
large networks. So, what we refer to as “flows” destined to these major destinations are large
aggregates, rather than individual end-to-end flows. The operator of S should also have an
estimate for the average rate of the traffic that is sent to each of these major destinations.
It is possible to assemble this traffic profile through passive measurements at the outgoing
links of S. Figure 22 shows our basic underlying model: a source network connected to the
Internet through K ISPs, with each ISP providing a network path (potentially different) to
each of the M destinations. Provisioning the multihoming configuration of S involves the
following two tasks:
1. Choose the ISPs that S will subscribe to. Typically, several ISPs would have a point-
of-presence at the location of S. These ISPs may differ based on their performance,
the level of reliability that they guarantee, and of course their pricing policies. S will
choose K of these ISPs as upstream providers. K depends on the level of reliability
that S desires, and also on monetary or other practical constraints (e.g., number of
available ports at the border router). We assume that K is given. We term this part
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Figure 22: A multihomed network with K upstream ISPs, and M major destinations
of the problem as ISP Selection.
2. Once the set of K ISPs has been chosen, the operator of S can determine the ISP
that should be used to reach each of the M major destinations. The objective is to
minimize the total cost paid to the K ISPs, subject to the constraint that none of
the chosen paths to the major destinations is congested. We term this part of the
problem as Egress Path Selection.
Note that the ISP selection phase is “semi-static”, meaning that it would be typically
performed over very long timescales, say months. The set of upstream ISPs would be
modified only if there are major changes in the destinations of the outgoing traffic or in the
underlying ISP market.
The egress path selection problem aims to find an allocation of destinations to ISPs
that minimizes cost and avoids long-term congestion. However, there may still be periods
of short-term congestion in which some paths are overloaded and see poor performance.
These short-term congestion events can be dealt with in a reactive way using dynamic path
switching, as done by most IRC products. However, such dynamic path switching can result
in a sub-optimal configuration. Hence, the egress path selection algorithm should be run
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periodically so that S returns to a more optimized configuration. We envision that the path
selection phase would be repeated every few hours, while dynamic path switching could
take place in the time scales of seconds to deal with short-term congestion.
Our provisioning objectives are determined by the following factors:
1. Cost: S aims to minimize the total cost incurred for routing its egress traffic through
the chosen set of upstream ISPs. Each ISP has a pricing function that is used to
determine the cost it charges to S. A common practice is that the cost charged
by an ISP depends on the total amount of traffic that it receives from a customer
(volume-based pricing). In this work, we avoid any specific pricing function, mostly
because different ISPs use significantly different pricing models. In our simulator,
each pricing function is an increasing and concave function of the total traffic volume
routed through that ISP.
2. Performance: S aims to avoid routing its traffic through congested paths. This is the
objective of the path selection phase. We focus on long-term congestion, resulting from
gross misallocation of traffic. For example, routing the traffic to a major destination,
say 10Mbps, through an ISP that reaches that destination with a 5Mbps link.
3. Robustness: S should select ISPs that provide significant path diversity to its ma-
jor destinations. Selecting ISPs with path diversity provides resiliency to upstream
network failures. With a selection of ISPs that provides significant path diversity, a
working alternate path is likely to exist in case the primary path to a destination fails
or becomes congested. On the other hand, if the K paths to a certain destination are
largely overlapping, then it is likely that none of the upstream paths can avoid the
point of failure or congestion.
3.3 Phase I - ISP Selection
3.3.1 Problem statement
In this section, we focus on the problem of selecting the egress ISPs for a source network
S. Let I be the set of possible ISPs to which S can subscribe, out of which K will be
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selected. D represents the set of M major destinations of S. R={ri} is the average traffic
rate destined to each destination in D. We assume that the K links have the same capacity
A. The operator of S can determine an appropriate value of A based on the average rate of
the egress traffic, the number K, and the desired utilization level under ideal load balancing.
For example, if the egress rate is 400Mbps and K = 4, the average load of each link would
be 100Mbps. Since link capacities are typically available in a few discrete steps (e.g., Fast
Ethernet, OC-3, OC-12), S would probably subscribe to four OC-3 links in this example.
The assumption of equal capacities simplifies the ISP and egress path selection problems,
and it may be necessary for practical reasons (e.g., homogeneous border router interfaces).
Our approach can be easily modified for the case that S connects to each ISP with a different
(but known) capacity.
Both monetary cost and performance should be taken into account when selecting ISPs.
An important issue is whether S can evaluate the performance of an ISP before it actually
subscribes to that ISP. Typically, an ISP would not allow a network S to perform extensive
probing and performance measurements before S becomes its customer. However, most ISPs
maintain public Looking Glass Servers (LGS). LGSs are routers inside an ISP that report
AS-level paths to given destination networks. Many ISPs today deploy LGSs at different
points-of-presence, mostly for the diagnosis of inter-domain routing problems. Here, we
assume that each ISP in I has a LGS from which S can determine the AS-level paths to
destinations in D.
The ISP selection problem takes into account the following three factors:
Monetary Cost: The cost of routing the traffic of S through the selected set of ISPs
should be minimized. The actual cost cannot be determined until S subscribes to a set
of ISPs and allocates its traffic among them. This is because the cost charged by an ISP
depends on the total amount of traffic that is routed through it. However, as we show next,
there is a way for S to estimate the cost that would be incurred with each selection of ISPs.
AS-level path length: The AS-level paths to the networks in D through the chosen
ISPs should be as short as possible. Long paths tend to translate into larger delays, and
are more vulnerable to interdomain routing failures and pathologies.
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Path diversity: The K chosen ISPs should be such that S has the maximum possible
path diversity to the destinations in D. Large path diversity improves the robustness to
upstream network failures and congestion events. We define an AS-level path diversity
metric later in this section.
Since we have to pick K ISPs out of |I| choices, there are
(|I|
K
)
possible selections. With
each selection we associate a cost metric for each of the three aforementioned factors. So,
the ISP selection process can be viewed as an optimization problem with the objective to
minimize the total (generalized) cost. |I| would typically not be higher than 10-20 ISPs.
Hence, it is tractable to enumerate all possible combinations ofK out of |I|, and then choose
the selection that minimizes the total cost. For example, if |I| = 15 and K = 4, there are
1365 possible combinations. Recall that the ISP selection process is performed over very
long timescales, and so exhaustive search of all 1365 combinations should be feasible.
For each combination C of K ISPs, let cm(C) be the monetary cost, cp(C) be the cost
associated with the AS-level path length, and cd(C) be the cost associated with path diver-
sity. These three cost terms will be defined in the following paragraphs. To get the total
cost ct(C) for the selection C, we form a weighted sum of the previous three costs as follows
ct(C) = αmcm(C) + αpcp(C) + αdcd(C) (3)
where αm, αp and αd are the corresponding normalization factors. The administrator of S
can choose the values of these factors depending on the relative importance of each factor.
Let CT be the set of all possible combinations ofK ISPs from the set I, with |CT | =
(|I|
K
)
.
For each selection C ∈ CT , we calculate ct(C), and the optimal choice of ISPs is the selection
C∗ with the minimum total cost, i.e.,
C∗ = argminC∈CT ct(C) (4)
Note that it is not necessary to use this particular additive cost function given in Equation
(3). Since we use a “brute force” approach to find the best set of ISPs, any cost function
that expresses the total cost in terms of the three different cost components can be used
instead.
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3.3.2 Monetary cost
Each ISP j has a pricing function fj(Tj), where Tj is the total traffic routed through it.
The total monetary cost of a selection C is cm(C)=
∑
j∈C fj(Tj). Note that Tj , and hence
the total cost, depends on how the traffic of S is allocated to the ISPs in C. This allocation
however is not known before S subscribes to C. To deal with this problem, we estimate
cm(C) as the minimum cost that would be incurred to route the traffic of S through the set
C of ISPs. To compute this cost we need to solve the following lower-level optimization.
For a given ISP selection C, let j = G(i) represent the ISP that carries the traffic to
destination i; we refer to the function G(·) as a “mapping”. There are KM possible ways to
map the M flows in D to C. Let G be the set of all such mappings. Some of these mappings
may be infeasible, because the amount of traffic routed through one or more ISPs exceeds
the corresponding access capacity. So, the minimum monetary cost for the selection C is
cm(C) = minG∈G
∑
j∈C
fj(Tj) (5)
where the minimization is performed over all possible mappings in G, subject to the con-
straints
Tj < A, j = 1 . . .K (6)
This is a variation of the bin-packing problem with M items of size ri (i = 1 . . .M) and
K bins, each of capacity A. The bin packing problem is NP-hard and so we need to use a
heuristic solution, especially if the number of destinations is large. The heuristic that we
use is similar to the First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithm. The basic idea is to start with
the largest destination, in terms of rate, and route it through the lowest-cost ISP in which it
satisfies the capacity constraint. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for our heuristic. The
total running time of the algorithm is O(MlogM) + O(MKlogK). Simulations showing
the performance of the FFD algorithm, in terms of being able to find a solution when one
exists, and in terms of finding the optimal solution, are presented in Section 3.6.
Finally, the monetary cost of selection C is given by
cm(C) =
∑
j∈C
fj(Tj) (7)
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Algorithm 1 FFD-like heuristic
Require: Rates R = {ri}, i = 1 . . .M
Require: Access capacity A of each ISP
Require: Pricing functions F = {fj}, j = 1 . . .K
1: Initialize G = null {Constructed mapping}
2: Initialize Tj = 0, j = 1 . . .K {Total rate through each ISP}
3: Initialize A¯j = A, j = 1 . . .K {Residual access capacity of each ISP}
4: Sort destinations in decreasing order of ri
5: for each destination i in sorted sequence do
6: cj = fj(Tj + ri), j = 1 . . .K {Cost if destination i was mapped to ISP j}
7: Sort cj in increasing order
8: for each ISP j in sorted sequence do
9: if A¯j > ri then
10: Tj = Tj + ri
11: G(i) = j {Map destination i to ISP j}
12: A¯j = A¯j − ri
13: break {Route next destination}
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: if there is a destination that could not be routed then
18: return null
19: else
20: return G {final mapping}
21: end if
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where the traffic through ISP j is the sum of the rates of the destinations that are routed
through ISP j, i.e.,
Tj =
∑
i:G∗(i)=j
ri (8)
and G∗ is the mapping reported by Algorithm-1
G∗ = FFD(R, A,F) (9)
It is possible that Algorithm-1 will fail to find a feasible mapping. The simulations in
Section 3.6 show that that happens, almost always, when there is no feasible mapping. Also,
the same simulation results show that the cost of the mapping reported by Algorithm-1 is
within 5% of the minimum cost.
3.3.3 AS-level path length cost
The calculation of the AS-level path length cost for a selection C proceeds along similar lines
as the monetary cost. Let pj(i) denote the AS-level path length to reach a destination i
through ISP j. Thus, we can think of pj(i) as a cost for a given destination-ISP pair. As we
did for monetary cost, the total path length cost of an ISP selection C can be estimated as
the minimum that can be obtained with C. The minimization is performed over all possible
mappings in G, given the ISPs in C, i.e.,
cp(C) = minG∈G
∑
i=1...M,j=G(i)
pj(i) (10)
subject to the constraints
Tj < A, j = 1 . . .K (11)
This is identical to the monetary cost problem, except that the cost function in this case is
given by path lengths. We use the same FFD algorithm to compute the optimal mapping
G∗
G∗ = FFD(R, A,P) (12)
where P is the set of path length costs from the ISPs in C to the destinations in D. If such
a mapping exists, the minimum path length cost is given by
cp(C) =
∑
i=1...M
pj(i) where j = G
∗(i) (13)
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3.3.4 Path diversity cost
A selection C of ISPs provides K paths to each destination i. We focus on AS-level paths,
because these paths can be directly observed through LGSs. If an inter-AS link is shared by
all K paths to i, then a failure of that link will make i unreachable. For single-link failures,
a destination i will become unreachable only by the failure of a link shared by all K paths.
We call such links as K-shared. Obviously, a selection of ISPs that has fewer K-shared links
will provide better resiliency to inter-AS link failures.
For a destination i and a selection of ISPs C, we define the path diversity metric κ(i, C)
as the number of K-shared links to destination i though the ISPs in C. We use κ(i, C) as
the cost term for path diversity,
cd(i, C) = κ(i, C) (14)
The path diversity cost for a selection of ISPs C is then given by the sum of cd(i, C) over all
destinations, weighted by the rate of each destination,
cd(C) =
∑
i=1...M
ri ∗ κ(i, C) (15)
We choose this weighted average, so that there is a higher cost associated with the potential
failure of large destinations.
3.4 Phase I - Path Diversity
The evaluation of Algorithm-1, used in the minimization of the monetary and AS-level path
length costs, appears in Section 3.6. In this section, we focus on the path diversity cost
instead.
3.4.1 Destination networks and rate distribution
To evaluate the achievable path diversity from a real network, we first need to characterize
its main destinations of traffic and the corresponding rate distribution. We analyzed a large
packet trace from the Internet egress link of our university’s network. This campus network
is a significant source of traffic because it hosts some popular Web and FTP servers. For
each destination IP address, we find the corresponding destination network by searching
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Figure 23: Complementary CDF of egress traffic to the 250 largest destination networks.
for the longest matching prefix in the BGP routing table of the border router. We then
measure the total traffic to each destination network and rank those destinations based on
their aggregate rate. The top 500-1000 destination networks account for about 80-90% of
the total egress traffic, while the top 250 destinations account for about 65% of the traffic.
In the following, we work with those 250 largest destinations (M=250). Figure 23 shows
the complementary CDF of the traffic volume to those destinations. The approximately
linear distribution on the log-log plot indicates a Pareto distribution. We estimated the
shape parameter as α = 1.08 using the aest tool [34].
3.4.2 AS-level paths
To determine the cost with respect to path length (cp) and path diversity (cd), we need to
know the AS-level paths to the major destinations in D through each of the ISPs in the set
I. For this purpose, we make use of the LGSs that many ISPs provide. In this paper, we
considered nine ISPs with points-of-presence in Atlanta (Qwest, Level 3, SAVVIS, Broad-
wing, Williams Communications, Teleglobe, Cogent, Global Crossing, and 1A Networks).
Each of them provides an LGS. We queried these nine LGSs for each of the 250 destination
prefixes. The collected AS-level paths provide us the required information for calculating
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Figure 24: CDF of ∆u for single-link failures.
cp and cd.
3.4.3 Evaluation of path diversity
We wrote a simple simulator that takes as input the AS-level topology from each of the
nine potential ISPs to each of the 250 destination networks. This topology is basically
nine different trees with the same 250 leaves, rooted in each of the ISPs. The internal
nodes represent traversed ASes and the edges represent inter-AS links. The nine trees share
some internal nodes and edges. We next calculate the path diversity metric κ(i, C) for each
destination i and selection of ISPs C.
Given a specific number K, we compute the selection C∗ of K ISPs with the minimum
path diversity cost, as described in Section 3.3. To evaluate the robustness of that selection,
the simulator considers each link in the topology and counts the amount of traffic that would
not be routable if that link will fail. Recall that with single-link failures, a destination is
unreachable only if a K-shared link fails.
Let u(C) be the total amount of traffic that would not be routable with a selection of
ISPs C, considering all possible single-link failures in the topology. The difference between
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Figure 25: CDF of ∆u for double-link failures.
the unroutable traffic with an arbitrary selection C and our selection C∗ is
∆u(C) = u(C)− u(C∗) (16)
Figure 24 shows the CDF of ∆u(C) for K=2, 3 and 4 ISPs. Note that all differences
∆u(C) are positive or zero, confirming that our selection C∗ is optimal in terms of providing
robustness to single-link failures. This is not surprising, as C∗ minimizes the number of K-
shared links, which represent the Achilles’ heel for single-link failures. Furthermore, ∆u(C)
can often be very large, meaning that a selection of ISPs that ignores path diversity can
lead to poor availability.
We repeated the previous experiments for double and triple link failures. As the number
of possible failures in that case is very large, the simulator randomly picks 1000 cases of
double or triple link failures, and measures the traffic that would not be routable through
the K chosen ISPs in an arbitrary C. Figures 25 and 26 show the corresponding CDFs
of ∆u(C). In this case, the selection C∗ is not always optimal. Especially when we only
have two ISPs (K=2), there are some selections of ISPs that are better than C∗ in terms of
unroutable traffic. Nevertheless, C∗ is still among the best 5% of ISP selections in terms of
robustness to double and triple link failures, and it is almost optimal when we have three
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Figure 26: CDF of ∆u for triple-link failures.
or four ISPs.
3.5 Phase II - Egress Path Selection
3.5.1 Problem statement
Once Phase-I is completed, S is connected to the Internet through the set C∗ of the K
best ISPs. In Phase-II, we aim to determine an optimal path allocation for each of the M
destinations in D. The notation in Phase-II remains the same as in Phase-I. In particular,
G(·) is the “mapping function” such that destination i is mapped to ISP j = G(i) (j ∈ C∗),
and G is the set of all possible mappings. The main objective in Phase-II is to determine a
mapping in G that minimizes the total cost, given by
∑
j∈C∗ cj(Tj), subject to the constraint
that none of the paths Pi,j to the destinations in D is congested. A path Pi,j to destination
i through ISP j is congested if it has a positive loss rate l(Pi,j) >0. Note that congestion
can occur either at the access links of S or in the upstream networks. Hence, Phase-II can
be stated as the following problem:
Determine the mapping G ∈ G that minimizes the cost
min
∑
j∈C∗
cj(Tj)
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Figure 27: Link e is not the bottleneck of paths P1 and P2, but it can become the joint
bottleneck of the two paths when they are used simultaneously.
subject to the constraint:
l(Pi,j) = 0 for all i ∈ D.
The previous problem may appear at first as a classical network flow problem. This is
not the case however. Network flow and optimal routing problems assume that the topology
of the network is given, and that the capacity of each link is known. In our context, this is
not the case. Even though S knows the capacity of its own access links to the K ISPs, it
does not know the topology or the capacity of the upstream network paths Pi,j . This is a
key issue in Phase-II and it is the main reason we consider stochastic search techniques in
the following.
Note that even though “traceroute” measurements can be used to infer the topology
of upstream paths, such measurements do not provide us information about the capacity
of those paths. Without such information it is not possible to determine whether a given
mapping will result in congestion-free paths.
Also, even though there are techniques to estimate the available bandwidth in a path
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through end-to-end measurements, those techniques cannot determine the available band-
width in a bottleneck link that is simultaneously used by two or more paths from S. To
illustrate this point, suppose that two paths from S share a link e with available bandwidth
A(e), as shown in Figure 27. The available bandwidth in the two paths is A(P1) and A(P2),
and let us assume that A(P1) + A(P2) > A(e) while A(Pi) < A(e), i = 1, 2. This means
than e is not the bottleneck of the two paths when they are considered in isolation, but it is
their shared bottleneck when they are jointly used. Existing available bandwidth estimation
tools can measure A(Pi), but they cannot measure A(e). Obviously, we need an estimate
of A(e) to infer the maximum traffic load that the two paths can jointly carry.
In conclusion, if we cannot know a priori whether a given mapping will be congestion-
free or not, we need to consider iterative routing approaches. By iterative routing we mean
that S routes its egress traffic based on a certain mapping for some time while measuring
the loss rate in the corresponding paths. If any of these paths is congested the traffic is
rerouted based on a different mapping. The loss rate l(Pi,j) in path Pi,j can be estimated
with active probing or passive measurements at the border router of S.
An iterative routing approach has the drawback that it causes rerouting. This can be a
problem for TCP-based or streaming applications. Consequently, when the minimum-cost
mapping is not congestion-free and routing iterations are necessary, we allow a certain cost
increase while trying to keep the amount of rerouted and dropped traffic as low as possible.
Note that if the minimum-cost mapping is congestion-free, then the path allocation problem
is solved without routing iterations.
3.5.2 The algorithm
We propose a two-step algorithm. In the first step, we assume that the bottlenecks of all
paths Pi,j are the K access links of S. So, if the minimum-cost mapping is such that the
traffic Tj routed through ISP j is less than the access link capacity A, that allocation will
also be congestion-free. Under this assumption, the optimal path allocation problem is
reduced to a variation of the bin-packing problem, for which we have already presented an
efficient heuristic (Algorithm-1).
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In the second step of the algorithm, we route the traffic based on the minimum-cost
mapping and examine whether any of the egress paths is congested. If that is the case, our
earlier assumption about the location of the bottlenecks is false, and the congestion occurs
somewhere in the upstream networks. A simulated annealing algorithm is then invoked to
search for a congestion-free mapping in the vicinity of the minimum-cost solution, while
trying to reduce the amount of rerouted and dropped traffic.
The key idea behind this two-step approach is that in many cases the bottlenecks are
the access links. The reason is that most core networks and private peering points between
major ISPs are currently overprovisioned. Consequently, we expect that this assumption will
usually result in a good, if not optimal, mapping. If some paths are congested elsewhere
in the network, then the stochastic search component of the algorithm performs a local
modification of the initial mapping, rerouting only the congested egress flows.
3.5.3 Initial mapping
The initial mapping is computed with Algorithm-1. In Phase I, we used that algorithm
to examine whether a set of K ISPs provides a feasible mapping, and to determine the
minimum cost of that mapping. Here, we use the set C∗ that resulted from Phase I to route
the egress traffic towards the destinations in D. Note that we only consider the M largest
destinations of outgoing traffic. The rest of the destinations should be also accounted for.
We assume that that part of S’s traffic is evenly distributed among the K ISPs, and so
the access capacity A in Algorithm-1 refers to the residual capacity that is available for the
largest M destinations.
3.5.4 Stochastic search and simulated annealing
Simulated annealing was first proposed by Kirkpatrick [69] as a general methodology within
the area of stochastic search and optimization. The underlying idea is based on the physical
process of annealing (cooling) in the chemical industry. Simulated annealing has been
applied with slight variations to many combinatorial optimization problems (for instance,
see [62, 80, 12]). In its most general form, the algorithm starts with an initial solution and
an initial temperature. At each iteration, it first evaluates the cost of the current solution.
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If the cost is found to be unacceptable, the algorithm generates a new candidate solution,
typically modifying certain aspects of the current solution. If the cost of the new solution
is lower (“downhill move”), the solution is always accepted. Otherwise, the solution is
accepted with a probability e
−∆c
T (“uphill move”), where ∆c is the cost increase due to
the new solution and T is the current temperature. This is called the Metropolis criterion
[78]. Accepting a move with increasing cost helps the algorithm to avoid local minima.
The temperature T decreases across successive iterations, diminishing the possibility of
uphill moves and forcing the algorithm to eventually terminate. The algorithm exits when
a solution with an acceptable cost is found, or when the temperature has reached a certain
“freezing point”. The pseudocode of the basic simulated annealing algorithm is shown
in Algorithm-2. Some parts of the algorithm that are more specific to our problem are
described in the following paragraphs.
Algorithm 2 Simulated annealing pseudocode for Phase II
1: Calculate initial temperature T
2: Get initial mapping G from Algorithm I
3: Route traffic as in mapping G
4: ccurr = cost(G)
5: repeat
6: if ccurr = 0 then
7: return G {congestion-free solution}
8: else
9: Generate new solution Gnew {as described in text}
10: Route traffic as in mapping Gnew
11: cnew = cost(Gnew)
12: if cnew − ccurr ≤ 0 then
13: G = Gnew
14: ccurr = cnew {new mapping is better}
15: else
16: With probability e−(cnew−ccurr)/T ,
17: G = Gnew and ccurr = cnew {Metropolis criterion}
18: end if
19: T = ρT {cooling rate}
20: end if
21: until T ≈ 0
Cost function: Recall that our objective is to find a congestion-free mapping in the
vicinity of the minimum-cost mapping provided by the bin-packing step of the algorithm.
Consequently, we consider a cost function that measures the overall congestion experienced
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by S’s egress traffic. Specifically, suppose that l(Pi,j) is the loss probability measured at
path Pi,j after the last routing iteration. The cost (overall congestion) cc(G) of a mapping
G is the total rate of dropped traffic, across all destinations in D,
cc(G) =
∑
i=1...M
ril(Pi,j) (17)
where ri is the average rate to destination i.
Initial temperature: In [68], Kirkpatrick suggests that the initial temperature should
be chosen so that the probability of accepting an uphill move from the initial solution G0 is
about 0.8. We also assume that, initially, the worst move that should be accepted is one that
at most doubles the initial cost. Hence, the initial temperature T0 is set to T0 =
−cc(G0)
ln(0.8) .
Generating a new solution: A critical part of the algorithm is to determine a new
mapping Gnew, with lower cost than the current mapping Gcurr. Since our cost function
is congestion-related, we consider ways to reroute one or more congested destinations. We
first simulated various schemes that reroute multiple congested flows at the same time.
Those schemes performed consistently worse than schemes that move a single flow at a
time. Hence, we examine mappings in which Gnew and Gcurr differ in the path of a single
destination. Second, each time we reroute a destination, we allocate it to the ISP that will
result in the minimum cost increase, among the set of ISPs with sufficient residual access
capacity. The third issue is to determine the particular destination that should be rerouted.
We evaluated the following three heuristics:
1. Max-cost: Reroute the congested destination with the highest cost in the current
mapping.
2. Max-loss: Reroute the congested destination i with the highest loss rate ril(Pi,j) in
the current mapping.
3. Min-rate: Reroute the congested destination i with the lowest rate ri.
To summarize the results of this simulation study, we found that the Max-loss performs
best in terms of minimizing the amount of dropped traffic (as we would expect), but it also
performs best in terms of the number of routing iterations. The Min-rate algorithm is better
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in terms of minimizing the amount of rerouted traffic, but the Max-loss algorithm does not
do significantly worse. Consequently, in the following, we use the Max-loss algorithm.
Annealing Schedule: The annealing schedule determines the rate at which the tem-
perature is decreased. The related literature proposes mostly geometric cooling for large
combinatorial optimization problems [12]. Our simulations showed that an annealing sched-
ule with very slow cooling rate, such as ρ = 0.99, is more suitable for our problem.
Termination conditions: Depending on the capacity and topology of the underlying
network, a congestion-free mapping may not exist for a given traffic load. Allowing the
simulated annealing algorithm to keep searching for a feasible solution until the temperature
drops to zero may cause significant rerouting. Consequently, we set the following additional
termination conditions.
1. The monetary cost of any considered mapping should not be too large. Specifically,
if the monetary cost of a mapping becomes larger than a factor cost thresh=2 of the
initial cost, the search terminates.
2. If the congestion cost has not decreased significantly over a number of iterations, it
is likely that there is no feasible solution. Specifically, if the congestion cost has not
decreased by at least a factor cong thresh=1.1 in any of the last iter inc cong=10
iterations, the search terminates.
3.6 Phase II - Evaluation
The objectives of this section are twofold. First, to evaluate Algorithm-1, needed in both
Phase-I and Phase-II. Second, to evaluate Algorithm-2 of Phase-II, as well as some simpler
algorithms for solving the same problem. The evaluation of the two algorithms is performed
with flow-level simulations that use measured datasets for the outgoing traffic distribution
and the underlying IP-layer topology.
3.6.1 Measured traffic and topology datasets
To simulate the model of Figure 1 more realistically, we rely on the following three measured
datasets. First, as described in Section V-A, we collected traces of the outgoing traffic from
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our university network to determine the 250 largest destinations (accounting for about
65% of the total traffic) and the distribution of traffic among them. We found that that
distribution can be modeled as Pareto with shape parameter 1.08.
The second dataset is related to the network topology of the “upstream cloud” from
S to the major destination networks. To simulate the upstream ISPs of S, we used three
Planetlab nodes that are geographically located in the state of New York: Columbia Uni-
versity, New York University, and Cornell University. These three hosts provide us with
different IP-layer paths from the same (roughly) geographical area to different destinations
of traffic.
Third, to simulate the IP-layer paths from the upstream ISPs to the major destination
networks we used two approaches. First, we collected traceroute data from the previous
three Planetlab nodes to the 250 largest destination networks in our university packet trace.
Unfortunately, traceroute cannot report the entire route to several destination networks.
However, if the traceroute outcomes from all three Planetlab nodes merge at a common
intermediate node after a certain point, we consider that node (router) as the traffic desti-
nation. In the second approach, we run traceroute from the three Planetlab nodes to 100
randomly chosen destination IP addresses from Caida’s Skitter datasets [22]. Of course,
the drawback of this approach is that randomly picked destinations may not be large traffic
sinks in reality.
3.6.2 Simulator parameters
The simulator aims to route M flows, modeling the traffic to each of the destination net-
works, through a given network topology. Each flow can originate from one out of K=3
access links. The flows are modeled as constant fluids, i.e., they are completely specified by
a rate; we do not consider the short-term effects of traffic variability. The key simulation
parameters are the following:
Flow rates and destination ranking: As previously noted, the distribution of flow
rates follows the Pareto distribution. The average rate, across all M flows, controls the
load in the network. Different simulation random seeds result in different flow rates. We
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always assign the largest rate to the same destination, the second largest rate to another
destination, and so on. In other words, we assume that even though the traffic to each
destination varies across simulations, the flows retain their ranking. We believe that this
property resembles the characteristics of real egress traffic better than assuming that, for
example, the 10th largest destination today can be the 100th largest destination tomorrow.
Location of bottlenecks: Each path Pi,j from S to destination i through ISP j has
a bottleneck link, which is the link with the minimum capacity. A parameter bneck loc,
between 0 and 1, controls the location of that bottleneck. This parameter determines the
link of Pi,j that has the largest probability of being the bottleneck. Neighboring links also
have a probability of being the bottleneck, which decreases geometrically with their distance
from the most likely bottleneck. bneck loc=0 means that the access links of S are the most
likely bottlenecks. bneck loc=1 means that the access links of the destination networks are
the most likely bottlenecks. A value of bneck loc around 0.5 will bring the bottlenecks close
to the core of the upstream network.
Shared bottlenecks: As illustrated in Figure 6, a network link that is shared by two
or more paths can become their joint bottleneck when those paths are used simultaneously.
The presence of shared bottlenecks can cause strong coupling between paths to different des-
tinations. For example, switching the traffic of destination i from ISP j to ISP j′ can cause
congestion in other paths and destinations, not routed through j′. A parameter bneck shar,
between 0 and 1, controls the probability that a link which is shared by two or more paths is
their joint bottleneck. By joint bottleneck we mean that that link becomes congested only
when all those paths are active, i.e., used to reach the corresponding destinations. If only
some of those paths are active, the shared link will not be congested. bneck shar=0 means
that a shared link is never a joint bottleneck, while bneck shar=1 means that a shared link
is always a joint bottleneck.
3.6.3 Evaluation of Algorithm-1
In this section, we focus on the evaluation of Algorithm-1. Recall that that algorithm
attempts to identify the minimum-cost allocation of M destinations to K access links,
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Figure 28: Probability that solution exists, and probability that solution is found by
Algorithm-1 when it exists.
subject to the same capacity constraint for each link. We are interested in two major
questions. First, can Algorithm-1 find a solution to the previous problem, when a solution
exists? And second, what is cost of the solution reported by Algorithm-1 relative to the
cost of the optimal solution? Both questions require exhaustive search in order to know
whether a solution exists and, when that is the case, the cost of the optimal solution. For
this reason, in this part of the evaluation study we limit the topology to 10 randomly picked
destinations from the 250 destinations included in our topology.
The bneck loc factor is set to 0, meaning that the destinations are bottlenecked at the
K access links. For each value of the average flow rate, Algorithm-1 and the exhaustive
search routine are run 5,000 times. We then estimate the following metrics for each value of
the average flow rate. First, the probability that a solution exists. Second, the probability
that Algorithm-1 will find a solution, when a solution exists. Third, the cost ratio of the
solution reported by Algorithm-1 and the optimal solution, when a solution exists.
Figure 28 shows the first two metrics, as a function of the average utilization of the
access links (each value of the average flow rate corresponds to a different utilization). Note
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Figure 29: Cost ratio between Algorithm-1 solution and optimal solution.
that as the load increases to more than 20%-30%, the probability to find a feasible allocation
drops significantly, to less than 80%-90%. This “early saturation” effect is a result of the
heavy-tailed nature of the Pareto distribution: a few flows have very large rate relative to
the individual link capacities. The good news is that Algorithm-1 can identify a solution
with very high probability (practically 100%) when a solution exists, as long as the average
load is below 60%-70%.
Another positive result is that Algorithm-1 results in almost the minimum-cost solution,
when a solution exists. Figure 29 shows the median and the inter-quartile range for the cost
ratio between the Algorithm-1 solution and the optimal solution. We see that the median
cost ratio is very close to 1, and the 75th percentile value is less than 1.05.
3.6.4 Evaluation of Algorithm-2
In this section, we focus on the evaluation of Algorithm-2. Recall that the objective of
that algorithm is the minimum-cost assignment of each egress flow to an upstream ISP,
subject to the constraint that none of the egress paths is congested. Algorithm-2 is based
on stochastic search and it may need several routing iterations before it finds a solution. We
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refer to the time period during which the algorithm searches for a solution as the “transient
phase”. We are interested in the following questions. First, what is the probability that
Algorithm-2 will find a solution, as we increase the offered load from S? Second, how long
is the transient phase in terms of the required number of iterations? Third, what is the
total amount of dropped traffic due to congestion during the transient phase? And fourth,
what is the total amount of rerouted traffic due to routing iterations during the transient
phase? In the following evaluation study, we use the entire topology (250 destinations). An
exhaustive search in a topology of this scale would be computationally prohibitive. Hence,
we do not present results for the probability that a solution exists or for the cost of the
optimal solution.
Instead of presenting results only for Algorithm-2, we also evaluate the following simpler
algorithms. The objective of these comparisons is to get some insight in the relative perfor-
mance of Algorithm-2 and to understand the significance of simulated annealing compared
to methods that follow the “greedy search” paradigm.
1. Access link bottlenecked (access-link): In the simplest case, Phase-II can assume
that all egress flows are bottlenecked at the K access links. In that case, Algorithm-
1 can be used to approximate the minimum-cost congestion-free allocation. This
algorithm does not require routing iterations.
2. Greedy, moving a single flow at each iteration (greedy-single): This is similar
to Algorithm-2, but without the simulated annealing component. In each iteration,
the flow with the highest loss rate (Max-loss) is moved to the ISP that will cause
the minimum cost increase, among the ISPs with sufficient access link capacity. The
algorithm never accepts uphill moves.
3. Greedy, moving multiple flows at each iteration (greedy-mult): In each
iteration, the congested flows are first ordered in decreasing order of their loss rate.
Then, each flow in that sequence is moved to the minimum-cost ISP that has sufficient
access link capacity. Note that this is the only algorithm that moves more than one
flow in the same iteration.
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Figure 30: Probability that a solution is found.
4. Simulated annealing variations (SA-fast and SA-slow): We examine two vari-
ations of Algorithm-2, one with very fast cooling (ρ=0.5), called SA-fast, and another
with very slow cooling (ρ=0.99), called SA-slow.
In the first set of simulations, we set the path bottlenecks at the access links of the three
upstream ISPs. In this case, if a solution exists, we expect that Algorithm-1 will find it and
Algorithm-2 will terminate without any routing iterations. If a solution does not exist, on
the other hand, then the iterative routing approach of Algorithm-2, or of any other iterative
algorithm, would obviously not help. The simulation results confirmed this intuition.
In the second set of simulations, we set the path bottlenecks inside the network (bneck loc=0.5).
The shared links are not joint bottlenecks (bneck shar=0). Figures 30 to 33 show the simu-
lation results for this configuration. In terms of the probability to find a solution, Figure 30
shows that SA-slow and greedy-single perform better than the other algorithms, and they
actually give very similar results. On the other hand, SA-fast has significantly lower success
probability than SA-slow after the load has become significant. The reason is that, when
cooling happens very fast, a simulated annealing algorithm terminates too early, before it
has the chance to find a solution. Also note that greedy-mult does not perform as well
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Figure 31: Number of iterations during transient phase.
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Figure 32: Total traffic loss during transient phase.
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Figure 33: Total rerouted traffic during transient phase.
as the greedy-single algorithm. It is also interesting that even though access-link, SA-fast,
and greedy-mult show a rapid decrease of the success probability after a certain load, the
algorithms SA-slow and greedy-single observe a much more gradual degradation. Based on
these results, in the following we focus on SA-slow and greedy-single.
Figure 31 shows the median number of iterations, across 500 simulation runs, until the
algorithm terminates. Note that SA-slow performs better than greedy-single, especially in
heavy load conditions, i.e., when the probability of success with these two algorithms is
less than about 50%. We also calculated the confidence intervals for the number of routing
iterations (not shown here). The two algorithms have wide and significantly overlapping
confidence intervals. This means, first, that there is significant variability across different
simulations (flow rates). The reason for this is that different rates across simulation runs
could lead to different initial mappings produced by Algorithm-1. This, in turn could lead
to a different set of congested flows and loss rates, significantly affecting the dynamics of
the iterative algorithms. Consequently, even though SA-slow needs fewer iterations on the
average, there is a significant fraction of simulations in which greedy-single performs better.
The amount of rerouting that an algorithm introduces is also important. We calculate
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the cumulative rate of rerouted traffic during the transient phase by counting after each
iteration the total rate of the flows that were rerouted. Figure 33 shows a similar trend with
the number of routing iterations: SA-slow performs better than greedy-single, especially in
heavy load conditions. The confidence intervals, however, again show significant variability
and overlap. We see similar trends for the total rate of dropped traffic during the transient
phase, shown in Figure 32.
In summary, the simulated annealing algorithm (with slow cooling) performs better,
at least on the average, than a greedy algorithm which never accepts uphill moves. The
difference between the two algorithms is more significant in terms of the number of required
routing iterations and the amount of rerouted and dropped traffic in heavy load conditions,
when the probability of finding a solution is less than 50%.
We also performed simulations in which the shared links are also joint bottlenecks
(bneck shar=1). The results follow similar trends as the previous graphs, implying that
the performance of the SA-slow and greedy-single algorithms does not depend significantly
on the presence of joint bottlenecks.
3.7 Related Work
We discuss two bodies of related work. The first focuses on the problem of ISP selection for
a multihomed network. The second deals with the allocation of egress traffic to the selected
set of ISPs to improve performance and/or cost.
The work of Orda and Rom [89] was one of the first to consider the optimization of mul-
tihomed networks. That early work took a topological approach, with nodes representing
potential attachment points for subscribers, and constraints on the number of subscribers
that a node allows. The objective was to find the optimal set of nodes that each subscriber
should connect to with the aim of minimizing the distance between the subscriber and ev-
ery other node in the network. After several years, Wang et al. [106] studied this problem
from the perspective of an ISP subscription problem. That work proposed algorithms for
selecting a set of upstream ISPs with a (monetary) cost minimization objective. A main
difference between the methodology of Wang et al. and our work is that we also consider
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performance and path diversity objectives. In particular, we are interested in choosing ISPs
that provide significantly diverse paths to the major destinations of traffic. Also, the results
of [106] are rather specific to a class of pricing functions that are based on the “percentile
charging” model.
Existing IRC products choose egress paths dynamically, avoiding congestion in a reactive
manner. Even though most commercial multihoming-IRC systems do not expose much
technical information about their internal operation, one of them (the ISMD device of Rether
Networks) is described with significant detail in a research publication [56]. Another good
description and evaluation of an operational multihoming-IRC system is given in [5]. These
papers, however, do not consider the monetary cost of allocating traffic to different upstream
ISPs. The recent work by Goldenberg et al. [55] approaches the traffic allocation problem
with the objective of optimizing performance given a maximum cost constraint. That
work considers latency as the performance metric, and proposes algorithms to dynamically
reroute egress traffic upon transient congestion periods. The results of [55] are also based
on the percentile charging model, while we use a more general pricing model.
An experimental study, based on measurements from the Akamai content distribution
network, showed that multihoming can lead to significant benefits in terms of both avail-
ability and performance for both ingress and egress traffic [6]. The authors also showed
that having up to four upstream providers is enough to gain the full benefit of multihom-
ing. Another experimental work that evaluated the benefits of multihoming is described in
[103].
3.8 Conclusions
Multihoming is becoming inceasingly popular for edge networks that generate large amounts
of content (70% of stub networks are now multihomed, as measured in Chapter 2), as these
networks try to optimize their costs and performance. In particular, we observed that
content providers have been multihoming quite aggressively, and are also the most active
in changing their upstream providers. The exact choice of upstream providers for an edge
network can significantly impact the performance that the network can obtain to the rest
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of the Internet, or the costs that this network must incur. In this part of the thesis, we
proposed a systematic methodology for edge networks to choose the optimal set of upstream
providers using information that can be collected offline, without actually connecting to
those providers.
Our proposed methodology consists of two phases. In Phase-I, the objective is to choose
the optimal set of upstream ISPs given a coarse traffic profile that captures the average
rate and the AS path to each major destination network. The optimality of the resulting
set of ISPs is determined by a weighted average of their monetary cost, AS path length
and path diversity that any set of ISPs provides. In Phase-II, the objective is to assign
the traffic towards each destination to an upstream ISP so that the total monetary cost is
minimized, without experiencing long-term congestion. The main difficulty in Phase-II is
that the available bandwidth of the upstream network paths is generally unknown. Hence,
we need to use stochastic search techniques and iterative routing. We envision that Phase-I
can be repeated in long time scales, from weeks to months, while Phase-II can be repeated
whenever there is a major change in the egress traffic distribution.
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CHAPTER IV
A MODEL FOR INTERDOMAIN NETWORK FORMATION,
ECONOMICS AND ROUTING
4.1 Introduction
The Internet at the interdomain level is a system of interacting autonomous networks (ANs)1
that connect to each other to provide end-to-end connectivity and access to various forms
of content. In Chapter 2, we measured the dynamics of the “Internet ecosystem”, which
consists of networks with different business objectives that must interact and co-exist with
each other. A major observation from Chapter 2 was that the Internet is highly dynamic,
as ANs continually change the set of providers and peers that they connect to. A plausible
reason for the dynamics in the Internet is that ANs attempt to optimize, in a distributed
manner, utility functions such as monetary profit, cost or performance. The utility that
ANs are able to obtain depends both on “environmental” factors (transit prices, peering
costs or the popularity of new Internet applications) and on their choice of providers and
peers2. In practice, however, the process of provider and peer selection is often treated as
“black art”, even by network operators of large ISPs. These ISPs select their providers
and peers using rules of thumb such as “peer by traffic ratios” or “peer restrictively”. The
conditions under which such strategies are actually profitable for different types of networks
has not been well studied. Further, ANs have no way to reason about the effects of their
provider and peer selection strategies on the global Internet.
The motivation behind this work was to create a framework that can be used to study
the effects of provider/peer selection strategies used by different types of ANs. We do
this by developing a model for interdomain network formation that determines what the
1ANs are similar to Autonomous Systems in BGP in the sense that they are independently operated,
except that they also include networks that do not have AS numbers.
2A “provider” is a network that provides transit, or access to the rest of the Internet, to its customers.
Two networks are “peers” if they engage in settlement-free interconnection, whereby they provide access to
each other’s customers for free.
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internetwork converges to as ANs try to optimize their individual utility functions. Our
goal is not to recommend which exact networks an AN should choose as its providers or
peers (Commercial offerings such as Renesys Market Intelligence [3] provide such a service
to their customers; their algorithms and data sources, however, are proprietary). We also do
not try to model the evolution of the Internet ecosystem in terms of which interdomain links
appear or disappear. To do either in sufficient detail would require a precise knowledge of
the strategy of every other AN, the interdomain traffic matrix, and pricing/cost parameters.
Instead, the goal is to study the internetwork after it has converged, and to evaluate the
effect of strategies such as “AN i peers with any network with which it exchanges roughly
equal traffic”. In this case, we do not aim to measure specifics such as which exact links
are present, or the exact set of providers and peers for each AN. Instead, we try to gain
more general insights into the effects of AN strategies on the utility of various network types
and resulting global properties. We are interested in both local effects (how these strategies
affect the ANs that use them), and global effects (how they affect the overall Internet).
Studying the effects of provider and peer selection by different types of networks is
interesting for several reasons. First, individual networks would like to know which strategy
maximizes their utility (either monetary profits, costs or performance). Second, we would
like to know the effects of these strategies on the global Internet, in terms of topological
structure, profitability of various network types, and the risk of emerging monopolies or
oligopolies. Third, it is important for ANs to understand how their provider/peer selection
strategies perform under different conditions, such as diverse traffic characteristics and
application popularity, different pricing structures, or new technology (e.g., inexpensive
transmission capacity).
The main contribution of this part of the thesis is a model, ITER, that provides the
framework for answering questions of the aforementioned type. ITER is based on first-
principles, and models the provider and peer selection process for different classes of ANs
– Enterprise Customers (EC), Small and Large Transit Providers (STP and LTP), and
Content Providers (CP). ITER takes as input the interdomain traffic matrix, routing poli-
cies, geographical constraints, and the economics of transit, peering and local costs. ITER
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Figure 34: The interdependence between topology, traffic flow and per-AN utility in the
Internet ecosystem
models the interdependence between traffic flow, topology and the provider/peer selection
strategies of ANs, as shown in Figure 34. The interdomain traffic matrix, topology and
routing policies determine the flow of traffic in the Internet. The traffic flow and economic
factors together determine the utility of each AN (profit for transit providers and monetary
cost/performance for ECs). ANs optimize their utility by changing their set of providers and
peers, effectively changing the topology, which in turn can affect the utility of other ANs.
The question we try to answer is, “Does this process to converge, and if so, where?”, i.e., we
are interested in “solving” the model to find a state where no AN has the incentive to make
further changes to its connectivity (if such a state exists). As ITER is intractable to solve
analytically, we devise a method to solve it computationally, using agent-based simulations.
We also study the existence and uniqueness of the resulting equilibrium. We emphasize
again that ITER is not an evolutionary model; it does not model the long-term evolution
of the Internet ecosystem with the birth and death of ANs, changes in the popularity of
various applicaitons, and fluctuating economic conditions. Though it is important to study
the evolution of the Internet, we argue that for the purpose of evaluating provider/peer
selection strategies of ANs, the equilibrium of the static ITER model can give valuable
insights.
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In this part of the thesis, we focus on a first practical application of the ITER model,
that of studying the properties of the equilibrium internetwork, given different provider/peer
selection strategies used by ANs. In particular, we focus on two provider selection strategies
(choose cheapest providers, or choose providers that are not competitors), and three peer
selection strategies (peer only when necessary to maintain reachability, peer by traffic ratios,
and peer when the potential benefit of peering is larger than the estimated cost) for small
and large transit providers. We measure properties of the resulting network in terms of
topology (e.g., path lengths and diameter), traffic flow, profitability of different types of
providers, and the number of providers that are profitable. We also analyze the effect of
factors such as the interdomain traffic matrix, geography, and customer preference on the
resulting internetwork. Specifically, we investigate what happens when the interdomain
traffic matrix consists of mostly peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic, or if ANs at the edge of the
Internet choose their providers based on path lengths, or if content providers replicate
their content in all geographical regions. We envision several other applications of ITER,
discussed in Section 4.10, which we plan to pursue in future work. We summarize the main
findings from this part of the thesis:
• We find that if networks at the edge are price-conscious, then LTPs can benefit by
peering with CPs, and can significantly harm the profitability of STPs; this comes at
the cost of longer end-to-end paths (Section 4.5).
• We find that the STP strategy of peering using “balanced traffic ratios” is profitable
only if they also use price-based provider selection. In this case, STPs should peer
avoid peering with content providers. The choice of the best peering strategy for STPs
is heavily influenced by their provider selection strategy (Section 4.5).
• We find that two conditions that are quite plausible in the future Internet – an inter-
domain traffic matrix with mostly P2P traffic , and content providers that replicate
their content in all regions – result in increased profitability for STPs (Sections 4.6
and 4.8).
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• We find that performance-aware provider selection by edge networks results in a sit-
uation where end-to-end paths are short and LTPs are profitable (Section 4.7).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the details of
the ITER model. Section 4.3 describes our approach for solving ITER using agent-based
simulations. In Section 4.4 we validate the model against some well-known static and
dynamic properties of the Internet. In Section 4.5, we present results for the default model,
which we view as the current state of the Internet. In Section 4.6, we evaluate a deviation of
the default model with a predominantly P2P traffic matrix. We evaluate a deviation where
edge networks choose their providers based on performance in Section 4.7, and a deviation
where Content Providers replicate their content in all geographical regions in Section 4.8.
We survey the related work in Section 4.9, and conclude in Section 4.10 with a discussion
of future applications of ITER.
4.2 Model description
In this section, we summarize the key features of ITER. Table 1 defines the various terms
used in the remainder of this chapter.
4.2.1 Network types
Enterprise Customers (EC): ECs are stub networks that normally act as either mostly
sources of traffic (e.g., web hosting companies), or mostly sinks of traffic (e.g., campus,
corporate or residential access networks). In ITER, ECs do peer and they do not have
customers; their only action is provider selection. We model a fraction of ECs as traffic
sinks (sink-ECs), while the remaining as traffic sources (source-ECs).
Content providers (CP): CPs are also stub networks that differ from ECs in two
ways. First, they are sources of traffic (e.g., Yahoo!, Google). Second, they can engage in
peering relations, following an “open peering” policy (peer with any network that agrees to
peer with them).
Small Transit Providers (STP) and Large Transit Providers (LTP): Transit
providers are networks whose main business function is to provide Internet connectivity to
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Table 1: Definitions of acronyms used
acronym definition
AN Autonomous Network
EC Enterprise Customer
STP Small Transit Provider
LTP Large Transit Provider
CP Content Provider
CS Client-Server
P2P Peer-to-Peer
PR Price-based provider selection
PF Performance-based provider selection
SEL Price-based Selective provider selection
NC Peering by necessity
TR Peering by traffic ratios
CB Peering by cost-benefit analysis
DF Default Model
P2P Deviation: P2P traffic matrix
EP Deviation: edge networks use
performance based provider selection
GEO Deviation: content providers
present in each geographical region
their customers. In ITER, transit providers do not act as sources or sinks of traffic; they only
carry traffic on behalf of other networks. Transit providers aim to maximize their profit and
so they select their providers and peers with this economic objective. Their peering policies
are often described as “restrictive” or “selective”, in practice. STPs are transit providers
with limited geographical presence (e.g., Rogers Telecom or China Telecom), while LTPs
are transit providers with practically global presence (e.g., AT&T or Level3).
In the default ITER model, we simulate 180 ECs, 10 CPs, 16 STPs, and 4 LTPs. 20%
of the ECs act as source-ECs, while the rest are sink-ECs. This 210-node internetwork is of
course small compared to the real Internet (the number of Autonomous Systems is about
30,000 today) to keep the simulation time tractable; we will return to this scalability issue
in Section 4.3.
4.2.2 Traffic model
The traffic model concerns the generation of an inter-AN traffic matrix. This matrix deter-
mines the amount of traffic sent from each AN to every other AN. In ITER, we consider two
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types of traffic: Client-Server (CS) traffic flows from traffic sources, which are either CPs or
source-ECs, to sink-ECs (e.g., YouTube or RapidShare). Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic flows
between sink-ECs (e.g., BitTorrent). Without showing the actual mathematical expres-
sions, the key points of the traffic model are the following. The total traffic volume (both
CS and P2P) destined to each traffic sink is heavy-tailed (Pareto distributed with shape
parameter=1.1), i.e., few sink-ECs are much larger traffic consumers than most other sink-
ECs. Traffic sources are ranked based on a popularity index. CPs have higher popularity
index than source-ECs. The fraction of traffic from a given source to any sink-EC follows a
Zipf distribution (with exponent 0.8), determined by the previous popularity ranking. The
Zipf distribution implies that few traffic sources, mostly CPs, are much heavier traffic pro-
ducers than most other sources. For simplicity, we assume that the popularity of a source is
the same for all sink-ECs, ignoring any regional content preferences. A similar popularity
index for each sink-EC determines the distribution of P2P traffic between sink-ECs. In the
default ITER model, 80% of the overall traffic is CS while the rest is P2P.
4.2.3 Geographical constraints
In ITER, each AN is geographically present in a certain set of locations (e.g., exchange
points or “GigaPoPs”). Two ANs cannot establish a customer-provider or peering relation
unless they are present in a common location. In the default ITER model, 210 ANs are
distributed in 5 locations. ECs and CPs are present in one location, STPs in 2, and LTPs
in all 5 locations. This distribution of different network types among regions is designed to
capture real-world constraints faced by these networks, while also taking into account the
scale of our simulations (restricted to 210 ANs). LTPs represent the large tier-1 providers,
and it is realistic to assume that these networks have a presence in most (or all) regions
of the world. Stub networks that are universities or corporations typically have a single
location and the same is true of CPs (though a recent trend is that CPs expand their
geographical scope to be present in many regions – considered later as a deviation from the
default model). STPs are transit providers with a mostly regional scope, and given that we
consider a total of 5 regions, it is reasonable to place them in two regions.
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4.2.4 Routing and traffic flow
ITER captures the salient features of interdomain routing. Specifically, traffic follows the
“no-valley” policy, (traffic from a provider cannot be sent to another provider, and traffic
from a peer cannot be sent to another peer), as well as the “prefer-customer” policy (prefer
a route that goes through a customer; if not available, prefer a route that goes through a
peer; otherwise route through a provider). Whenever multiple preferred neighbors offer a
route, choose the shortest path; break ties deterministically based on the neighbor’s AN
number. It should be noted that calculating policy-compliant shortest paths between all
pairs of nodes is computationally expensive (O(N3), where N is the number of ANs in the
internetwork). We have simplified the routing computation, without violating the previous
policies, with an algorithm inspired by the method proposed by Gao and Wang [52]. We
simplify the routing computation by assuming that stub nodes do not form peering links.
We can then calculate the shortest policy compliant paths among providers. This can be
done efficiently in time O(NpEp), where Np is the number of providers and Ep is the number
of edges among providers. Following this step, each provider p learns the best path towards
each stub s, via the provider p′ of s for which p has the shortest path. This can be done
in time O(NpNsds), where dps is the multihoming degree of stubs. Finally, each stub s
determines the best path towards stub s′. To do this, s chooses the provider p from among
its set of providers that gives the shortest path towards s′. The final step can be done in
time O(N2s ds).
Given the inter-AN traffic matrix, the interdomain topology and the routing model,
we can then calculate the traffic flow in the internetwork. The traffic flow determines the
aggregate amount of traffic that flows over each link and AN. These per-link traffic loads
are then used by the economic model, described next.
4.2.5 Economic model
The economic component of ITER focuses on the profit of transit providers. STPs and
LTPs adjust their provider and peering selections so that they maximize their profit. The
profit of a transit provider is calculated as the total revenue from its customers, minus
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the transit fees to its providers (if any), the peering costs (if any), and the local costs to
maintain and operate its network. Let Ci be the set of customers, Pi the set of providers
and Ri the set of peers of a transit provider i. Its profit fi is:
fi =
∑
c∈Ci
Ti(vic)−
∑
p∈Pi
Tp(vip)−
∑
r∈Ri
Ri(vir)− Li(vi)
Ti(v) represents the pricing function used by provider i for a transit volume v (i.e., volume-
based pricing). Ti(vic) gives the transit payment made by customer c to provider i when
the aggregate traffic exchanged by the two networks is vic. Tp(vpi) is the transit payment
made by i to its provider p for the traffic volume vpi. Ri(vir) is the cost of maintaining a
peering link between i and its peer r when the corresponding traffic volume is vir. This fee
is not paid by one peer to the other; rather, it represents costs to setup (amortized over
time) or maintain that peering link. Li(vi) determines local costs incurred by AN i (such
as operations, staff, equipment) when the aggregate traffic handled by i is vi.
In practice, transit prices show economies of scale meaning that the per-bit cost of
Internet transit decreases as the volume of traffic increases. In ITER, we use concave
increasing functions for transit, peering and local cost functions. Specifically, the pricing
function of a transit provider p for traffic volume v is given by
Tp(v) = mt,p ∗ v
et (18)
The exponent et controls the extent of the economies of scale associated with the various
costs; a lower value of the exponent results in larger economies of scale. All transit providers
have the same exponent et but they differ in the multipliers mt,p. This is consistent with
pricing data we collected from Norton [85] and Chang [25]. Similarly, peering costs are
calculated as:
Ri(vir) = mr,i ∗ v
er
ir (19)
while local costs also include a traffic-independent term li:
Li(vi) = li +ml,i ∗ v
el
i (20)
All transit providers are assigned the same exponents for their peering and local cost func-
tions, but they differ in the multipliers mr,i, ml,i, and in the li term.
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To the extent possible, we parameterized the economic model using real-world data.
Chang et al. [25] report that the exponent for the transit pricing functions et is around
0.75, while the peering exponent er is around 0.25. The transit price multipliers mt,i of
STPs vary between [30,140], while those of LTPs vary between [80,150], i.e., LTPs tend to
be more expensive than STPs, but not always. These values are based on data reported
by Norton [85] in 2006. The peering cost multipliers mr,i vary in [300,400]. The local
cost exponent el is set to 0.5, while the local cost multipliers are set differently for STPs
and LTPs: [100,200] for STPs and [300,400] for LTPs. The traffic-independent costs for
LTPs are greater than those for STPs; this reflects that LTPs have larger networks, and
hence larger operational costs. The local cost parameters are assigned so that the traffic-
dependent and traffic-independent costs account for roughly equal fractions. The transit,
peering and local cost parameters are assigned so that, for the same traffic volume, peering
costs are the lowest, followed by traffic-dependent local costs, while transit costs are the
highest.
4.2.6 Provider selection methods
The interdomain topology is formed when each AN selects its provider(s), and potentially
its peers. In ITER, we consider three provider selection methods and three peer selection
methods. Even though these methods are, to some degree, abstractions of a wide diversity of
service agreements in the Internet, we believe that they capture the most common practices.
Regarding provider selection, an AN i first determines the set of candidate providers.
These are transit providers (STPs or LTPs) that have at least one region in common with i
and that are not in the customer tree of i. Then, i uses one of the following three methods
to select the final provider (or set of providers, in case of multihoming):
Price-based (PR): The goal of i is to choose the cheapest provider(s). The metric
used for comparing providers is the transit price multiplier mt,j associated with provider j.
Selective price-based (SEL): A transit provider i would not want to select as provider
a network that may become its peer or customer in the future. In ITER, this implies that an
STP would not want to select another STP as provider, and so it would choose only among
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LTPs. Similarly, an LTP would not select an STP as provider, even if it is cheaper than
LTP candidate providers. Among the remaining candidates, i would again select provider(s)
based on price. SEL is applicable only to STPs and LTPs.
Performance-based (PF): A network may select providers based on the performance
they offer. In ITER, we consider a performance metric that is related to the weighted path
length from i to all sources and destinations of its traffic. This method is applicable only
to ECs and CPs, not to transit providers (the latter would certainly not ignore pricing).
For each destination j of i, let Aij be the total traffic sent and received by i to/from j. Let
lkj be the path length from provider k to destination j. The performance metric associated
with provider k is given by Li(k) =
∑
j Aijlkj/
∑
j Aij .
4.2.7 Multihoming
Multihoming, which refers to the practice of choosing multiple transit providers, is increas-
ingly used, particularly by transit providers [39]. In ITER, AN i is assigned a Maximum
Multihoming Degree (MMD), i.e., a maximum number of providers, depending on its type.
This upper bound is typically determined by the desired redundancy level. In practice,
it may not be possible to always find MMD candidate providers. AN i ranks its set of
candidate providers, based on one of the previous three selection methods, and selects up
to MMD providers. In the default ITER model, we set the MMD to 1 for ECs, 3 for CPs,
2 for STPs and 3 for LTPs.
4.2.8 Peer selection methods
For any AN, the objective for peering is to save transit costs, by reducing the traffic volume
that needs to be routed through providers. Further, peering is required in some cases
to maintain reachability with the rest of the Internet. We consider three peer selection
methods, modeling the most common approaches found in practice.
Peering by necessity (NC):With NC, networks i and j peer only if that is necessary
to maintain global reachability; otherwise i will not be able to reach some of j’s customers
and vise versa. Neither AN can “force” the other to become its customer. Also, in some
cases i and j would choose each other as provider based on their provider selection method.
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When that is the case, they decide to peer instead.
Peering by traffic ratios (TR): A common approach for peering is to rely on “traffic
ratios”. Here, two ANs i and j agree to peer if they exchange “roughly equal” volumes of
traffic. In practice, this is implemented by measuring the ratio of the traffic that flows from
i to j and from j to i. If this ratio is close to one (within a factor of 2 in default ITER),
the two ANs agree to peer.
Peering by cost-benefit analysis (CB): Here, AN i assesses both the costs associated
with a given peering link and the potential benefits that can be achieved by that link. The
costs associated with peering are due to the fixed and traffic-dependent costs of establishing
a peering link. The benefits are due to reduced transit fees. AN i chooses to peer with j
if the estimated benefits are greater than the estimated costs. In practice, i would need to
estimate the “peerable traffic volume” with network j to use CB.
4.2.9 Initialization
We construct the initial internetwork so that it matches certain known properties of the
Internet’s interdomain topology. First, LTPs are assumed to be present in each geographical
region and are fully-meshed with peering links. This is similar to the well-known clique of
Tier-1 Internet providers. These are the only peering links in the initial topology. Regarding
the initial customer-provider links, a recent study [39] measured the provider preference of
different network types in the Internet and found that 60% of the providers of ECs are STPs
while 40% are LTPs. On the other hand, approximately half of the providers of STPs and
CPs are STPs. So, we connect STPs to other STPs and LTPs so that the number of links
between STPs and LTPs is the same with that between STPs and STPs. To connect ECs
and CPs, we follow a procedure that is similar to preferential attachment. We add ECs and
CPs sequentially, choosing a provider (STP or LTP) with a probability that is proportional
to the existing customer degree of that provider.
We define a scenario as a specification of the provider and peer selection strategies used
by STPs and LTPs. In a scenario, we assume that all providers belonging to the same class
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follow the same strategy. For example, the notation
{DF, (SEL, TR), (SEL,NC)}
represents a scenario with the default ITER model (DF), STPs use SEL provider selection
and TR-peering, and LTPs use SEL-provider selection and NC-peering.
4.3 Solving the model
Our goal is to to “solve” the model, determining the internetwork that results as each AN
changes its set of providers and peers to optimize a certain utility function. ANs play
sequentially, and each AN i can observe how the actions of previous ANs affect i’s traffic
flow and economics.
4.3.1 AN actions
We present the steps used by an AN in each move.
1. Provider selection: First, an AN i identifies the set of preferred providers, according
to its provider selection criteria. Let this set be Pi.
2. Try to peer with providers: If AN i does not engage in peering, skip to step 3. Else,
i tries to convert each of its provider links to peering links. For this purpose, we evaluate
the provider selection criteria of j, and find the set Pj . If j ∈ Pi and i ∈ Pj , then i
and j become peers “due to necessity”. This condition captures the situation where i
and j cannot agree on who should be the provider of whom. In this case, they need to
peer to maintain global reachability for their customers. AN i then removes transit links
to providers that are also in the customer tree of j. The intuition for this is as follows:
When i and j form a peering link, some providers from Pi may be in the customer tree
of j. i will never use such providers to reach nodes in the customer tree of j, since the
direct path through the peering link is preferred. Figure 35 represents a case where i can
safely remove providers k and l after forming a peering link with j. 3
3A corner case can occur when i needs providers to reach ANs that are not in the customer tree of j,
but all of i’s providers are also in the customer tree of j. Rather than selecting arbitrarily which provider
to keep, we impose the condition that i keeps both k and l.
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3. Check for potential peering candidates: AN i maintains a list of possible peering
candidates, Ri. As ECs do not peer in our model, the set of peering candidates of i is
restricted to LTPs, STPs, and CPs that have a geographical region in common with i.
For each possible peering candidate k, i performs the following actions: If k is already a
peer of i, then i unilaterally verifies whether the peering requirements with i are satisfied.
AN i also verifies if it needs to peer with k due to necessity. If these peering criteria are
not satisfied, then i de-peers k and exits the peering loop. If i and k are not peers, then i
examines whether it is possible to establish a new peering link with k. This is a bilateral
decision, and hence the peering criteria of both i and k must be satisfied for a peering
link to be created. If the peering link is formed, then i again executes the procedure for
removing providers that are in the customer tree of k (see step 2). If the peering link is
formed, i exits the peering loop. Note that in one move, i may add or remove only one
peering link.
i
k l
s1 s2 s3
j
Transit link
Peering link
Figure 35: AN i can remove providers k and l after forming a peering link with provider
j.
Note that all the actions performed by an AN in each move are completely deterministic.
This is in contrast to previous evolutionary models of Internet topology (such as those based
on preferential attachment [15]). Those models generate a random graph that has certain
structural properties such as a desired degree distribution. The ITER model is not intended
to be a topology generator. Instead, ITER models the optimizations performed by ANs, in
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terms of selecting providers and peers. These optimizations are essentially deterministic in
nature, as each AN attempts to unilaterally maximize its utility function.
4.3.2 Computing equilibrium
Our goal is to “solve” the ITER model, computing an equilibrium, given the initialization
and the strategy of each AN. An equilibrium, if it exists, is a situation where no AN has the
incentive to unilaterally change its set of providers or peers. We solve ITER computationally,
as it is too complex to solve analytically. Solving ITER involves iteratively allowing an AN
to play (according to its pre-defined strategy in each move), until we reach a stage where no
AN has the incentive to change its connectivity. This state is analogous to the concept of
Nash Equilibria (or pairwise stable equilibria when bilateral peering contracts are involved)
in game theoretic models. We assume that nodes play in a particular sequence, with a
randomly chosen starting node. We use the following procedure to compute the equilibrium
for ITER.
1. Pick the next AN i in the playing sequence.
2. Complete the move of AN i, as described in section 4.3.1.
3. If the move of AN i causes the topology to change, recompute the routing tables,
traffic flow and fitness function of each AN.
4. Check termination criteria. If each AN has had a chance to play and has not changed
its connectivity, then stop.
An important issue is the time complexity involved in finding an equilibrium using agent-
based approach described above. Figure 36 shows the simulation time 4 for the scenario {DF,
(SEL,TR), (SEL,NC)} as we increase the number of ANs, keeping the relative proportions
of different AN types fixed. We find that the running time of the model scales super-linearly
with the number of ANs. The main reasons for this are the complexity of computing the
interdomain traffic flow, and the number of iterations to reach equilibrium. As a result, it
4These simulations were run on a machine with with a 3GHz Intel Xeon processor and 2GB of memory.
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is computationally infeasible to run the model at a scale larger than a few hundred ANs,
particularly as we need to run multiple simulations to investigate a wide parameter space
and different variations of the default model.
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Figure 36: Simulation time to find an equilibrium vs. the number of ANs.
4.3.3 Existence of equilibrium
An important question is whether the agent-based simulation described in Section 4.3 is
always able to find an equilibrium for ITER. We find empirically that in more than 95% of
the simulation instances, we are able to solve ITER to find an an equilibrium. We find that
80% of the cases where we cannot find an equilibrium occur when STPs use CB-peering.
In cases where we cannot find an equilibrium, the oscillation is caused by a small number
of ANs, and this oscillation is an expected outcome of the interaction between provider and
peer selection, and traffic flow, and performance in the internetwork. Next, we present
some cases where ITER does not have an equilibrium, focusing on the fundamental reasons
behind the oscillations.
In figure 37(a), AN 25 (a content provider) is connected to its preferred providers 1, 5
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and 10, and the peering link with 12 does not exist. AN 25 uses its provider link to 10 to
reach ANs in the customer tree of 10. When 12 uses CB-peering, it finds that peering with
25 leads to a higher fitness. This is because 25 now uses the (free) peering link with 12 to
reach ANs in the customer tree of 10, due to which 12 earns revenues from 10. After the
peering link between 25 and 12 is formed, 25 no longer needs 10 as a provider, and removes
the link to provider 10. When 25 removes the provider link to 10, 12 no longer sees a benefit
in peering with 25, and de-peers 25. As the peering link betwen 12 and 25 is removed, 25
is again able to choose its preferred providers, which includes AN 10. The above sequence
then repeats. The fundamental factor that causes this oscillation is the interaction between
provider and peer selection. An AN that creates a peering link with a provider does not
need to retain providers that are in the customer tree of peers.
12
10
25
155 1
(a)
8 10
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177110 169
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Figure 37: Examples of cases that lead to oscillations
In figure 37(b), AN 8 and 10 both use TR-peering. Content stubs 110, 169 and 177
use PF provider selection, and are initially not connected to 8. In this situation, the traffic
ratio between 8 and 10 is balanced, and 8 is able to peer with 10. Due to this peering link,
8 obtains shortcut paths to nodes in the customer tree of 10, and becomes more attractive
for content stubs 110,169 and 177 due to shorter weighted path lengths. These content
stubs connect to 8 as customers. This affects the traffic flow between 8 and 10, whereby
8 sends more traffic 10 on the peering link. When 10 evaluates the peering link, it finds
that the traffic ratios are no longer balanced. This causes 10 to de-peer 8. Consequently, 8
loses the advantage (attractiveness for performance-oriented customers) from peering with
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10, and the content stubs 110, 169 and 177 no longer prefer to connect to 8 as provider.
After the content stubs depart, the traffic ratio between 8 and 10 is again balanced, and
8 can peer with 10. The above sequence then repeats. The fundamental reason for this
oscillation is that the creation of a peering link between two providers can improve (or
harm) the weighted path lengths that either provider can offer to customers. The peering
criterion (either traffic ratio or cost-benefit analysis) between the two peers could now fail
as customers are attracted (or repelled) from this provider.
In a third example, the topology is as shown in figure 37(c). STPs 9 and 10 both use
CB-peering, and initially, the peering links 9-10 and 10-19 are not present. Traffic from
customers of 10 to the common customers of 9 and 19 (such as C) initially follows the path
10-0-9-C. Using CB-peering, STP 10 adds 19 as a peer, as both see a benefit. Now traffic
from 10 to C flows over the peering link between 10 and 19 (path 10-19-C). This causes
traffic to shift away from 9, leading to a loss of revenue. Using CB-analysis, STP 9 finds
that creating a peering link with 10 would serve to bring traffic back to 9, leading to better
fitness. Consequently, 9 and 10 form a peering link using CB-peering. Once the peering
link between 9 and 10 is formed, 10 does not see a benefit in keeping the peering link to
19. After the link 10-19 is removed, 9 finds that it would achieve better fitness without
the peering link with 10. Hence, 9 de-peers 10. The above sequence then repeats. The
underlying reason for this oscillation is that the creation of a peering link alters the traffic
flow, affecting the profitability of other networks and leading to the creation/removal of
other peering links.
4.3.4 Uniqueness of equilibrium
An important issue is the uniqueness of the equilibrium that results from solving ITER
using the method described in Section 4.3. We find that for a given initial topology and set
of AN strategies, the equilibria can depend on the order in which ANs make their moves.
In some cases ANs make the “right move at the right time”, such as forming a particular
peering link or choosing a certain provider, causing different equilibria. The presence of
multiple equilibria is analogous to game theoretic models where the Nash equilibrium is
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not unique. To account for this uncertainty, we run multiple simulations for a given initial
topology and set of strategies by changing the order of play for ANs. We then study the
expected value of the properties of the resulting equilibrium network. For example, the
expected fitness for AN i is the fitness of AN i at equilibrium, averaged over a number of
permutations with different orders of play.
4.4 Model validation
A major problem with any model that aims to capture, not only the interdomain topology,
but also the economics and the traffic flow in the Internet, is how to validate it. ISPs are
secretive about their economic and traffic data, while the ground truth for the Internet
topology remains elusive (especially for peering links) [26]. In this section, we present a
“best-effort” approach to validate ITER, comparing its predictions with known quantita-
tive and qualitative characteristics of the Internet. These characteristics span topological
properties, as well as some basic facts about Internet economics and distribution of traffic
load. Clearly, however, the following results cannot be viewed as a definitive validation,
given that other models may also be able to reproduce the same properties.
The following results are based on the following scenarios, {DF, (SEL,CB), (SEL,NC)},
{DF, (PR,TR), (SEL,NC)} and {DF, (PR,CB), (SEL,NC)}, which we view as the most
common provider/peer selection scenarios in practice. The differences between these three
scenarios, in terms of the following observations, are minimal.
Degree distribution: Figure 38 shows the complementary CDF (C-CDF) of the degree
distribution for the scenario {DF, (SEL,CB), (SEL,NC)} with 945 networks. Even though
it is not possible to be rigorous about the presence of a power-law in such a small scale, it is
clear that the degree distribution is heavy-tailed. Of course this should not be surprising.
In the default ITER, we set the multihoming degree of ECs and CPs to 1-3 providers,
while STPs and LTPs can attract many customers at their regions, and so few of them
will necessarily end up with large degrees. We also see the presence of networks with
intermediate degrees, indicating that a single “attractor” network does not end up with all
other networks as its customers or peers.
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Figure 38: Degree distribution for an internetwork with 945 ANs {DF, SEL,CB),
(SEL,NC)}.
Average path length: Another property of the Internet is that the average path
length, in terms of AS links, has remained almost constant (at about 4 AS hops) during
the last decade [72, 39]. We have reproduced the same behavior in ITER. Figure 39 shows
the average path length in the network for the scenario {DF, (SEL,CB), (SEL,NC)} as the
number of ANs is increased from 210 to 945. We find that the average path length between
any two ANs remains close to 4 hops (with a variation range between 3 to 5 hops, which
also does not vary with the size of the internetwork).
Economic structure of transit market: We also examine the profitability of transit
providers in the resulting ITER internetwork. We find that a significant fraction of STPs
and LTPs fail to attract enough customers, and so they end up with negative “profits”.
In an evolutionary version of ITER, these ANs would be removed as bankrupt or “dead”,
similar to what often happens in the real Internet. On the other hand, there are several
profitable STPs and LTPs, meaning that the ITER internetwork does not converge to a
monopoly or oligopoly. This is in agreement with a recent measurement study [39] which
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Figure 39: Average path length as the number of ANs is increased for scenario {DF,
(SEL,CB), (SEL,NC)}.
showed that the number of transit providers that are active (meaning that they attract
customers) is significant, indicating that the Internet transit market is not heading towards
a monopoly or oligopoly.
Distribution of link load: We also measure the traffic volume carried by each link in
the ITER internetwork. Figure 40 shows the C-CDF of the link loads on each interdomain
link for the scenario {DF, (PR,TR), (SEL,NC)}. Most links carry small traffic loads; these
are links mostly at ECs and CPs at the edge of the Internet. On the other hand, there are
few links that carry very large traffic volumes; these are customer-provider and peering links
between transit providers. Akella et al [8] observed a qualitatively similar phenomenon in
the Internet. They reported that links between transit providers high in the hierarchy are
typically of higher capacity than those between providers lower in the hierarchy.
4.5 The default model
In the rest of this paper, our goal is to understand the impact of different provider/peer
selection methods on the topology, traffic flow, economics and performance of the resulting
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Figure 40: C-CDF of traffic volume on each link for scenario {DF, (PR,TR), (SEL,NC)}.
internetwork. In this section, we focus on the Default ITER model. In the following three
sections, we consider a number of deviations from the Default model, in terms of the traffic
matrix, the edge network provider preferences and the geographical presence of CPs.
In the default ITER model, ECs use PR provider selection and they do not peer with
other ANs. CPs also use PR provider selection, but they peer using the CB method. For
STPs, as well as for LTPs, we consider two provider selection methods, PR and SEL,
and three peer selection methods: NC, TR and CB. All ANs of the same type choose the
same provider and peer selection method. This agrees with what we see in the Peering
Database [1], for instance, where networks of the same business function and size tend to
use the same type of peering policy.
An ITER scenario refers to the selection of a specific pair of provider and peer selection
methods for STPs and of another such pair for LTPs. Since we have 6 provider/peer
combinations for STPs and 6 identical combinations for LTPs, the total number of scenarios
we need to consider is 36. Table 2 shows the output metrics for each of these 36 scenarios
in the default ITER model. For each scenario, we run 20 ITER simulations. In each
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simulation, we use a different random permutation of the sequence in which ANs move
during the ITER transient phase.
We measure several metrics that characterize the equilibrium network: The average
path length between each pair of ANs (unweighted as well as weighted by the traffic that
flows between those ANs), the aggregate fitness of STPs and LTPs, the number of fit
STPs and LTPs, the fraction of peering links and the fraction of total traffic that flows
over peering links. The results in Table 2 are averaged over that subset of the 20 runs in
which ITER converged to a stable internetwork. The standard error for each metric is also
shown. We compare various scenarios only when the corresponding confidence intervals are
non-overlapping.
4.5.1 Path Lengths
We report the weighted path length (column “wPL” in Table 2) and the unweighted path
length (column “uPL” in Table 2) for each scenario of the Default model. Note that the
average path length in the resulting internetwork is close to 4 hops for all scenarios except
when LTPs use CB; paths tend to be longer when LTPs use CB-peering. In particular, the
scenario {{DF, (PR,NC), (SEL,CB)} results in average path length of 4.2, compared to 3.9
in other scenarios. When LTPs peer with CPs the traffic from CPs goes through peering
links to LTPs, and from there to ECs potentially through one or more STPs. Figure 41
illustrates this case for scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (SEL,CB)}. We see paths of the following
nature: LTPs peer with several CPs using the CB method. The path from these CPs to
destination ECs (which are customers of say STP A) is of the form CP -LTP -STPB-STPA-
EC. If LTPs do not use CB, they will not form peering links with CPs (TR peering would
not work because CPs always generate much more traffic than they consume). The CPs
would then probably choose STPs as providers, as they tend to be less expensive than LTPs.
This leads to paths of the form CP -STPA-EC or CP -STPA-STPB-EC that are shorter
than the path observed when the LTP peers with CPs. Also, these longer paths are from
the major sources of traffic (CPs) to their destinations (ECs). So, the weighted path length
(4.2) is longer than the unweighted path length (4.0).
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Table 2: Output metrics for the default model (DF), averaged over 20 simulation runs.
STP LTP wPL uPL dia prof prof prof prof num num num Traf %PP Traf
str str a-STP a-LTP f-STP f-LTP f-STP f-LTP UA UA PP
($k) ($k) ($k) ($k)
PR,NC PR,NC 3.9 3.9 6.1 331 409 446 527 4.4 1.6 1.6 0.1 2.3 0.1
PR,NC PR,TR 3.9 3.9 6.1 331 409 446 527 4.4 1.6 1.6 0.1 2.3 0.1
PR,NC PR,CB 4.2 4.0 6.6 40 439 180 521 4.0 2.0 2.1 0.2 6.3 0.4
PR,NC SEL,NC 3.9 3.9 6.1 355 368 465 495 4.8 1.5 1.4 0.0 2.9 0.1
PR,NC SEL,TR 3.9 3.9 6.1 355 368 465 495 4.8 1.5 1.4 0.0 2.9 0.1
PR,NC SEL,CB 4.2 4.0 6.6 39 441 179 523 3.9 2.0 2.2 0.2 6.3 0.4
PR,TR PR,NC 3.9 3.9 6.2 335 393 451 504 4.5 1.7 1.6 0.0 2.5 0.1
PR,TR PR,TR 3.9 3.9 5.9 317 426 433 544 4.2 1.6 1.6 0.0 2.2 0.2
PR,TR PR,CB 4.1 3.9 6.3 55 458 200 545 3.0 2.1 1.9 0.2 6.0 0.5
PR,TR SEL,NC 3.9 3.9 6.2 347 369 459 491 4.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 3.0 0.1
PR,TR SEL,TR 3.9 3.9 6.0 301 431 416 546 4.3 1.7 1.4 0.0 3.1 0.2
PR,TR SEL,CB 4.1 3.9 6.3 24 480 173 554 3.1 2.2 2.0 0.2 6.7 0.4
PR,CB PR,NC 3.9 3.9 6.0 333 392 445 502 4.5 1.7 1.5 0.0 3.3 0.2
PR,CB PR,TR 3.9 3.9 5.8 229 498 344 602 4.1 1.9 1.0 0.0 3.4 0.2
PR,CB PR,CB 3.9 3.9 6.0 63 472 209 538 2.5 2.5 1.4 0.2 7.4 0.5
PR,CB SEL,NC 3.9 3.9 6.0 243 471 352 576 4.6 1.9 1.3 0.0 4.0 0.2
PR,CB SEL,TR 3.9 3.9 5.9 226 501 340 605 4.2 1.9 1.0 0.0 3.9 0.2
PR,CB SEL,CB 3.9 3.9 5.9 33 492 183 551 2.4 2.5 1.7 0.1 8.4 0.5
SEL,NC PR,NC 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,TR 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 -185 787 2 873 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 5.9 0.3
SEL,NC SEL,NC 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,TR 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 -185 787 2 873 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 5.9 0.3
SEL,TR PR,NC 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,TR PR,TR 3.9 3.9 5.0 -6 799 134 899 2.9 2.0 1.1 0.0 2.0 0.1
SEL,TR PR,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -104 701 83 772 1.2 2.3 2.5 0.4 5.7 0.4
SEL,TR SEL,NC 3.9 3.9 5.0 -48 851 92 951 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.1 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,TR 3.9 3.9 5.0 -10 806 129 906 3.0 2.0 0.9 0.0 2.3 0.1
SEL,TR SEL,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -110 709 76 782 1.0 2.3 2.7 0.5 6.1 0.4
SEL,CB PR,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 65 734 182 834 4.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 3.6 0.1
SEL,CB PR,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 113 680 233 776 3.7 2.0 1.3 0.0 3.1 0.2
SEL,CB PR,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -40 597 122 653 2.0 2.7 1.4 0.2 6.2 0.5
SEL,CB SEL,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 65 734 182 834 4.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 3.6 0.1
SEL,CB SEL,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 115 680 231 780 3.8 2.0 1.3 0.0 3.7 0.2
SEL,CB SEL,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -46 622 115 687 2.0 2.4 1.6 0.2 6.7 0.5
standard error 0.02 0.01 0.07 24 29 23 28 0.13 0.07 0.14 0.01 0.13 0.02
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4.5.2 Peering links
As expected, we see that there is a positive correlation between the percentage of peering
links (“%PP”) and the fraction of the total traffic flow that traverses at least one peering
link (“Traf-PP”). Both of these metrics are maximized when STPs and LTPs both use CB-
peering. In those scenarios, 6-8% of all links are PP links, and 50% of the total end-to-end
traffic flows over those links. In those scenarios, both STPs and LTPs are able to peer with
CPs. The large traffic volume from CPs to ECs now flows through those peering links.
4.5.3 “Unprofitable-but-Active” (UA) providers
We evaluate a metric that measures the long-term economic stability of the resulting in-
ternetwork. Some transit providers attract customers due to either lower prices or better
performance, but are not profitable because their local and transit costs are higher than
their revenues. Such an economic situation would not be sustainable in the long-term, as
these providers would either go bankrupt or they would have to increase their prices. We
measure the number of providers that are Unprofitable-but-Active (“num UA” in Table 2).
We also measure the maximum traffic volume (as a fraction of the total traffic flow) carried
by UA transit providers (“Traf UA”). First, note that the two metrics are positively cor-
related: a larger number of UA providers results in a larger traffic volume handled by UA
providers. Second, we have more UA providers when LTPs peer with CPs (see, for exam-
ple, scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (SEL,CB)}). In that scenario, traffic from CPs to ECs flows
through a hierarchy of STPs. STPs at the top of the hierarchy can become UA providers,
as they pay large transit fees to the generally more expensive LTPs. The largest number of
UA providers results when STPs use SEL provider selection and peer using either NC or TR
(up to 3 UA providers, and 50% of the total traffic carried by those providers). Then, STPs
cannot peer with CPs and they also choose only LTPs as providers. All traffic from CPs to
ECs flows through customer-provider links between STPs and LTPs, and this creates even
more UA STPs.
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4.5.4 Provider profitability when STPs use PR:
LTPs can harm STP profitability by peering with CPs:
When most edge networks choose providers based on price, cheaper STPs are able to attract
a large fraction of the edge networks. Due to the overlapping prices of STPs and LTPs,
however, LTPs can also attract some edge networks as customers. When STPs use PR
provider selection, a hierarchy of STPs is formed. When LTPs use PR as well, they may
be forced to connect to STP providers, and the peering clique of LTPs may no longer be
sustainable. In such situations, both STPs and LTPs see approximately equal aggregate
fitness. LTPs can, however, significantly harm the aggregate profits of STPs by using CB-
peering, which allows them to peer with CPs. In this case some LTPs are able to form
a large number of peering links with CPs. Consequently, these CPs reach most of their
destinations through peering links with LTPs, followed by a hierarchy of STPs. In the
default model, CPs source a large fraction of the traffic that goes to ECs. Consequently,
the LTPs can significantly reduce the fitness of STPs by engaging in CB-peering. The
conventional wisdom for LTPs is to only peer with other LTPs. This result shows that
CB-peering by LTPs can lead to a situation where LTPs significantly reduce STP profits,
and are able to increase aggregate LTP fitness.
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Figure 41: Peering between LTPs and CPs increases LTP profitability, but also increases
weighted path lengths. The arrows indicate the paths followed by large traffic flows.
STPs should use TR-peering:
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We find that the best peering strategy for STPs depends on the peering method used by
LTPs. First consider the case where LTPs do not peer with CPs. In this scenario, we find
that STPs achieve higher aggregate fitness by using TR-peering (though the total number
of fit STPs is smaller). For example, the aggregate STP fitness in scenario {DF, (PR,TR),
(PR,TR)} is $317k, while it is $229k in scenario {DF, (PR,CB), (PR,TR)}. This indicates
that the conventional wisdom of TR-peering results in higher STP fitness, when STPs use
price-based provider selection. The reason for this is as follows. If STPs use CB-peering,
then some CPs become their peers. On the other hand, if STPs use TR-peering, they cannot
peer with CPs, as CPs always generate more traffic than they consume. These CPs would
eventually become customers of STPs, as most edge networks choose providers based on
price. This increases the fitness of STPs. On the other hand, when STPs use CB-peering,
they can peer with CPs. In this case the traffic flow is of the form CP-STP-EC; less traffic
flows on the customer-provider links in the hierarchy of STPs, leading to lower aggregate
fitness for STPs.
Next, consider the case where LTPs use CB-peering. In this case, STPs are more
profitable by using CB-peering than with TR-peering. If CPs peer with LTPs, then they
do not need to choose STPs as providers. Given that these CPs will not become their
customers, STPs can improve their profitability by peering with them. This can happen
only if STPs use CB-peering.
4.5.5 Provider profitability when STPs use SEL
STP fitness is determined by LTP prices:
In this scenario, STPs do not choose other STPs as providers, because they consider them
as potential peers or competitors. STPs still attract the price-conscious ECs and CPs. All
STPs connect directly to LTPs due to SEL provider selection. This results in higher fitness
for LTPs than the scenarios where STPs use PR provider selection. In case STPs peer only
by necessity, the aggregate STP fitness can be negative, and there are no fit STPs. As these
STPs carry traffic to/from their customers, we see a larger number of UA providers, and
a larger fraction of traffic flowing through such providers. The aggregate fitness of STPs
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depends on the relative prices of STPs and LTPs. In our simulation setting, LTP prices are
slightly higher than those of STPs, leading to a situation where STPs pay more in transit
prices than they can recover from their customers. If LTP and STP prices are comparable,
the aggregate STP profit can still be positive. The key point is that if STPs use SEL
provider selection, LTPs are in a position to use their market power to charge higher prices,
and potentially make STPs unprofitable.
STPs should use CB-peering:
When STPs use SEL provider selection, they achieve higher profits using CB-peering than
TR-peering (e.g., the aggregate STP profit is $65k in scenario {DF, (SEL,CB), (PR,NC)},
while it is $-48k in {DF, (SEL,TR), (PR,NC)}). This is in contrast to the case where STPs
use PR provider selection, where they are better off using TR-peering. The reason for this
is as follows. When STPs use SEL provider selection, they only connect to LTPs. Due to
the higher prices of LTPs, it is beneficial for STPs to send as little traffic as possible to their
upstream providers. If an STP S peers with a CP C, S only carries traffic destined from
C to ECs in the customer tree of S. S does not send any of this traffic to its providers,
and this traffic is profit-generating. This allows the STP to remain profitable even if LTPs
charge high transit prices. A further benefit of CB-peering is that it allows “content-heavy”
and “access-heavy” STPs to peer. Content-heavy STPs have many CPs as customers, while
access-heavy STPs have many ECs as customers. These two types of STPs can peer only
with CB-peering (traffic ratios will always be unbalanced), and results in increased fitness
for STPs. This makes the case that content and access heavy STPs should peer with each
other to be profitable.
4.6 Deviation-1: P2P Traffic matrix
In the default model, the interdomain traffic matrix consists mostly of CS traffic (80%).
In this section, we consider a deviation where the traffic matrix consists mostly (80%) of
P2P traffic. Edge networks still choose their providers using PR, as in the default model.
We call this deviation “P2P”. The tables with the detailed results for P2P and subsequent
deviations are in the appendix.
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Peer-to-peer traffic helps STPs:
In the default model, most edge networks choose providers based on price. In Section 4.5,
we observed that LTPs can significantly diminish the aggregate profit of STPs by using
CB-peering. When the traffic matrix consists mostly of P2P traffic, the traffic volume from
CPs to ECs is relatively smaller. As a result, the benefit for LTPs from peering with CPs
is lower. The aggregate fitness of STPs is $187k with scenario {P2P, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)},
while it is $40k for the scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)}. A traffic matrix that consists
of mostly P2P traffic thus benefits STPs.
Smaller increase in weighted path lengths when LTPs peer with CPs:
In the default model, we observed that when LTPs peer with CPs, weighted path lengths
are longer than unweighted path lengths. For example, the weighted path length is 4.2 in
scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)}, while the unweighted path length is 4.0. For scenario
{P2P, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)} the weighted path length is 4.1, while the unweighted path
length is 4.0, i.e., we observe a similar phenomenon with the P2P traffic matrix, though the
difference between the weighted and unweighted path lengths is smaller. When the traffic
matrix is predominantly P2P, the volume of traffic flowing from CPs to ECs (over the long
paths caused when LTPs peer with CPs) is smaller than in the default model.
TR-peering is more profitable for STPs:
In the default model, when STPs use SEL provider selection, we found that either NC
or TR-peering led to negative aggregate STP fitness (e.g., aggregate STP profit is $-104k
in {DF, (SEL,TR), (PR,CB)}). This is because the traffic matrix has mostly CS traffic,
and only a small fraction of the traffic flows between ECs (which are customers of STPs).
Consequently, peering by STPs does not give significant benefit. With the P2P traffic
matrix, however, a larger fraction of the end-to-end traffic flows between ECs. STPs can
save significant transit fees if they use TR-peering (aggregate STP profit is $58k in {P2P,
(SEL,TR), (PR,CB)}). The likelihood of STPs being able to peer using TR-peering depends
also on the peering strategy of LTPs; in particular, whether LTPs peer with CPs. We
illustrate this with a specific example in Figure 42. In subfigure (a), the LTP peers with
CPs. The traffic between STP A and STP B is now balanced, allowing them to peer using
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TR-peering. Subfigure (b) shows the case where LTPs do not peer with CPs. These CPs
become customers of STPs, which are cheaper than LTPs. This can lead to the emergence
of “content-heavy” STPs (STPs with content customers) and “access-heavy” STPs (STPs
with access customers). Content and access heavy STPs cannot peer with each other using
TR-peering, as the traffic is always imbalanced (more traffic from CPs to ECs). Thus, if
the traffic matrix consists of mostly P2P traffic, then STPs can save significant transit costs
with TR-peering. Further, peering between LTPs and CPs favors STPs, as it results in more
balanced traffic between STPs, giving them more opportunities to peer.
Traffic flow over UA providers:
In the P2P model, the traffic flow through UA providers is reduced, particularly when STPs
use PR provider selection. In the default model, if LTPs peer with CPs, a number of STPs
become unprofitable. As stated earlier, P2P traffic helps STPs, and the ability of LTPs to
decrease aggregate STP fitness is reduced. This leads to a smaller number of STPs that are
“unprofitable but active”. In particular, for scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)}, 20% of the
end-to-end traffic flows over UA providers, while for scenario {P2P, (PR,NC), (PR,CB)},
this value is around 4%.
An exception to the above result is when STPs use (SEL,NC). In this case, STPs connect
directly to LTPs, and do not peer with other STPs. With P2P traffic, a large amount of
traffic flows from ECs to other ECs. When STPs use SEL provider selection, this traffic
traverses the customer-provider links from STPs to LTPs. This results in a larger number
of UA providers and a larger fraction of traffic handled by those UA providers; 30% of the
total traffic flows over UA providers in {P2P, (SEL,NC), (PR,NC)}, while that number is
close to 0 for {DF, (SEL,NC), (PR,NC)}.
4.7 Deviation-2: PF provider selection by edge networks
In the default model, 80% of ECs and CPs use PR provider selection. In this section,
we consider a deviation where 80% of edge networks choose their providers using the PF
method described in Section 4.2.6. We call this deviation “EP”. The interdomain traffic
matrix still consists of mostly (80%) CS traffic, as in the default model.
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Figure 42: Peering between STPs more likely with P2P traffic and especially when LTPs
peer with CPs. The arrows indicate the paths followed by large traffic flows.
PF provider selection favors LTPs:
ECs and CPs that use PF provider selection are attracted to LTPs, and eventually, most
ECs and CPs connect directly to LTPs. This is because LTPs can reach all destinations
using links to their customers or peers, and so they provide the shortest paths. STPs can
only attract the few ECs and CPs that use PR-provider selection. When STPs use SEL
provider selection, there are no fit STPs (aggregate STP fitness is negative). Further, when
STPs use SEL, no form of peering leads to positive aggregate fitness. In the default model,
when STPs use SEL, they can be profitable by CB-peering. In the default model, STPs have
a large customer base of ECs and CPs, and peering with CPs (or “content-heavy” STPs)
can save significant transit expenses. In the EP model, however, STPs have a significantly
smaller customer base. Consequently, peering does not increase the aggregate fitness of
STPs.
Shorter paths:
When ECs and CPs use PF provider selection, the average path lengths in the network
decrease. This is because networks at the edge are attracted to LTPs. End-to-end paths
are of the form EC-LTP-EC or EC-LTP-LTP-EC, with no intermediate STPs. This results
in shorter end-to-end paths. The unweighted path length is 3.3 for scenario {EP, (SEL,NC),
(PR,NC)}, as opposed to 3.9 for scenario {DF, (SEL,NC), (PR,NC)}. This implies that the
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Table 3: Output metrics for Deviation-1 (P2P), averaged over 20 simulation runs.
STP LTP wPL uPL dia prof prof prof prof num num num Traf %PP Traf
str str a-STP a-LTP f-STP f-LTP f-STP f-LTP UA UA PP
($k) ($k) ($k) ($k)
PR,NC PR,NC 4.0 3.9 6.2 266 419 390 540 3.8 1.5 2.0 0.0 2.4 0.1
PR,NC PR,TR 4.0 3.9 6.2 266 419 390 540 3.8 1.5 2.0 0.0 2.4 0.1
PR,NC PR,CB 4.1 4.0 6.5 187 405 312 512 4.0 1.6 2.0 0.0 6.1 0.2
PR,NC SEL,NC 4.0 3.9 6.1 295 388 415 515 4.0 1.4 1.9 0.0 2.9 0.2
PR,NC SEL,TR 4.0 3.9 6.1 295 388 415 515 4.0 1.4 1.9 0.0 2.9 0.2
PR,NC SEL,CB 4.1 4.0 6.5 187 405 312 512 4.0 1.6 2.0 0.0 6.1 0.2
PR,TR PR,NC 4.0 3.9 6.0 295 381 416 508 4.1 1.4 1.9 0.0 2.7 0.2
PR,TR PR,TR 4.0 3.9 6.1 384 284 506 407 4.0 1.4 2.2 0.0 2.1 0.2
PR,TR PR,CB 4.1 4.0 6.3 206 404 335 515 3.6 1.5 1.7 0.1 5.2 0.3
PR,TR SEL,NC 4.0 3.9 5.9 303 373 421 502 4.1 1.4 1.7 0.0 3.2 0.2
PR,TR SEL,TR 4.0 3.9 6.2 387 273 506 403 4.2 1.2 2.0 0.0 3.2 0.3
PR,TR SEL,CB 4.1 3.9 6.1 219 395 347 505 3.6 1.5 2.2 0.0 6.1 0.3
PR,CB PR,NC 4.0 3.9 6.1 379 293 500 421 4.1 1.3 2.3 0.0 2.6 0.2
PR,CB PR,TR 4.0 3.9 5.9 331 365 455 482 3.8 1.4 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.2
PR,CB PR,CB 4.0 3.9 6.2 185 433 320 503 3.0 2.2 1.1 0.1 6.7 0.4
PR,CB SEL,NC 4.0 3.9 6.2 353 311 472 440 4.4 1.3 1.9 0.0 3.7 0.2
PR,CB SEL,TR 4.0 3.9 5.8 320 356 439 479 4.1 1.3 1.9 0.0 3.4 0.3
PR,CB SEL,CB 4.0 3.9 6.0 185 436 316 509 3.1 2.2 1.1 0.0 7.5 0.5
SEL,NC PR,NC 4.1 3.9 5.0 -85 863 59 963 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.3 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,TR 4.1 3.9 5.0 -85 863 59 963 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.3 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,CB 4.1 3.9 5.0 -127 835 31 945 2.0 1.6 3.0 0.3 5.0 0.1
SEL,NC SEL,NC 4.1 3.9 5.0 -85 863 59 963 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.3 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,TR 4.1 3.9 5.0 -85 863 59 963 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.3 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,CB 4.1 3.9 5.0 -127 835 31 945 2.0 1.6 3.0 0.3 5.0 0.1
SEL,TR PR,NC 4.0 3.9 5.0 -11 784 125 884 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.5 0.1
SEL,TR PR,TR 4.0 3.9 5.0 29 742 163 845 2.9 1.9 1.1 0.0 2.3 0.1
SEL,TR PR,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 58 623 199 711 2.8 2.0 1.6 0.0 5.3 0.3
SEL,TR SEL,NC 4.0 3.9 5.0 -11 784 125 884 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 2.5 0.1
SEL,TR SEL,TR 4.0 3.9 5.0 20 751 155 853 3.0 1.9 1.0 0.0 2.6 0.1
SEL,TR SEL,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 58 621 192 712 3.0 2.0 1.7 0.0 6.0 0.4
SEL,CB PR,NC 4.0 3.9 5.0 1 770 126 870 3.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 3.6 0.1
SEL,CB PR,TR 4.0 3.9 5.1 66 705 196 809 2.8 1.8 2.3 0.1 2.8 0.2
SEL,CB PR,CB 4.0 3.9 5.1 92 578 228 652 2.6 2.1 1.6 0.1 5.7 0.4
SEL,CB SEL,NC 4.0 3.9 5.0 1 770 126 870 3.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 3.6 0.1
SEL,CB SEL,TR 4.0 3.9 5.0 56 717 183 821 2.8 1.9 2.4 0.1 3.6 0.2
SEL,CB SEL,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 91 588 227 666 2.6 1.8 2.0 0.1 6.5 0.4
EP model leads to a situation that is beneficial for the performance seen by edge networks,
at the expense of STP profitability.
Weighted paths shorter than unweighted paths:
In scenarios where STPs use (PR,NC), the weighted path lengths are smaller than the
corresponding unweighted path lengths. For example, the weighted path length for scenario
{EP, (PR,NC), (PR,NC)} is 3.3, while the unweighted path length is 3.5. This can be
explained as follows: Networks at the edge (ECs and CPs) choose providers based on
performance, and are thus attracted to LTPs. STPs, on the other hand, use PR provider
selection and connect to other STPs. This creates a hierarchy of STPs, but with a very small
customer base connected to STPs. Consequently, we see paths that traverse the hierarchy
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of STPs and LTPs, but only a small fraction of the total traffic flows on those paths. Most
of the traffic flows on the short paths of the form EC-LTP-EC. As a result, the weighted
path length is smaller than the corresponding unweighted path length.
More traffic over UA providers:
In the default model, significant traffic is carried by UA providers when STPs use PR
provider selection and LTPs peer with CPs, e.g., 20% of the total end-to-end traffic is
carried by UA providers in scenario {DF, (PR,TR), (PR,CB)}. In other scenarios of the
default model, negligible traffic is carried by UA providers. In the EP model, however,
10-20% of the total traffic is carried by UA providers in each scenario. The reason for this
is as follows. When edge networks use PF-provider selection, only a few ECs and CPs
connect to STPs. Most of the traffic sourced/consumed by these customers of STPs comes
from CPs and ECs that are connected to LTPs. Consequently, STPs send/receive large
traffic volumes to their LTP providers, which leads to a larger number of STPs that are
unprofitable.
4.8 Deviation-3: CPs replicate their content in every region
In the default model, each CP is present in a single geographical region. A recent trend in
the Internet is that CPs increasingly expand their geographical presence [54], either through
the use of content distribution networks (CDNs), or by replicating their content at multiple
locations. We present a deviation of the default model where CPs are present in every
geographical region. Geographical expansion by CPs allows them to peer with networks in a
larger number of regions, and also them to select providers from a larger number of regions.
We call this deviation “GEO”.
Larger STP profits:
In GEO, STPs obtain larger as compared to the default model. In GEO, most CPs use
PR provider selection, but they are not restricted to choosing the cheapest provider from
a single region. Instead, they can choose the cheapest (which are typically STPs) across
all regions. This results in larger aggregate profits for STPs. For example, the aggregate
STP fitness is $331k with scenario {DF, (PR,NC), (PR,NC)}, while it is $450k in scenario
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Table 4: Output metrics for Deviation-2 (EP), averaged over 20 simulation runs.
STP LTP wPL uPL dia prof prof prof prof num num num Traf %PP Traf
str str a-STP a-LTP f-STP f-LTP f-STP f-LTP UA UA PP
($k) ($k) ($k) ($k)
PR,NC PR,NC 3.3 3.5 6.0 -154 1537 13 1656 0.8 1.6 4.2 0.1 2.7 0.0
PR,NC PR,TR 3.3 3.5 6.0 -154 1537 13 1656 0.8 1.6 4.2 0.1 2.7 0.0
PR,NC PR,CB 3.4 3.5 6.5 -204 1512 4 1620 0.4 1.6 5.3 0.2 5.2 0.1
PR,NC SEL,NC 3.3 3.5 6.0 -154 1537 13 1656 0.8 1.6 4.2 0.1 2.7 0.0
PR,NC SEL,TR 3.3 3.5 6.0 -154 1537 13 1656 0.8 1.6 4.2 0.1 2.7 0.0
PR,NC SEL,CB 3.4 3.5 6.5 -204 1512 4 1620 0.4 1.6 5.3 0.2 5.2 0.1
PR,TR PR,NC 3.3 3.4 5.8 -152 1498 8 1618 0.8 1.5 4.1 0.1 2.8 0.0
PR,TR PR,TR 3.3 3.4 6.0 -132 1455 24 1583 0.9 1.4 4.0 0.1 2.4 0.0
PR,TR PR,CB 3.3 3.4 6.2 -154 1469 28 1589 0.8 1.4 4.2 0.1 3.9 0.1
PR,TR SEL,NC 3.3 3.4 5.8 -152 1498 8 1618 0.8 1.5 4.1 0.1 2.8 0.0
PR,TR SEL,TR 3.3 3.4 5.9 -132 1456 24 1584 0.9 1.4 3.9 0.1 2.9 0.0
PR,TR SEL,CB 3.3 3.4 6.3 -154 1468 28 1587 0.9 1.5 4.0 0.1 4.6 0.1
PR,CB PR,NC 3.3 3.4 5.9 -165 1512 2 1633 0.5 1.4 4.6 0.1 4.3 0.0
PR,CB PR,TR 3.3 3.4 6.1 -149 1535 19 1653 0.5 1.6 4.2 0.1 3.6 0.1
PR,CB PR,CB 3.3 3.4 6.0 -175 1475 18 1586 0.4 1.6 4.0 0.2 5.0 0.1
PR,CB SEL,NC 3.3 3.4 5.9 -165 1512 2 1633 0.5 1.4 4.6 0.1 4.3 0.0
PR,CB SEL,TR 3.3 3.4 6.1 -143 1526 23 1646 0.7 1.5 4.4 0.1 4.2 0.1
PR,CB SEL,CB 3.3 3.4 6.1 -174 1474 18 1585 0.5 1.6 4.1 0.2 5.6 0.1
SEL,NC PR,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -183 1519 0 1620 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -183 1519 0 1620 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -193 1517 0 1617 0.0 2.0 4.0 0.2 2.9 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -183 1519 0 1620 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -183 1519 0 1620 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -193 1517 0 1617 0.0 2.0 4.0 0.2 2.9 0.0
SEL,TR PR,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -180 1514 0 1615 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.5 0.0
SEL,TR PR,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -178 1511 1 1611 0.1 2.0 2.9 0.2 2.4 0.0
SEL,TR PR,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -192 1510 0 1610 0.0 2.0 4.0 0.2 3.4 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -180 1514 0 1615 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 2.5 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -178 1512 1 1612 0.1 2.0 2.9 0.2 2.6 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -192 1510 0 1610 0.0 2.0 4.0 0.2 3.4 0.0
SEL,CB PR,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -192 1514 0 1615 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 3.8 0.0
SEL,CB PR,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -186 1500 3 1600 0.2 2.0 2.8 0.2 3.7 0.0
SEL,CB PR,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -198 1496 1 1593 0.1 2.0 3.6 0.2 4.4 0.0
SEL,CB SEL,NC 3.2 3.3 5.0 -192 1514 0 1615 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 3.8 0.0
SEL,CB SEL,TR 3.2 3.3 5.0 -180 1491 6 1599 0.3 1.9 2.7 0.2 3.9 0.0
SEL,CB SEL,CB 3.2 3.3 5.0 -197 1495 1 1593 0.1 2.0 3.7 0.2 4.5 0.0
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{GEO, (PR,NC), (PR,NC}.
STPs can be profitable even with SEL provider selection:
In the default model, we observed that if STPs use SEL, then the aggregate STP profits
depend on the relative prices of STPs and LTPs. In the default model, STPs are unprofitable
with SEL provider selection, unless they use CB-peering. In the GEO model, however, we
find that STPs can be profitable even if they use SEL provider selection and NC or TR-
peering. This is because most CPs use PR provider selection, and can select the cheapest
STPs from all regions. This increases the aggregate profits of STPs.
Larger aggregate profit for STPs by TR-peering:
In the default model, when STPs use PR provider selection, their aggregate profit is larger
with TR-peering than with CB-peering. This is because by using CB-peering, STPs peer
with CPs, which would otherwise become their customers. We find that this effect is more
pronounced when CPs are present in every region. The difference between scenarios {DF,
(PR,TR), (PR,TR)} and {DF, (PR,CB), (PR,TR)} is $88k (38%), while the difference
between {GEO, (PR,TR), (PR,TR)} and {GEO, (PR,CB), (PR,TR)} is $151k (45%).
Shorter paths:
As in the EP model, we find that several scenarios in GEO lead to weighted paths that are
shorter than unweighted paths. For example, the weighted path length for scenario {GEO,
(PR,NC), (PR,NC)} is 3.7, while the unweighted path length is 3.9. In GEO, the traffic
matrix has mostly CS traffic, with large traffic volumes from from CPs to ECs. Further,
CPs can connect to STPs in multiple regions, and the number of CP-STP links is larger
than in the default model. Consequently, we see a large number of “short” paths of the form
CP-STP-EC, which bypass LTPs and also carry significant traffic. This leads to weighted
paths that are shorter than unweighted paths.
4.9 Related Work
A major research effort aimed to characterize the AS-level topology during the last decade.
One of the most well cited papers, by Faloutsos et al. [47], argued that the Internet AS-level
topology is “scale-free”. The observation that the degree distribution follows a power-law led
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Table 5: Output metrics for Deviation-3 (GEO), averaged over 20 simulation runs.
STP LTP wPL uPL dia prof prof prof prof num num num Traf %PP Traf
str str a-STP a-LTP f-STP f-LTP f-STP f-LTP UA UA PP
($k) ($k) ($k) ($k)
PR,NC PR,NC 3.7 3.9 6.2 450 207 570 334 4.0 1.4 0.7 0.0 2.4 0.1
PR,NC PR,TR 3.7 3.9 6.2 450 207 570 334 4.0 1.4 0.7 0.0 2.4 0.1
PR,NC PR,CB 4.2 4.0 6.3 17 393 149 493 3.6 2.0 1.4 0.2 6.6 0.5
PR,NC SEL,NC 3.7 3.9 6.2 464 190 583 324 4.2 1.2 0.8 0.0 2.7 0.1
PR,NC SEL,TR 3.7 3.9 6.2 464 190 583 324 4.2 1.2 0.8 0.0 2.7 0.1
PR,NC SEL,CB 4.2 4.0 6.3 17 393 149 493 3.6 2.0 1.4 0.2 6.6 0.5
PR,TR PR,NC 3.7 3.9 6.4 512 132 630 264 4.3 1.3 0.8 0.0 2.4 0.1
PR,TR PR,TR 3.7 3.9 6.1 515 152 637 290 4.0 1.2 1.3 0.0 2.1 0.2
PR,TR PR,CB 4.0 3.9 6.2 92 406 236 499 2.7 2.0 1.9 0.2 6.4 0.4
PR,TR SEL,NC 3.7 3.9 6.4 528 113 645 252 4.5 1.1 1.0 0.0 2.9 0.2
PR,TR SEL,TR 3.7 3.9 6.1 527 117 645 259 4.2 1.0 1.4 0.0 3.0 0.2
PR,TR SEL,CB 4.1 3.9 6.0 53 387 184 489 3.2 2.0 1.3 0.2 6.8 0.5
PR,CB PR,NC 3.8 3.9 6.1 360 196 483 322 4.0 1.4 1.0 0.0 5.2 0.3
PR,CB PR,TR 3.8 3.9 6.1 354 229 484 356 3.7 1.3 1.0 0.1 5.2 0.3
PR,CB PR,CB 3.9 3.9 5.9 89 347 229 419 2.3 2.2 1.6 0.2 7.9 0.6
PR,CB SEL,NC 3.7 3.9 6.2 398 183 518 314 4.1 1.3 1.0 0.0 5.8 0.3
PR,CB SEL,TR 3.8 3.9 6.1 392 181 514 315 4.0 1.2 0.8 0.0 5.8 0.3
PR,CB SEL,CB 3.9 3.9 5.9 84 358 220 439 2.5 1.9 1.8 0.1 8.3 0.6
SEL,NC PR,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC PR,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -152 662 13 761 1.3 1.8 2.2 0.4 6.0 0.5
SEL,NC SEL,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,NC SEL,CB 4.0 3.9 5.0 -165 693 2 793 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 5.8 0.4
SEL,TR PR,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,TR PR,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 139 588 273 688 2.6 1.4 1.1 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,TR PR,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -27 578 141 678 1.5 1.8 2.1 0.4 5.5 0.5
SEL,TR SEL,NC 3.8 3.9 5.0 123 595 257 696 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.1 2.1 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,TR 3.8 3.9 5.0 137 590 270 692 2.6 1.4 1.0 0.1 2.2 0.0
SEL,TR SEL,CB 3.9 3.9 5.0 -35 588 124 690 1.5 1.9 1.7 0.4 6.3 0.5
SEL,CB PR,NC 3.7 3.8 5.0 235 478 365 579 3.0 1.6 0.4 0.0 2.5 0.1
SEL,CB PR,TR 3.7 3.9 5.0 247 467 378 568 2.9 1.5 0.7 0.0 2.6 0.1
SEL,CB PR,CB 3.8 3.9 5.0 28 484 187 575 2.1 1.8 2.2 0.2 5.8 0.5
SEL,CB SEL,NC 3.7 3.8 5.0 235 478 365 579 3.0 1.6 0.4 0.0 2.5 0.1
SEL,CB SEL,TR 3.7 3.9 5.0 246 469 377 571 2.9 1.5 0.6 0.0 2.5 0.1
SEL,CB SEL,CB 3.8 3.9 5.0 11 498 163 586 2.2 1.8 1.9 0.2 6.8 0.5
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to several topology generation models that could produce such distributions, starting with
the preferential attachment model of Barabasi et al. [15]. Several variants and comparisons
of preferential attachment models were later proposed [10, 21, 90, 97, 107, 110, 113] The
models in this research thread have been mostly descriptive, meaning that they attempt to
reproduce certain known structural characteristics of the Internet.
The previous descriptive models received considerable criticism (for instance, see [67,
70]) because they mostly focus on the degree distribution and clustering, ignoring important
characteristics of the Internet topology such as hierarchy or the presence of links of different
types (transit versus peering). Further, those models do not explain how the Internet
topology is evolving. This led to models that view the Internet topology as the effect of
optimization-driven activity by individual ASes. These concepts were first introduced by
Carlson and Doyle in [23], and later applied in the context of the Internet in [46]. Chang
et al. [24] model AS interconnection practices, considering the effects of AS geography, AS
business models and AS evolution.
The body of work closest in spirit to ours is that of Chang et al. [25, 27]. That work
focused on developing a first-principles model for the provider and peer selection behavior of
ASes, taking into account various AS-specific decisions in the role of an AS as a customer and
as a peer. Their model also accounts for practical practical constraints such as geography
and considers realistic economics of transit and peering costs and an interdomain traffic
matrix derived from measurement data. Their model can account for the heterogeneity
in terms of the different types of ASes with differing business objectives that exist in the
Internet. The similarity with our work lies in the fact that they too advocate a bottom-
up approach for understanding and modeling the Internet and its evolution. The major
difference between the work of Chang et al. and our work is the context in which the model
is applied. The goal of Chang et al. was to generate and evolve Internet-like graphs by
assigning various decision strategies to ASes, and studying the structure and evolution of the
graph over time. Their model is able to reproduce certain properties seen in the evolution
of the Internet’s AS-level graph over time, and mainly focused on graph-level properties
of the Internet and how these evolve over time. The model proposed in this thesis is not
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an evolutionary model. We focus mainly on studying the properties of the equilibrium
that results as each AS uses certain provider and peer selection strategies. Further, we
are interested in AS-specific properties (both for individual ASes and classes of ASes) such
as profitability, number of customers and traffic share. In this thesis, we thus go beyond
simply producing graphs that resemble the real Internet. In other words, our goal is not to
present a model and validate its ability to produce graphs that representative of the real
Internet. Instead, we attempt to study the properties of the resulting graph as a function
of the different strategies used by networks and conditions such as the interdomain traffic
matrix, pricing and cost structures and geographical constraints.
The model presented in this thesis relies on agent-based simulations to determine the
equilibrium that results as each network uses certain provider and peer selection strategies.
Holme et al. [60] present an agent-based simulation model where the agents are ASes with
economic incentives. In their model, each AS attempts to connect in such a way as to max-
imize its utility under a set of constraints. Their model captures the effects of economics,
geography, user population and traffic flow in AS interconnection. They do not, however,
model the presence of different classes of ASes with different incentives and business func-
tions, and their model is rather simplistic, ignoring some important domain-specific details
about the Internet at the interdomain level, such as the interdependence between provider
and peer selection, real-world economics and pricing, and the role of the interdomain traffic
matrix. Corbo et al. [33] propose an economically-principled model that is able to create
the observed structure of the AS graph. Their model considers the economic utility of an
AS, and focuses on growing a network where each new AS tries to maximize its utility from
connecting to the Internet. In a sense, this model follows a bottom-up approach, modeling
ASes as selfish agents concerned with maximizing their utility function. The goal of their
work, however, was to model, from first principles, the evolution of the Internet graph,
focusing mainly on the growth phenomenon as new ASes join the Internet.
There is a body of work in the area of interdomain network formation that comes from
a more theoretical or game-theoretic perspective. A series of papers [74, 75, 73] advocate
the use of the Shapley value for revenue distribution between ISPs. They show that if
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profits are shared according to the Shapley value, the set of “fair” properties inherent to the
Shapley solution exist, and the selfish behavior of ISPs leads to globally optimal routing and
interconnection decisions. A body of work known as “network formation games” [13, 14, 64]
takes a game theoretic approach to the creation of interdomain links between autonomous
networks. These papers formulate a game where Autonomous Systems form a graph to route
traffic between themselves. Variants of these models assign costs for routing traffic, as well
as for a lack of end-to-end connectivity. The goal of each AS is to create the set of links that
maximizes its utility. A key difference of these models with ours is that they are static in
nature; they model one-shot games where an AS knows the payoff obtained from creating a
particular link. We consider the realistic case where ASes do not play simultaneously, and
are able to observe the moves made by previous players. Also, we assume that an AS cannot
predict the payoffs it would obtain by choosing certain providers or peers. Also related is
the literature on “potential games” introduced by Monderer and Shapley [79], where the
incentive of individual players to change their strategy can be expressed as a single global
function called the potential function. The formulation of the potential function is useful, as
the incentives of all players can be mapped to a single function. Consequently, finding the
equilibrium of such as system amounts to finding the local minima of the potential function.
However, it is not clear whether such a formulation can be applied to the case of ASes with
differing incentives; For instance, the incentive of a transit provider is to maximize monetary
profit, while that of a stub network is to minimize end-to-end path lengths for its traffic.
It may not always be possible to formulate a centralized function that can account for the
different incentives of individual ASes.
The work of Norton is also related to the general area of Internet economics and peer-
ing, but has a more practical and anecdotal flavor. In a series of white papers, Norton
discusses, mainly using anecdotal evidence, how economic and competitive interests influ-
ence peering and transit connectivity in the Internet [82]. Norton also discusses the “peering
playbook” [83], which is a practical guide for ISPs to decide between settlement-free peering
and transit connectivity. He also presents anecdotal evidence for evolution trends in the
Internet ecosystem [84, 86], focusing on which types of ASes prefer to peer with each other,
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and the evolution of transit prices over time [85]. This work gives us many insights into how
settlement-free interconnection decisions are made in practice, and also provides real-world
data about the relative magnitudes of transit, peering and operational costs for networks.
This body of work, however, does not try to determine which strategies for provider and peer
selection different types of networks should use to maximize their utility, or the resulting
effects on the global Internet.
4.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed ITER, a detailed first-principles model of interdomain network
formation that captures the interdependence between interdomain topology, traffic flow
and provider and peer selection strategies of ANs. We present an approach to solve this
model using agent-based simulations. As a first practical application of ITER, we evaluate
the effect of various strategies for provider selection (“choose cheapest providers”, “choose
higher-tier providers”) and peer selection (“peer by necessity”, “peer by traffic ratios” and
“peer by cost-benefit analysis”) on the profitability of small and large transit providers. We
examine the effects of these strategies on the economics, topology and performance of the
internetwork at equilibrium.
We find that contrary to conventional wisdom, large transit providers can increase their
profits (and decrease those of small transit providers) by peering with content providers. We
find that several strategies lead to situations where providers are “unprofitable but active”,
meaning that these providers carry traffic but are unprofitable. We find that two recent
trends in the Internet – an increasing amount of peer-to-peer traffic and the expansion of
geographical coverage by large transit providers – can lead to higher profits for small transit
providers. We find that if networks at the edge of the Internet become performance-aware,
then large transit providers attract most customers. Performance-aware provider selection
by edge networks leads to shorter end-to-end paths, at the expense of the profitability of
small transit providers.
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CHAPTER V
STRATEGIES FOR ACCESS PROVIDERS: THE NETWORK
NEUTRALITY DEBATE
5.1 Introduction
A recent trend in the evolution of the Internet is that residential and SOHO (Small Office,
Home Office) users download increasingly more content. Several causes are attributed
to this phenomenon, in particular the increasing penetration of broadband access, faster
last-mile links, the rise of Internet video and peer-to-peer file sharing. This content is
delivered to users by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that are known as Access Providers
(APs). APs earn their revenues mostly from their users, and they incur costs to operate
their network and to purchase upstream connectivity from transit providers. A trend in
recent times is that APs are often not profitable. The increasing volume of traffic that
APs need to deliver to their customers leads to escalating operational costs and transit
fees. Meanwhile, revenues decline as intense competition in the access market and the
commoditization of Internet access leads to falling prices, typically in the form of a flat
monthly fee [43, 50, 84]. On the other hand, content providers (CPs) such as Google,
Yahoo! etc. are seen as being quite profitable, given their large revenues from advertising
and other sources. These CPs must use the AP’s infrastructure to reach end users (often
without directly connecting to or paying APs), they are often viewed by APs as “free-riders”,
which has led to significant tension between APs and CPs. This is often referred to as the
“network neutrality” debate, as APs have threatened to charge CPs directly or to throttle
the traffic from the largest CPs. Despite the many articles in the popular press, articles
written by economists and telecommunication policy experts [18, 44, 49, 58, 98, 104, 108],
and by computer scientists [35, 19, 109], this debate is still highly misunderstood. We
believe that this debate is primarily driven by the profitability of APs. To understand
the network neutrality debate, we need to understand both the economic structure and
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the traffic characteristics that APs need to work with. We also believe that this debate
necessitates a re-think of the strategies that APs need to employ to remain profitable.
Which pricing strategies should APs use to improve their profitability? Can they do so
without using risking a loss of their customer base? Can APs benefit by peering selectively
with content providers or caching their content locally?
In this part of the thesis, we answer the above questions using a simple quantitative
model that captures the interactions between an AP, a transit provider, and a number of
CPs. The model captures the per-user heavy-tailed traffic distribution, the highly skewed
popularity distribution among CPs, and realistic functions for the transit, peering and
operating costs incurred by the AP. We first examine a “baseline strategy” that follows
current practice, in which the AP charges the same flat rate to all users. Further, the
AP does not establish peering sessions with CPs. We then compare this baseline strategy
to some strategies that an AP could use to increase its profitability. We focus mainly on
strategies that are “network neutral”, meaning that the AP does not differentiate between
sources of content. These strategies are: usage-based pricing for heavy-hitters, limiting
the traffic of heavy-hitters, selectively peering with some CPs, and caching content from
selected providers. We also investigate a “non-network neutral” strategy in which an AP
charges CPs directly. Our results show that certain strategies are rarely profitable or they
are sensitive to factors that are not controlled by the AP (e.g., how would users react to
heavy-hitter usage-based pricing?). On the other hand, the strategy of selective peering
with CPs is non-disruptive and it can lead to a profit increase, relative to the baseline
strategy, for the AP. To increase the effectiveness of such peering, it is important that the
AP is co-located with the most popular CPs so that it can reduce peering costs. Caching
can also help, even though the profit increase with that strategy depends significantly on
the fraction of traffic that can be cached.
5.2 The Network Model
We consider the interactions between three distinct species in the Internet ecosystem.
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Access provider (AP):We focus on a single AP that sells Internet access to N paying
users.
Content providers (CP): Content providers are the sources of content on the Internet.
They do not provide access or transit service to any customers. Instead, CPs earn revenue
from sources such as advertisements (out of band revenue). In this work, we do not model
the costs and revenues of the CPs, instead focusing on the AP. Further, we take into account
only the traffic flow from CPs to the AP, ignoring the requests from customers which are
assumed to be small. Also, we assume that the AP does not receive any traffic from other
APs, e.g. due to p2p applications. We intend to account for p2p traffic in the extended
version of this paper.
Transit providers(TP): TPs provide transit for their customers, which are other ASes.
TPs earn revenue by charging their customers for the volume of traffic sent and received.
For simplicity, we consider a single TP that can provide transit to any other AS.
All ASes have a certain geographical scope, which is determined by the locations of their
points-of-presence (PoPs). Large TPs are typically present globally, while APs and CPs
could have only regional presence. As a result, an AP cannot always connect directly to a
CP, and the TP is needed to provide reachability. An alternative is for the AP to establish
a point of presence in remote locations (using a leased line to that location, for instance)
or for the CPs to come closer to the AP by using a content distribution network.
We model two distinct types of inter-AS connections. In a transit (CP) relation, the
customer “buys” transit service from the provider. The customer typically pays the provider
for traffic sent in both directions on the customer-provider link. In a peering connection,
two ASes agree to exchange traffic for free. If the CP and AP have a peering relationship,
then the traffic flows directly between the two networks. If both the CP and the AP are
customers of the tier-1 provider, then the tier-1 transits traffic that flows from the CP to
the AP. Figure 43 illustrates this network model.
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Figure 43: The network model
5.3 The baseline model
This section describes and evaluates a “baseline” model. We believe this model repre-
sents the most common current practices, and it captures pricing, connectivity and traffic
distribution among the users of the AP and among CPs.
Connectivity and pricing: We consider a situation where both the AP and CP
connect to the TP as transit customers, and there are no peering links between the AP and
CPs. The AP has N users and charges each of those users based on a flat monthly rate R,
giving it a revenue N ∗ R. Based on common prices for Internet access in North America,
we set the flat rate charged by the AP to $20/month. The TP charges both the AP and
the CPs using the volumes of traffic sent in both directions. The transit pricing function we
use for the TP is a concave increasing function of the form ct = mt ∗ V
0.75, where mt is the
transit pricing multiplier used by the TP, V is the charging traffic volume (in Mbps), and ct
gives the monthly price for transit. This pricing function was used in [25] based on pricing
data obtained from ISPs, and mt was around 100 for transit ISPs in North America. Here,
we use a transit multiplier mt = 100 for the TP. Using this pricing function, a charging
volume of 10Mbps costs $560 ($56/Mbps), while 10Gbps costs $100,000 ( $10/Mbps). This
illustrates the well known “economies of scale” in transit prices, i.e., the per-Mbps price
decreases as the total charged capacity increases.
The TP typically calculates the charging volume V by dividing the month into 5 minute
intervals, and V is the 95th percentile of the load on the customer link over all such intervals.
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Norton [86] notes that the 95th percentile charging model is based on the rule of thumb
that the ratio of the 95th percentile to the average load is around 2:1 for web traffic. With
the increase of video traffic, however, that ratio could be as high as 4:1. In this paper, we
assume that the ratio of 95th percentile to average load is 3:1.
Local costs: The local cost of an AP consists of expenses to lease bandwidth for
its network, purchase routers and other equipment, and to hire personnel to operate the
network. This local cost is modeled as traffic independent and traffic dependent components
of the form cl = fl+ml ∗V
0.5. fl is the traffic independent fixed cost component, and we set
fl =$250000/month for the AP. The local cost multiplier ml is set to 500. In the absence of
data about ISP operational costs, the local cost parameters are chosen to yield a net profit
margin of approximately 20% for the AP, which is similar to what was seen in the balance
sheet of a large North American access ISP. The local cost exponent is 0.5, which means
that the cost incurred to carry traffic scales slower than the transit costs paid by the AP,
while also showing economies of scale.
AP profit: The profit of the AP in the baseline model is the total revenues minus the
transit and local costs, i.e.,
P = NR−mt ∗ V
0.75 − fl −ml ∗ V
0.5 (21)
AP users: Each of the N users of the AP downloads a certain amount of traffic every
month. To model the user traffic demand, we refer to a study of residential broadband access
networks in Japan [30]. That study found that the distribution of the amount downloaded
by a user is heavy tailed. In their measurements, approximately 4% of users download more
than 75 GB/month (heavy hitters), while the remaining download less than 75 GB/month
(normal users). We estimate the average of the normal and heavy hitter users as 300
MB/month and 10GB/month respectively, which gives an overall average of approximately
8GB/month.
Here, we draw the amount downloaded by each user from a truncated Pareto distri-
bution with shape parameter 1.1 and mean 8 GB/month, in which case 2% of the users
download more than 75 GB/month. The distribution is truncated from above at a point
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corresponding to the the access link speed. For example, a user behind a 1.5Mbps con-
nection cannot download more than 486 GB/month. We consider different values of the
cutoff point corresponding to the various common access speeds: 300kbps (97 GB/month),
700kbps (226 GB/month), 1.5Mbps (486 GB/month) and 10Mbps (3240 GB/month). Fig-
ure 44 shows the complementary CDF (CCDF) of the amount downloaded by each user.
Unless noted otherwise, we use a cutoff point corresponding to the 1.5Mbps access speed in
the rest of this paper.
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Figure 44: CCDF of the amount downloaded by users (GB/month).
Inter-AS traffic matrix: After generating the traffic demands for AP users, we create
the distribution of the traffic among CPs as follows. The total incoming traffic for the AP
is calculated as the sum of the incoming traffic demands for each of its users. This total is
used to obtain the average incoming traffic, in Mbps, for the AP. Chang et al. [28] found
that the traffic distribution from the top content providers follows a Zipf-like distribution,
with shape parameter ranging from 0.9 to 1.1. We assign the actual traffic volumes from
each CP i to the AP using a Zipf distribution with shape parameter 1. This produces an
effect where certain CPs are “popular” sources of content for the AP.
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5.3.1 Evaluation of the baseline scheme
Here, we evaluate the performance of the baseline model used by the AP. We examine how
the profit of the AP varies with the number of users, the different random samples of users,
and the increasing amount of video traffic.
Variability in the set of users: We first examine what happens when the number of
AP users increases. Recall that the traffic demand of each user is drawn from the heavy-
tailed truncated Pareto distribution described earlier. The large variability in the traffic
demand of individual users leads to also large variability in the costs incurred by the AP.
To demonstrate this effect, we draw 1000 samples (corresponding to different samples of
the user population) from a truncated Pareto distribution with shape parameter 1.1 and
different cut-off points corresponding to different access speeds. We then create the inter-
AS traffic matrices and calculate the costs incurred by the AP. Figure 45 shows the median
and the min-max range of the AP costs across 1000 simulation runs. We find that the
costs of the AP can vary significantly depending on the amount downloaded by its set of
users. Moreover, as the user access speed increases, both the sample mean and the variance
increase. This means that the increasing access speeds that users enjoy in the last few years
will lead to increasing variability in the AP costs, making it harder for access providers to
guarantee their profitability.
The impact of video traffic: A recent trend is that a large fraction of the traffic from
content providers is streaming video. Norton [86] notes that video traffic is fundamentally
different from web traffic, as the ratio of the 95th percentile to the average load due to
video is 4:1, while for web traffic it is roughly 2:1. Consider, for example, that the users
download web content at an average rate of V Mbps. Using the 2:1 ratio for web traffic,
the AP provisions its network and gets charged by the TP for a charging volume 2V . If the
traffic is video, the AP must provision its network and purchase transit capacity for 4V .
This leads to a significant increase in the costs incurred by the AP, as shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Variability of AP costs with the number of users, access speeds and type of
traffic.
5.4 ISP strategies
There are various strategies that an AP could deploy to increase its profits. In this section,
we evaluate some strategies that are anecdotally mentioned in discussions about network
neutrality and ISP economics. We attempt to gain a deeper, quantitative understanding of
the pros and cons of these strategies. Further, we compare each strategy with the baseline,
and evaluate the conditions under which the AP is able to achieve better profits than the
baseline.
5.4.1 AP charges heavy hitters
In this charging strategy, the AP sets a threshold T to identify the users that download the
largest amounts of traffic. These users are called the “heavy hitters”, and the AP uses a
volume-based pricing scheme for these users, rather than the flat rate. The price charged
to a heavy hitter that downloads an amount of traffic D > T is given by: cv(D) =
D∗R
T ,
i.e., a heavy hitter is charged proportional to the amount of traffic downloaded.
A volume-based charging strategy is likely to be unpopular with the AP’s users. In the
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presence of sufficient competition in the AP market, customers would switch from an AP
that uses volume-based charging to an AP that offers flat-rate, “all you can eat” service. We
model the unpopularity of volume-based charging with a probability that a user leaves this
AP, referred to as departure probability. The departure probability depends on the threshold
T set by the AP and is calculated as follows. For a value of T set by the AP, it is possible
to calculate the number of users Nh that would be classified as heavy hitters. The number
of users Nd that are expected to depart at this threshold is assumed to be proportional to
Nh, Nd = d ∗ Nh, where d is a positive parameter. The departure probability is then set
to Nd/N (as long as Nd ≤ N). The departure probability is applied to all users, not only
those that are classified as heavy hitters. This captures the pragmatic fact that users are
uncertain about their monthly usage and so they may leave the AP to avoid the possibility
of extra fees if they get classified as heavy hitters. The parameter d determines the shape
of the departure probability curve, as shown in Figure 46. The parameter d is also related
to the degree of competition in the Internet access market. Without competition, users
would be bound to a particular AP and d would be quite low as long as users need to have
Internet access.
We evaluate the heavy hitter charging strategy by calculating the profit of the AP for
different values of the threshold T and the parameter d. Figure 47 shows the profit of the
AP as a function of the threshold T . In the case of d = 0.1 and d = 1, the user departure
probability decreases quickly with T . In this case, even for low values of T , the AP retains
a significant fraction of users, and also charges them according to the downloaded traffic.
Consequently, it can achieve higher profits than the baseline scheme. In the case of d = 2
and d = 10, the user departure probability decreases slowly, and the optimal value of T
shifts higher. In the most extreme case of d = 10, the optimal value of T occurs when the
AP is able to keep all its users. The AP’s profit in that case is similar to that of the baseline
scheme. The curves for different access speeds are qualitatively similar. As expected, the
benefit of heavy hitter charging is smaller if the users are limited by a smaller access speed.
This is simply because there are fewer heavy hitters at any given value of T that the AP
would be able to charge.
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Figure 46: User departure probability as a function of T , N=20000.
The previous results illustrate that a volume-based charging strategy is quite sensitive
to the user departure probability, which is not controlled by the AP. Even if the departure
probability is low, it is difficult to determine the optimal value of T , and hence this strategy
is not robust to the selection of this threshold. If the AP sets T to a sub-optimal point, it
could end up with even lower profit than in the baseline scheme.
5.4.2 AP caps heavy hitters
In this strategy, the AP imposes “download caps” on its users, i.e., users are not permitted
to download more than T GB/month. If a user reaches that threshold, her account is
blocked for the remainder of the month1. In this strategy, the AP charges each access
customer with the same flat rate R. As with the strategy of charging heavy hitters, capping
the amount that a user is allowed to download can be an unpopular strategy. We assume
that the departure probability with this strategy is modeled using the same function as
in 46. In practice, the departure probability in this model may be higher or lower than in
1In practice, the AP may choose to seriously rate-limit a user that exceeds her threshold. For simplicity,
we consider the more extreme measure where the user is blocked.
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Figure 47: AP profit as a function of T when the AP charges heavy hitters, N=20000.
the heavy hitter charging scheme, depending on the user population, the available pricing
plans and policies of competing APs, and how APs justify/present these policies to their
users.
Figure 48 shows the profit of the AP as a function of the threshold T used by the AP
to cap customers. We find similar trends as in the case of heavy hitter charging. The
strategy of capping heavy hitters performs worse than heavy hitter charging, even when
the customer departure probability drops quickly (curves marked “d=1” and “d=0.1”). By
capping heavy users, the AP is only able to save on its operating costs, and does not gain
any additional revenue. With the same user departure profile as in the case of heavy-hitter
charging, this strategy would be less profitable for the AP.
5.4.3 AP charges CPs
There has been much debate on whether an AP should be able to discriminate between CPs.
To recover the costs due to increasing traffic volumes, APs would like to charge the CPs
that produce most traffic. The AP could rank CPs in decreasing order of traffic volume,
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Figure 48: AP profit as a function of T when the AP caps heavy hitters, N=20000.
and charge a certain fraction of the top providers. We assume that the AP would use its
transit pricing function to charge those CPs. This strategy is again likely to be unpopular,
and a fraction of the AP’s customers may choose to switch to another AP. We model this
by making the customer departure probability dependent on the fraction of CPs charged by
the AP using a function of the form y = axb + c. The parameter b determines the shape for
the departure probability curve as shown in Figure 49. The values of a and c are adjusted to
give a departure probability of 0 when no CPs are charged and 1 when all CPs are charged.
We find that the profit of the AP depends stongly on the customer departure probability.
The trends in all the three previous strategies highlight an important tradeoff involved
with strategies that can compromise the customer base of the AP. If the AP charges or
throttles heavy hitters, or tries to charge CPs instead, it may lose some of its customers.
Whether such a charging strategy increases the profitability of the ISP depends heavily on
the customer departure probability. As such, the fate of an AP that deploys such a strategy
would be highly dependent on user behavior. In the following, we investigate alternate,
non-disruptive strategies that the AP could use to increase its profits.
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Figure 49: AP profits by charging CPs, as a function of the fraction of CPs charged,
N=20000, 1.5Mbps access.
5.4.4 Selective peering with CPs
So far, we have considered the baseline model in which the AP and CPs are customers
of the TP, and there is no direct peering between the AP and CPs. Here, we study a
strategy where the AP follows a selective peering policy, peering with a CP depending on
the potential benefits and costs associated with peering.
Chang et al. [25] studied the fixed and traffic dependent costs associated with peering.
To model the traffic dependent peering costs, we use the function cp = fp + mp ∗ V
0.25,
which is the function used in [25]. The parameters fp and mp are different for each CP,
and they indicate the difficulty of peering with that CP. For example, some CPs may be
colocated in the same city as the AP, in which case the peering costs are low. On the other
hand, some CPs may be in entirely different continents, in which case it costs much more
(or it may even be impossible) to peer with that CP. We assume that content providers
fall into different classes depending on the ease of peering with that content provider. The
peering cost multiplier is different for each class of CPs and the values are 10 (easiest),
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100 (medium) and 1000 (hardest) peering. The fixed peering costs for these classes are
$500/month (easy), $5000/month (medium) and $50000/month (hard). These classes of
peering costs are meant to capture the fact that it may be practically impossible for the AP
to peer with certain CPs (the “hard” class). For CPs in the “medium” and “easy” classes,
it makes sense for the AP to peer, if the traffic volume is sufficiently large. The figures we
use for the fixed costs of the easy and medium classes are in the same range as those quoted
by Norton [86]. The fixed cost of the “hard” class is very large, to model the fact that it
does not make sense for the AP to peer with a CP in that class.
We investigate two distinct divisions of the CPs into the three peering cost classes. In
the first, a CP is equally likely to be in any of the three classes. In the second, a CP is in
the “easy” and “medium” peering class with probability 0.1 each, and with probability 0.8
is in the “hard” class. We also vary the assignment of CPs to these classes. In one case,
the set of CPs in each class is determined randomly. In the second case, the most popular
CPs are also the easiest to peer with. This scenario is likely in the case that the popular
CPs expand their networks and are thus present in multiple peering points. A recent study
gives evidence that some content providers are indeed expanding their networks in recent
times [54].
To determine the set of CPs with which to peer, the AP uses the following procedure.
The AP considers separately each CP i, and decides whether to peer with CP i based on a
simple rule-of-thumb. Let V (i) be the traffic from CP i. The AP calculates the estimated
benefit of peering (saving in transit costs) as the amount that would be paid to the TP,
assuming a charging volume V (i). This is an approximation, as it does not account for the
economies of scale when multiple CPs send traffic to the AP through the same TP.
The AP decides to peer with the CP if the following condition is satisfied:
mt ∗ V (i)
0.75
fpi +mpi ∗ V (i)
0.25
> R
The estimated cost of sending the traffic V (i) through the TP is given by mt ∗V (i)
0.75. The
cost of peering with CP i is given by fpi +mpi ∗ V (i)
0.25.
Figure 50 shows the profit of the AP as the ratio R is changed. The left plot is for
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the case where the CPs are distributed randomly in the three cost classes (“rand”). The
number of CPs in each class is either the same (marked “eq”), or is skewed towards “hard”
peering (marked “sk”). We repeat the simulations for different number of content providers
(“N 50” and “N 200”). All curves show qualitatively similar behavior. If the ratio R is set
too low, the AP forms peering relationships that incur more cost than the transit savings.
On the other hand, if the ratio is too large, the AP does not peer with certain content
providers that would have reduced the transit costs for the AP. We see that the optimal
point for the ratio R occurs after R = 1. This is because of the fact that the AP uses an
estimate of the transit savings. Due to the economies of scale in the TP’s transit pricing
function, the AP over-estimates the potential savings in transit. An interesting trend is
that above a certain value of R, the profit is fairly robust to changes in R. Also, the profit
from peering is larger when the incoming traffic is split into a smaller number of CPs (N=50
vs N=200).
In Figure 50, the profit increase from peering is only 5% over the baseline scheme. Note
that the absolute value of the profit (and the improvement over the baseline) depends on
certain parameter values, such as the number of AP customers and the fixed local costs.
We stress that with an appropriate choice of R, the AP’s profit with peering is guaranteed
to be equal to or greater than that with the baseline scheme. The peering strategy does
not increase the revenues of the AP or affect the fixed local costs. Instead, it reduces the
traffic-dependent costs incurred by the AP. For the case of (“N 50 sk sort”) in Figure 50,
the traffic-dependent cost is $33,000 with peering and $40,000 for the baseline scheme, i.e.,
peering reduces those costs by 17%.
The strategy of selective peering appears to be quite attractive because the parameter R
is controlled solely by the AP. The right graph shows that the benefit from selective peering
is larger for the peering cost structure where the CPs with the largest traffic volume fall
into the “easy” or “medium” classes. This could happen if the largest CPs expand their
networks, and are thus easy to peer with. Given that such expansion by CPs is already
happening [54], selective peering could be a profitable strategy for many APs.
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Figure 50: AP profits with selective peering as a function ofR. N=20000, 1.5Mbps access.
5.4.5 AP caches CP content
We also consider the case where the AP chooses to cache the content that it receives from
the major content providers. By caching content, most requests for content by the access
customers of the AP are handled locally, and hence can save transit costs for the AP.
Here, we assume that there exists a certain fraction h of content from each CP that is
“cacheable”. When the AP caches content from CP i, the traffic h ∗ V (i) is served locally,
while (1 − h) ∗ V (i) has to be downloaded through the transit provider. The fraction h
captures the fact that all content from the CP may not be cacheable, e.g. dynamically
generated content or live video streams. By caching content locally the AP saves transit
costs. We model the costs of caching CP content, which involve purchasing servers and
bandwidth to serve the content locally. We assume that caching adds to the fixed local cost
of the AP according to the relation fc = s ∗ fl, where s is a parameter that determines how
the caching cost relates to the local cost. The AP must decide how many of the largest CPs
to cache. The CPs are considered in decreasing order of traffic volume, because caching the
largest CPs can lead to the largest potential savings in the transit costs.
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Figure 51 shows the profitability of the AP as a function of the fraction of CPs cached.
We simulate two cases corresponding to s = 0.01 and s = 0.5. First, we observe that
the profit of the AP increases with the fraction of CPs that it caches, following a concave
function. The figure on the left shows the case where the caching cost is large (equal to
half of the fixed local cost). In this case, the AP is not able to do better than the baseline
scheme, even if it caches all CPs. The right graph shows the case where caching costs are
very low in comparison with the fixed local costs. In this case, the AP is able to achieve
higher profits than the baseline scheme, depending on how much traffic is cacheable.
This analysis indicates that the attractiveness of content caching depends on the addi-
tional local cost incurred by the AP. The AP may be able to optimize its network in such
a way that caching costs are small in relation to fixed local costs. In that case, the amount
of CP traffic that is cacheable determines whether the AP can obtain higher profits than
the baseline scheme. Note that this is again a parameter that is out of the AP’s control.
The previous scenario represents the case where a CP allows the AP to freely cache its
content. It is possible that the CP does not allow the AP to do so due to copyright or
privacy concerns. As such, our analysis of this strategy evaluates the best case scenario for
the AP.
5.5 Conclusions
We took a quantitative approach towards understanding the network neutrality issue from
the point of view of an access provider. We examined a baseline scheme that follows current
practices, and some variants of charging and connection schemes. Our results show that
AP strategies based on charging are rarely profitable or are highly sensitive to factors out
of the control of the AP. On the other hand, the AP can obtain substantial additional profit
by engaging in selective peering with CPs or caching CP content locally.
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Figure 51: AP profits from caching CP content. nA=20000, 1.5Mbps access
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CHAPTER VI
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The Internet at the interdomain level is a system of interacting, selfish networks (ASes).
The Internet is dynamic, as ASes are born and die, and interdomain links appear and
disappear. A plausible reason for these dynamics is that these networks try to optimize a
certain objective function (either monetary cost or performance) in a distributed manner.
In this thesis, we took some steps towards understanding the evolution of the Internet
ecosystem, focusing on economics, traffic flow, and the implications of various provider and
peer selection strategies of autonomous networks. We focused on provider and peer selection
by different types of networks, and the effects of these local changes on the properties of the
global Internet. The work in this thesis has potential impact for the research community,
as well as more practical applications for network operators and peering coordinators at
ISPs. The results of the measurement study can serve as inputs to future research that
attempts to study the performance of network architectures or protocols in the future, or
create synthetic topologies for simulation studies. The results from the other parts of the
thesis can provide insights to network operators about how to to choose their providers and
peers in order to achieve desirable properties, and the effects of their decisions on the global
Internet. Presented next is a summary of the main contributions from each part of this
thesis.
• Measurement study of the evolution of the Internet ecosystem
We studied the dynamic properties of the Internet graph at the Autonomous System
(AS)-level, focusing on provider and peer selection by ASes [39]. We found important
trends in the growth of the Internet, indicating that the Internet now grows linearly
in terms of both ASes and inter-AS links, following the exponential growth of the late
90s. We found that the average path lengths in the Internet stay almost constant, due
to a densification process arising from aggressive multihoming by transit providers in
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the core of the Internet. We emphasized the need to classify ASes into different types
based on their business function, as these types differ significantly with respect to their
activity (how often they make a change to their upstream connectivity), multihoming
degrees, and types of providers. We also found significant geographical differences,
with Europe increasingly dominant in the Internet ecosystem. There are several areas
where the results of this study can be applied. First, our results can help in generating
realistic synthetic topologies for evaluating new network architectures and protocols.
Second, the growth and rewiring trends that we have measured can help studies that
attempt to predict the performance of new or existing protocols in the future.
• Algorithms for provider selection by edge networks
We proposed algorithms for provider selection by Enterprise Customers (EC) and
Content Providers (CP) that at the edge of the Internet [36]. ECs are mostly con-
cerned with minimizing their monetary costs, while Content Providers (CP) try to
optimize the performance of their egress traffic. In this part of the thesis, we proposed
algorithms using which these networks can select the best set of upstream ISPs. The
optimization objective is to minimize the monetary cost incurred while achieving good
performance (short AS-level paths and high path diversity) for the major destinations
of the egress traffic. We also proposed an algorithm for egress path selection (once the
best set of ISPs has been chosen) that determines a congestion-free allocation of egress
flows to upstream providers (if it exists) with minimum cost for the source network.
This work provides a systematic framework for network operators to make decisions
about how to choose their upstream providers to minimize monetary cost and obtain
good performance, using information that can be obtained offline (without actually
connecting to a provider). We showed that by using the proposed algorithms, edge
networks can find a set of providers that is close to optimal in terms of the monetary
cost, path length and path diversity that these providers can offer.
• A model for interdomain network formation
We proposed a first-principles model for interdomain network formation [37] that
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accounts for the interdependence between topology, traffic flow, and the utility of
different types of networks in the Internet (e.g., monetary cost or performance for
edge networks and monetary profit for transit providers.). Our model also includes
geographical constraints, realistic pricing/cost structures, and BGP-like interdomain
routing. We used this model to evaluate the effects of various provider and peer
selection strategies, the interdomain traffic matrix, pricing/cost structures and cus-
tomer preferences on the economics, performance and topology of the Internet. This
work has several applications, particularly for Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Our
model provides a framework for ISPs to make decisions about the provider and peer
selection strategies that they should use to maximize their utility (profit, monetary
cost or performance). This framework can also be used to reason about the effects
of network strategies on global metrics such as interdomain path lengths or economic
efficiency. Finally, the from this model could also be of interest to policy makers and
regulators who would like to know what to expect from the Internet in the future, in
terms of the profitability of various entities, and the risk of emerging oligopolies or
monopolies.
• Strategies for access providers – A technical view of the “network neutral-
ity” debate
We approached the debate over “network neutrality” from the point of view of access
providers [38]. An increasing amount of video traffic in the Internet has threatened the
profitability of access providers, who mostly charge their customers a flat rate. In this
work, we used a simple model to study the possible reasons for the non-profitability
of access providers. We further evaluated the effectiveness of different pricing and
connection strategies that the AP can use to remain profitable. We showed that AP
strategies that rely on differential pricing or violations of network neutrality are not
likely to be successful due to competition in the market for Internet access. We showed
that strategies based on connection (peering with content providers or caching con-
tent from content providers) are more promising, and can improve the profitability of
APs without risking the loss of customers. The main contribution of this part of the
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thesis is a quantitative approach to the debate over network neutrality. The results
showed that co-operation between access networks and content providers in the form
of content caching or strategic peering is likely to be the most profitable strategy
for access providers. We also showed that some strategies such as differential pricing
or non-neutral charging are “unsafe”, meaning that they are highly sensitive to the
behavior of end users and competition in the access market.
6.0.1 Future work
The work in this thesis represents a step towards understanding the evolution and dynamics
of the Internet ecosystem. Several directions for future work are natural extensions of the
work in this thesis:
• Better Measurements
The results of the measurement study (chapter 2), indicate a poor visibility of settlement-
free peering links in the Internet. In particular, some peering links are visible in
publicly available BGP data only if a route monitor is present at either endpoint of
that link. Consequently, we are not able to reliably study the evolution of peering
links. The number of route monitors in publicly available data has increased steadily
over the years, and there are now close to 500 active monitors. Route monitors are
important, because if an AS provides a route monitor, then we can detect all the links
of that AS, including peering links. We propose to study the evolution of the set of
customer-provider and peering links for ASes that are route monitors. Even though
this is a small subset of the ASes in the Internet, these monitors could serve as valu-
able case studies. In particular, we propose to classify the monitor ASes into different
types (enterprise customers, content providers and transit providers), and study the
changes in the set of customer-provider and peering links for these monitor ASes. The
goal is to study how frequently customer-provider links change to peering links and
vice versa. Doing so could give us further insights into the inter-dependence between
provider and peer selection, and the dynamics of the relationship between two ASes.
We expect that this study will augment the model described in chapter 4.
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• Distributed solution of a centralized problem?
The work presented in this thesis considers the Internet at the interdomain level
as a system of selfish, interacting agents, each trying to optimize a certain utility
function. The distributed nature of these optimizations leads to the question: What
objective function does the Internet, as a whole, try to optimize via these distributed
optimizations? Does such a global objective function even exist? We can approach
this question by formulating a centralized optimization problem, where a single entity
creates the interdomain topology to optimize that objective function (e.g., the AS-
level path lengths, economic efficiency, or the profitability of transit providers). How
does the topology that results from this centralized optimization compare with that
formed from the distributed optimizations by ASes (i.e., the result of ITER)? Is there
a set of strategies for ASes that results in an internetwork that is close to the global
optimal with respect to a metric of interest? Can we design mechanisms that operate
in a distributed manner, implemented by autonomous networks, that lead the Internet
towards “favorable” global states (by some definition of favorable)?
• Interdomain traffic matrix estimation
In chapter 4, we described the interdependence between interdomain topology, traffic
flow, and the provider and peer selection strategies of ASes. Further, we observed
in chapter 4 that the nature of the interdomain traffic matrix has significant impact
on the resulting steady-state network and the best strategies for STPs and LTPs.
In fact, much of the work on modeling the Internet’s AS level topology dynamics
relies on an estimate of the interdomain traffic matrix. Unfortunately, however, there
is little understanding of how the interdomain traffic matrix looks like, and how it
evolves over time. We propose to measure the interdomain traffic matrix using data
collected from a large tier-1 ISP. Assuming that a subset end-to-end traffic still flows
through tier-1 ISPs, we would be able to directly measure a part of the interdomain
traffic matrix. Further, the availability of data from multiple ISPs would improve our
coverage of the entire interdomain traffic matrix. We will also develop techniques to
improve the inference of some traffic matrix entries using AS topology data. This
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measurement study can give important insights into the nature of this traffic matrix
and how it evolves over time. We expect that this study will be an important input
for future efforts to model the dynamics of the Internet.
• Best response strategies
In chapter 4, we studied the effects of various provider and peer selection strategies by
small and large transit providers. We studied the properties of the steady-state when
all providers in a class (STPs or LTPs) used the same strategies for provider and peer
selection. We did not, however, attempt to determine the best-response strategy that
each class of providers should use to maximize their profitability, given the expected
strategies that other networks would use. In future work, we plan to derive the best
strategies that providers from different classes should adopt. We will also consider
the case where each provider can use a different strategy. We also plan to extend the
ITER model to scenarios where providers change their transit prices.
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